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GENERAL INSURANCE agents,
Bi rkill Bank

Bldg.,

.1 A Thompson—Stationery.
8 D Wlggln—Apothecary.
Banooh:

THE

Most Reliable Home and

Foreign Companies.
Compatible with Safety.

Lowest Rates
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A. K. Cushman and L. H. Cushman were
in Bangor Friday night, and witnessed
the working of the third degree by 8t.
Andrew’s lodge, F. and A. M.
L H.
Cushman, as superintendent of the Ellsworth water company, was the guest on
Saturday of Supt. H. T. Sparks, of the
Public Works Co., and visited its plants
at Brewer, Old Town aud Veazie.

Ilros—Carpels, curtains, dress goods

etc.

Tylor, Fogg A Co—Municipal hoods.
POBTLAKI) .*
Oren Hooper's Sons—Curtains.

ELLSWORTH, ME.

REPRESENT

WK

Thompson’s store,
Henry Campbell.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

groceries,

estate

For other local

netus tee

page* 4,5 and 8.

Mrs. Charity C. Royal Is conhtied to her
home by illness.
and

——a*

M, Uallert left Monday noon tor
business trip to New York.

a

short

Mrs. C. C. Burrtll Is visiting her daughter, Mrs. J. W. Tatley, in Montreal.
J. H. Donovan has made improvements

TV/0 orphan

bis restaurant in the Peters block.

on

|

Miss Helen M. Bonsey returned yestera visit of a few days in Cherryfield.

day from

Mlse Frances Uoodwln, of Lynn, Maas.,
is the guest of her sister, Mrs. Curtis K.
Foster, in this city.
Frank A. Stockbridge, who has been seriously ill, was out yesterday for the Hrst
time in three months.

Judge and Mrs. Emery and Miss Crosby
left Ellsworth yesterday en route tor
their trip up the Mediterranean.
They
sail to-morrow from Boston In the “New
England” of the Dominion line. Their
first stopping- place is the Madeira Islands,
where they are due on Feb. 8. The ship
is due to arrive in Boston April 15. A
host of friends join The American in
wishing the party a pleasant trip and a

Ice had formed in the bay for some dislast Saturday, but Monday’s
storm cleared tbe bay again.
tance out

Rev. J. K. Wilson, D. D., of Portland,
will lecture at the Baptist church Tuesday,
Feb. 27, under the auspices of the Y. P. 8.
C. E.
Ex-Tax-Collector A. K. Woodward, who
has been seriously ill, was out for a short
walk Sunday for the first time in several

CUNNINGHAM,

J. A.

Sol* Ag§at for ElUworth.

The first of the special course of lecby members of Bowdoin’a faculty to
the teachers of Ellsworth, will be given
at the high school building Saturday
morning, at 9 o’clock. William Mac-

weeks.

If you “see” my

goods

you will

believe,

church

and if you “feel” them

large,

you will know it is the “naked truth” that I have a
and well-assorted stock of

goods

One

from which to select.

prices, will say that some are lower than they ever were
before, and probably lower than they will bo again in many years.
Watcliea have advanced some in price.
In Silver Novelties 1 have some remarkably good trades.
In Kings, Brooches, Scarf Pins, Hat Pins, Studs,
Sleeve Buttons, Bracelets, Ac., Ac., there are One specimens at right prices.
As to

A.

W.

tures

The ladies’ circle of the Methodist
will give a supper and fair at the
vestry this evening.
Supper will be
served, beginning at 5 30.

“Seeing is believing, but
feeling is the naked truth.”

GREELY.

WINTER

GOODS—

out, and will do it at a great sacritlce.
gain. DON’T MISS THIS.

My

loss is your

From 81.00 up. My prices are bed-rock the year’round.
Purchasers should bear tiiis in mind at this season and
at

all seasons.

class to church work.

There has been some good ice-boating
at Xicolin during the past week, but the
snow will put an end to It sor a
while at
least. There has beeu no decisive test between the new ice-boat and W. R. Parker’s boat. The Parker boat has not yet

The sociable given by Nukotnis Rebekah
lodge last evening was well attended
The liebekahs provided well for tne

her colors, as
boat predicted.
rue usual talk of the relative speeds of
i ne Alamoosook and Nicolin boats is in

Mrs. C. 1. Welch’s class of the Unitarian
Sunday school held a sale of home-made
candy at the vestry last Saturday afternoon.
The proceeds were donated by the

The American's East Surry correspondent says the yacht “Thetis,” which was
dragged by the ice two weeks ago, is
leaking quite badly. Capt Uhatto, who
has the

care

of

her, tries to keep her afloat.

given at the vestry of the Congregational
church on Tuesday evening, Feb. 13. Mrs.
Richards
own

Canvas Jackets—
Rubber lined. Keep the cold out and the warmth in.
They are serviceable garments, and are not high priced.

will

riad

selections

from

her

works.

The sociable given by Esoteric lodge,
F. and A. M., last Thursday evening, was
a

enjoyable

most

event.

About 100

were

Dancing and whist were enMonaghan furnished music. An
excellent turkey supper was served.
Mrs. Austin M. Foster left for Bath
Saturday, to visit her daughter, Mrs. D.
L. Vale. Mrs. Yale was injured quite
present.

joyed.
Water

OWEN BYRN,

Street,

CHAIRS

unsworn.

severely early
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30

per cent, advance in these

for the next IO

(lays,

goods

since we bought,

sell at the old

price,

we

will,

which means a

confined to
xvusa

of

week, by a
improving,

last

now

the house for

lUHuei
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but

some

her friends at her

day evening, it being
evening was spent in
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her

last
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ELLSWORTH

GREENHOUSE,
MAIN STREET.

\

Orders for all Seasonable Flowers

promptly filled.

Much of our stock Is out of sight.
8omc things spoil by exposure.
Some things take too much space.
Some things are only in casual
demand.
We must keep these
outof sight. But they’re right at
hand If you want them.
Our
stock of drugs, toilet requisites,
and miscellaneous articles, Is as
large as 1* consistent with fresh-

WednesThe

birthday.

music and games.

Mary Adams,

Col.

C. C. Burrill,

A. CLARK.

m

t

PRIZES.

LATEST
STYLES

“New Fashion**

OF

WHIST

w^ttt^r«*ou1t!t‘
BOOKS THE

**

•,

< ►

..

O

member

Gov.

of tho

com-

Powers to

evening, Feb. 5, with Mrs. J. A. Cunningham.
Following is the programme:
| Piano solo, Lora V. Parsons; vioiiu solo,
ness and novelty.
Overbuying
means stale
We don’t < * Harriet Rollins; vocal solo, Grace Lord;
stock.
“The Elements of Music,” Rev. A.
overbuy. But we can always
| paper,
H. Coar; special uumber, Elizabeth Wigsupply any demand for an artl.,

>

cle which belongs to our line of
business. We carry a very large
stock, and make very low prices
at

>
*

J. A. THOMPSON.

ELLSWOKTH BAKERY.

Having purchased the bakery business of
■eorge L. Flint, I am now prepare,! to furnish
ten public with
BHCAD, CAKE. PICS. PASTRV
Picnic and Ex.
• f all kinds fresh every day.
aurslon parties supplied at short notice. Bal ed
Beane and Brown Bread every Saturday amt
Sunday mornings A cart will be run every
Saturday for the winter
P. H. BONZE Y,
Main Street, opp. Manning Block, Ellsworth.

The

•

< *

*

*

CLOSED

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS.
1>k. II. W. llATKfcS begs to notify his patrons
and others that until further notice his dental
rooms w ill be“c lowed on Wednesday afternoons.

Ellsworth, Oct. 25,1899.

Evening Express last
interesting picture

an

little Ellsworth girl— Eleanor Louise
Joy, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. B. F.Joy.
The picture was from a photograph taken
by Mr. Joy, and showed tho little girl,
looking sedately through a pair of glasses
apparently intent on reading a copy of
of

WIGGINS DRUG STORE, ii

Portland

Thursday printed
a

the

Express.

Miss Minnie
Thompson and Miss
Eva Aiken leave to-morrow for a trip
southward. They will visit Boston, New
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington. They expect to be gone about
four weeks. During their absence Miss

hB50lutecy Pure

Makes the food

more

delicious and wholesome

factory on Water street about 3 o’clock
NORT H ELLSWORTH.
Sunday morning, when he noticed light
Willie Lindsey has the meaalos.
shining through chinks around the door
Mrs. Sophia Sargent was Injured by a
of the blacksmith shop in the rear of the
factory. Investigating he found a tire well fall on the Ice recently.
under way. Assistance was quickly sumMrs. Annie Fletcher is visiting heg
moned, and the fire was extinguished aunt, Mrs. Howard McUown.
without the firemen. The fire caught
from a defective chimney, and was burning some loose lumber laid across the
ratters of the shop.
In a few minutes a
serious fire would have been under way;
the hour, the character of the near-by
buildings and their inflammable contents,
were all favorable fora disastrous conflagration, but Officer Lord stood in the
way as a great big IF. If he hadn’t been
there, and if his eyes hadn’t been uncommonly sharp to detect a fire in the rear of
that building, hidden from the street by
other buildings, the Ellsworth firemen
would have had a hot fire to fight Sunday morning. It was a fortunate escape
for Mr. Maloney, who has just got fitted
up for business in his new quarters.

ll'i.ila.

tlx.

Uru

mill.

society

house the

for

a

parsonage.

purchasing

com-

bought of the Cushmans a part of
furnishings. The rest of the
furnishings was bought new. The committee spent for the new and the old f630
above the purchase price of the house.
The pastor is already comfortably settled
in tils new home, and the long-delayed
mittee

the

house

and much-talked-about

finally and,
satisfactorily settled.
sonage

is

question

to all

The athletic association
school

is

of

a

already talking plans

the

repairs to engine
again Tuesday.
E. N. Stover

boiler,

and

started

next

The

baseball

for

tlse

season.

Bucksport correspondent

of the Ban-

gor News m«jh: “It is expected
athletic association of the E. M.

of

operate. 25c

until

at home

late

a

the

a

kind and

hour.

Ad

DRUGGIST.

departed

most

news

of

her

death.

PHYSICIANS’ SUPPLIES
AND

MAIL

Al-

past two
seriously so,

ill for the

Mrs.

loving wife and

an

SPECIALTIES.

affec*

;

SAVINGS

TYLER,

Is

{

BANK

FOGG & CO.

£

INTEREST.

Bangor.

Me.

_____

of Interest which savings
Institutions pay depositor- l- continu-

•>

rate

ally declining, three per cent, being
the rate adopted by many.
We offer good Municipal Bonds to
yield about 4 per cent.

•>
*•

ORDERS

Uerry

Ellsworth,
COMING KVKXTS.

Hancock

hall—

Masquerade ball by Eureka Hose Co.
Meeting of county
Friday, Feb. 9
grange at Sedgwick.
Wednesday, Feb. 11—Meeting of Eggetnoggin Christian Endeavor local union at
Brooklin.

Tuesday,Feb. 27,at Baptist church—Lecauspices of Y. P. S. C. E., by
Rev. J. K. Wilson, L>. D., of Portland.
Wednesday, Jan. 31, at Methodist vestry—Supper and fair of ladies’ circle.
Supper at 5.30.
Tuesday, Feb. 13—Meeting of IHucscdgture under

15•)
c
•)
(•

•)

^

brook

district Sunday school association

Congregational church, Bluebill.
Tuesday, Feb. 13, at Congregational
vestry— Readings by Mrs. Laura E. Rich-

at

(•
•)

~m0■

Maine.

Thursday, Feb. 22, at

SiSiSSS^

The

•

ards.

Tickets,25 cents;

on

A serious tire was narrowly averted
Sunday mo. ning, by the watchiulness of
Night Officer Hiram C. Lord. Officer
Lord was passing
Maloney’s carriage

Chicago Woman Speaks.
Prof. Koxa Tyler, of Chicago, Vice-President Illinois Woman's Alliance, in speaking of Chamberlain’s Cough Kemedy,
says: “I suffered with a severe cold this
winter which threatened to run into
pneumonia. 1 tried different remedies but
I seemed to grow worse and the medicine
upset my stomach. A friend advised me
to try Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy and
I found it was pleasant to take and it relieved me at once. I am now entirely recovered, saved a doctor’s bill, time and
suffering, and I will never be without this
splendid medicine again.” For sale by
Geo. A. Parches, Ellsworth, and W. I.

Partridge, Bluehill, druggists.

’s

sale at Parcbet

3t>bcrti0cmctit0.

jH SOMETHINiflsEwTT*^”
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JUST THE THING

|j|

COLD WEATHER.
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Ulster Collars,

III $3.00
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MEN’S
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Ills, Biliousness, InEasy to take, easy to

Liver

GEORGE A. PARCHER,

tionate mother.
Father and children
have the sympathy of all.
Funeral services were held in the Congregational
church on Tuesday at 1 o’clock, lie vs. F.
VV. Atkin-on and C. S. McLearn officiating. The remains were placed in the receiving tornh at Woodbine cemetery.

!

euro

Advt.

Saturday from
crow engaged

years, and at several times
few thought death so near.
was a

—

up

Unionville, where he has a
cutting pulp wood. He ships his wood
by car to Waterville.
Misses Millie and Lura Treworgy entertained about sixty of their friends at a
dancing party Friday evening. Cake and
coffee were served. Dancing whs con-

that the

C. S. will
be ready and willing to enter into the
new baseball league, as proposed by the
Ellsworth high school. The outlook for
a strong baseball team at E. M. C. S. is

Hood’s Pills

digestion, Headache.

Stftotieenunts.

was

pronouncing it

good

Elgfith

in

tinued

a

TO THE DEAF.—A rich lady, cured of her
Deafness and Noises in the Head by Dr. Nich'otboo’s Arllilclal Ear Drums, gave $10,000 to hie
sntltute, so that deaf people unable to procure
the Ear Drums may have them free. Address
No. 4170« The Nicholson Institute, 7£0
Avenue, New York.—Advt.

The hard wood mill, which has been
shut down for several days to allow some

par-

high

True blessedness consisteth in
life and a happy death.—Solon.

daughter, Mrs. E. P. Lord.

as’

appearances,
of

The sewing circle in the Morrison dla*
trlct held a sociable at the scboolhonsa
Jan. 19, with good attendance. It re*
ceived about |30. Mrs. Miuuie Wit ham,
of Ellsworth Falls, wou the woolen quilta
Jan. 29.
Victor.

are

Hhe has been

the

There will be a social dance at Eureka
ball every Wednesday evening until
further notice.

Tl.nm-

though

the

MOUTH OK THE RIVER.

{

the death of his mother.

gational church, yesterday moved into
the H. W. Cushman house, recently pur-

by

worth, officiating.

Fred H. Gerry came home from New
Hampshire Monday night, called here by
Mrs. Thomas and daughter, of Eden,

M.

Frances,

the sia-raonths-okl
daughter of Adelbert Higgins, of North
Ellsworth, died last Wednesday. Funeral
services were held Friday, Rev. J. P. Sis
monton, of the Methodist church, Ells*

Tuesday.

at

Besides

Mabel

C. M. Smith and wife went to Amherst
Saturday to visit relatives, returning

u»nr.r.i,.r» fni>

heg

Jan. 29.

KLLSWOKTH PALLS.

dened

chased

Mrs. Maude Crocker is visiting
cousin, Mrs. Ralph Hamilton.

W. H. Brown went to Bangor Monday,
to do some millwright work for Henry A.
Moore.

enjoyable affair.
The death of Mrs. C. W. (Jerry occurred
on Saturday
evening at her home, of
heart
failure, at the age of forty-six
years. The community was deeply Mad-

A Prominent

gin.

I royal?--I

negotiations have4 been
purchase by Ellsworth men,
of tbe“Naucy Hanks”, the crack-a-jack
of Alamoosook.
The purchase of this
boat would settle an oft-debated question.
Rev. J. M. Adams, pastor of the Congre-

.,

Stationery.
LATEST

Some

made for the

Dakota; Mrs. Henry Jordan, of Surry;
appointed by
Eugene Churchill, of Orland; Mrs.
examine the State treasurer’s accounts, Stephen McUown, of Lynn, and Mrs.
on
was in Augusta
that
business last Charles Ash, of West Surry, with whom
week. He came home Friday, hut left she lived. Funeral services were held at
again Monday, and will be in Augusta the house this forenoon, Kev. J. P. Snnoumost of this week.
ton, of the Methodist church, Ellsworth,
The body will be brought to
The music club will meet next Monday officiating.
a

mission

..

M.

new

exceptionally good.”
four years of age, and up to the present
Mrs. Mary K. Hagerthy, of West Surry,
has been remarkably bright and active
died of pneumonia Sunday, after an illfor her years.
Mrs. Hagerthy
ness of only a few days.
Rev. J. W. Hatch, of Fairfield, will
was a native of West Surry, and all her
at
the
church
next
preach
Baptist
life had been passed there. She leaves
Sunday morning and evening. He will tive sons and four daughters—Dr. A.
remain in Ellsworth during the succeedC. Hagerthy, of Ellsworth; Dr. Kufus
ing week, and there will be special ser- Hagerthy, of Sedgwick; Capt. Hubert
vices Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Hagerthy, of Hancock; Capt. Daniel
Friday evenings.
Hagerthy, of Bucksport; Tyler Hagerthy,

OUT OF SIGHT.
[

the air.

down

port seminary, Castine normal school,
Cherryfield and Bluehill academies, Ells-

esteemed old

Ellsworth.

1

the

iwemy

the

one of Ellsworth’s
ladies, suffered a stroke of
apoplexy last week, and it still in a serious condition.
Mrs. Adams is eighty-

Mrs.

CUSHMAN & SON,

he admirers of

be

on

will

time.

rmzitT umurumi'u

been forced to haul

The high school
boys are agitating the question of a school
league, to include the teams from Bucks-

Ice-cream and cake were served.
Miss
Frazier received many pretty presents.

great saviug.

A. W.

She is

ice.

We have a very large stock of Wood, Leather, Cane, Upholstered Seat Chairs, and although there has been about a

will be auuounccd later.

not been announced.

The reading by Mrs. Laura E. Richards,
referred to in last week’s issue, will be

Children's Suits

“How to teach Civil Government”. This
will open the course, which probably will
consist of ten lectures. The lectures will
be given on successive Saturdays at the
high school building, probably at the same
hour as the one t his w eek. The full course

The district deputy of this masonic
district has called for a convention to be
held at Bar Harbor Thursday, Feb. 22.
The programme for the convention has

amusement and comfort of their guests,
none went away dissatisfied.

Ulsters and Overcoats—I have some odds and ends
in clothing and furnishing goods that I want to close

Donald, A. B., professor of history and
political scieuce at Bowdoin, will speak on

Director-lo-chief of the Maine music
festivals, W. K. Chapman, will conduct
the Ellsworth festival chorus at the rehearsal this evening at Manning hall.

and

HEAVY

Mrs. Henry E. Davis and daughters
Helen and Muriel, who have been in Dresden, Germany, for the past year, sailed
from Hamburg on the “Palatia”, on Sunday, the 14th. They arrived in New York
last Saturday, the 27th, two days behind
schedule time. Mr. Davis met them in
New York. They are visiting friends aud
relatives en route, and are expected home
In a few days.
The stereoptlcon lecture on
early
Jewish history, which was to have been
given at the Unitarian vsstry last Thursday evening after the supper, but was of
necessity postponed because the views
failed to arrive, was given Sunday evening. Quite a large number attended.
The views were explained by Rev. A. H.
Coar In a very interesting manner. The
lantern was operated by E. C. Osgood.

Prof. H. C. Emery, of Bowdoln, and
Frederick Hale, of Portland, were in the
city last Sunday.

Fiflei<

g"

no.

!

Afiturttatmcntg.

Ella Devereux will have charge of Mies
and will be assisted by

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

0. C. BURRILL & SON,

j

$5.00.

j|
j
|

I

Made from extra heavy Friezes and Chinchillas,
and wool lined; designed in every way for cold,
stormy weather. All Sizes.
If your work requires you to be out of doors

*

J

j
| jy

LEWIS FRIEND & CO.
I. L. Halman. Managur.

First National Bank Bldg.

I

}|

|j (

,H

|
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CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

2tbforrttsnntnt8.

fllutnal Benefit Column.

•wl*

For the Week l«Ktaalng Frb.
4-TDUiunl by R«r. ». H. Doyle.

EDITED BT

“AUKT MADGE**.

It a Motto:

“Helpful and Hopeful
*2ric\—Thing* that en<b**.—Math. Til. 21 22.
.CCkxistinn Knnoftvor day.)
The purpose* of this column are succinctly
Christian Endeavor is now 10 years stated In
the title and motto—It Is for the mu•f t{(t It has .stood the test of almost tual benefit, and aim* to be helpful and hopeful.
• Quarter of a century and is still
Being for the common good, It 1* for the comStrong and powerful and possesses the mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information
and suggestion, a medium for the InCharacteristics of things that endure.
According to the lessons of the topical terchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
reference, Christ’s closing words in communications, and Its success depends largeon the support given it In this respect. Comthe Bern wo cu the mount, the tilings ly
munications must lie signed, but the name of
that endure possess several character- writer will not be printed
except by permission.
istics: 1. They must be divinely inspir- Communications will be
subject to approval or
ed, bein'; “t’.e V. I of the Father.”
ti
e
of
the
by
editor
column, but none
rejection
They must he founded upon divine will be rejected without good reason. Address
all
communication*
to
principles, upon the rook Christ Jesus.
The American,
3. Their i itrpose must lie divine. They
Klisworth, Me.
-.

mnRt be d. ue unto Christ.
Nineteen years of Christian Endeavor have pi. < 1 that it possesses these
s
char::
f endurance.
1. Chris:n Endeavor was divinely
Inspired. It is the will of the .Father.
The providential factor in Christian
!
Endeavor
■; emphasized, and it
Its
should nut l>e forgotten today.
rapid growth. Us wonderful adaptability to ail denominations and to r.ll
its marvelous work, all
countries,
pointed to the fact that It was a movement inspired of God. This is still our
belief. And, If divinely inspired, we
may believe that it will endure, because It was Inspired to meet a need
that Is ever present In the church.
2. Christian Endeavor Is founded
The Chrisupon Divine principles.
tian Endeavor constitution, the pledge,
the consecration service, the committee work, are directly founded upon
the word of God, which la not to pass
It possesses this essential of
away.
endurance, and that It may endure
these principles need more than ever
today to bo emphasized. The pledge,
the consecration service, the committee work, all need to be revived.
A
new generation of young people has
arisen who need to know about them,
and many who once knew seem to
have forgotten. Let na have a revival
In Christian Endeavor, a revival of lta
fundamental principles, which are
founded upon God’s eternal word, and

the movement.
8. The work of Christian Endeavor is
divinely purposed. It is “tor Christ
•ad the church.” Christ may say to
Christian Endeavorers, ”Te did it unto
Me.” and therefore not only will the
movement endure, but the work that it
does will find an eternal endurance in
the life beyond this world. May this
anniversary day become an inspiration
to Endeavorers everywhere, and may
Christian Endeavor receive a baptism
torn on high that will give it new confidence In and new zeal for the future.
THE PRATER IfEETIJfO.

If possible, use the United Society’s
special programme for C. E. day. If
not, arrange a special programme, with
addresses or papers on these subjects:
1. "The Past of Christian Endeavor.”
2. "The Present of Christian Endeavor.”
3. “The Future of Christian Endeav-

or."
Bible Readings.—Ps. lx. 7: lxxii, 17;
xe, 1; civ. 31: exxl.1-8; Dan.xli. 3; Math,
xxlv, 35; Luke vi, 47-49; I Cor. xv, 58;
Gal. vi, 9; Jas. i, 9-12; I Pet. i, 3-5, 25;
I John ill. 15-17; Rev. li, 7.
A Church fpslde Don.
**At Clapham, in England, there is a
bell which bears an Inscription, ‘God
But through some
save the Church.’
blonder the word ‘church’ is upside
down. The blunder is, unfortunately,
suggestive as to the real state of affalrs in many churches. But the Lord
is s lover of order, and the thing to
do Is not alone to pray, ‘God save the
chnrch,’ but also to entreat that God
Will save it from being upside down.”
Perhaps the reader has seen some
snch churches—he may belong to one
An “upside down”
for that matter.
chnrch may be described as follows:
It has a membership that belongs to
business, pleasure and the like rather
than to the Lord. It has a lot of empty
mats, a lot of unpaid dues on.its record books, a lot of members fighting
with each other, a lot of societies for
tho running of entertainments and for
ths prevention of duty to the church.
It has a Sunday school that belongs to
some individual rather than to the congregation, a church council that looks
is the pastor for the transaction of its
basin ess and an organist and choir
that are interested more In performances than Id worship. Is your church
one of that kind?—New York Observer.

Rfllfloa Is JawMm,

|

!
;

The religious condition of Japan is
mmething remarkable If an examination of three schools is any Indication.
Of the 400 students examined, 282
dalmed to be agnostic*, 00 atheists, 15
Buddhists. 4 Christians, and only one
wna an adherent of Shintoism. Japan’s
objection to being called a heathen natta would, according to this, seem to
bo well founded. In a catalogue of roMgi«»i tt Is difficult to say where Jaexamij.« should be placed, but this
mrtion may serve to show some of the
difficulties which Christian missionary
laborers in that country will be called
upon to meet.—Exchange.
Good TtsssMa
Though humanity proves false, God
grin still be true.
It la hard work making an anger
Poor

j
;

j

!

halo with a gimlet.
True principles art

as

enduring

as

Mutual Benefit Column.
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Despondency
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In women

mental condition

directly traceable to some
distinctly female lllm j

Well women don’t have j
tho blues, but compare- I
ilvely few people under

SONG OF HOME.

Our own home Is the sweet, sweet home.
Wherever that borne may be—
Bid in the depths of the mountain,
Or down by the roailng sea.

stand that the

right medi-

cine will drive them away.

It may stand on the boundUes prairie
‘Mid the blowing com and wheat.
Or lie hut a pleasant room or two
In a bus;., crowded street.
But lt*s our home—our own dear home—
And though It be plain and small,
And though we may stay in grander ones,
Our home is the best of all.
For there the father goes in and out
Through the busy cheerful days;
The little children talk of •*,
And the darling mother prays.

Then,herc’s to our home where’er It be ;
May the home tie ne’er Ik* broke.
God bless each altar and each hearth,

j LydU E.TtriihImTTtS<bbI«^ompogn^
the blues, bethe safeguard
of woman’s healthm
It regulates the entire
female organism as
nothing else does. When
overcomes
cause It Is

na—

-a-a---sa-

fWMimi

sMWW

and the baokaohe go, the
blues will go alsom

God ble*s our own dear folk.
Selected by Axella.
__________

Dear M. B. Friends:
The “Song of Home” Bent by Axella bas
reminded me of tbe difference there is In
the way homes are remembered by those
who go out from them. Some children
send a letter home every week and tbe
parents though growing old and feeble
fail not to send an answering response.
Then there are others who perhaps write
once or twice a year, and sometimes the
time grows longer and tbe home ties grow
weaker rather than stronger, until It is a
rare thing to receive a
letter from the
•

BAfl

dannlilAa

AW

It is a mutual benefit to both parents
and children to exchange letters frequently. The son and daughter may have
been absent from the old home many years
and may be crowned with the frosts of
age, bnt to father and mother they are still
the boy and girl who played about the
door and grew to manhood and womanhood under their care. The boy and girl
will not go very far astray who never
neglect that weekly home letter. And the
parents’ hearts are made glad and life haa
larger interests because the children remember them and send them regularly
news from the outside world.
Dear Aunt Madge:
At last I try to respond
almost a leisure time for us

to

your call.

It Is

busy housekeepers
rug-makiug, knitting
all done’ So we ought to help make our coliunu
interesting that we may enjoy tne “fruits of our
works’* and not make so much for you. Every,
body in our county is such a good cook there
doesn’t seem to be anyone 1 can help, but perbaps these cookies wight help a little one
through the day. There is such a satisfaction
in a well-filled jar of good cookies to wee folks.
Molasses Cookies—six teaspoons melted lard,
6 teaspoons water in a cup, fill the cup with
molasses (1 use this twice), a teas poo u of soda,
teaspoon of ginger, other spice to your taste, %
teaspoon of salt, roll thin and bake, and of
course flour enough to make a stiff batter.
Sugar Cookies—One cup sugar, 5 tablespoons
of milk, ft tablespoons of melted lard, 1 egg, 1
teaspoon of cream tartar, % teaspoon of soda, S'
teaspoon of salt, nutmeg or a teaspoon of lemon
or vanilla for spice, flour
enough for a good
batter, roll thin and sprinkle with sugar, bake
now.

in

a

Days

hot

too

«hort for

oven.

Hoping these won’t go into that yawning basket, I am,
Flavillb.
A contribution from you is very welcome, Flavilie. I am glad the days are
bringing you a little leisure. Cookies are
a favorite article of food with the children
everywhere, I think, and no doubt many
in the county will be sampling your kind
another week. The little neighbors of
A

Read the letters from
women appearing tn this
paper—women who have
tried It and knew. There
THE PHILIPPINE QUESTION.
Former Unitarian Pastor of Ellsworth,

Replies

to

Anti-Expansionists.

I Rev. William II. Savory, of Jamaica Plain, In
Boston Transcript. Reprinted In Tux Americas by request.
I hare tried for months to see tbe justice of tbe cause of anti-expansion and
anti-imperialism. I appreciate the arguments put forth by ex-Governor Boutwell, by our honored senior senator and
by others. But in Senator Hoar’s recent
letter to tbe Eseex county club, not the
slightest mention is made of the unspeakable blessing of tbe exchange of the sovereignty of Spain over the Philippine islands for the sovereignty of the United
States.
The import of this fact alone makes a
civil transition fit to be compared to tbe
passing from December rigors to leafy
June; or to the exchanging of the estate,
as it were, of “dumb driveu cattle”, tbe
woe of a penal gang-chain, to the jqys
and sweetB of free labor.
Tbe policy and intent of tbe United
States army of occupation are now being
resisted with s bloody fury and violence
burn of an experience of foreign domination and oppression, steeped for centuries in cruelly and iniquity. The Filipi-

to-dsy resisting oppressors, or
breaking galling chains. Are they fighting to obtain their civil independence or
autonomy? Tbe fancied oppressor, the
foe they now hate, the rule they now resist, is really tbe spectre, the ignis fatuut,
ol their misled, misinformed or uninformed Imagination!
How unfair
to
compare this “straggle” to tbe heroism of
“downtrodden”, or “enslaved”, or “oatraged” humanityl
nos are

not

Are the army and navy of tbe United
Btates, while acting as military police and
enforcing law and ordter, and protecting
life and property, necessarily prosecuting
s bloody foreign
eouquest and a swift
subjugation? Are we forging civil manacles? Are we another Philip II, or Duke
of Alva, or Austria, or Turkey, or Cortez
in Mexico, or the England of 1775? What
wild, insane definitions are in the sir of

the

Magazine, Hook ntiil Newspaper Notes.
“The First Night of a Piay,” “Through
the Slums with Mrs. iinihugtou Booth,”
“What It Means to be a Librarian,” by
Herbert Putnam, iibrariau of Cougreas,
and “The Pew and the Man in It,” by Ian
Maclaren, are among the notable features
of the February Ladies' Home Journal.
In no way can the scenes and events of
tbc war In South Africa be brought out
more vividly and more intelligently than
In the splendid half-tone Illustrations
fi uii'u

ii.it; nuniuii ^uitrnui

in

uniiig

uaii;.

They are direct reproduction* of photograph* or accurate and artistic drawing*,

and the half-tone
in all their life and

process presents them

spirit.

Hamilton W. Mabie’s “William Shakespeare”, which is appearing in serial form
in the magazine numbers of The Outlook,
is snre to receive a wide reading, because
it treats of the vital phase* of Shakespeare'* life and environment simply sod
with a sure literary touch. The second
part i* printed in the February magazine
number of The Outlook. It deals with
Shakespeare’s boyhood, education and
surroundings at Stratford, and is illustrated with many pictures, some quaint
in their antiquity, some beautiful in their
presentation of the Stratford of to-day.
Volcanic Eruptions
Are grand, but Skin Eruptions rob life
of Joy. Bucklen’s Arnica Salve cures them,
slso Old, Running and Fever Sores. Ulcer*,
Boils, Felons, Corns, Warts, Cats, Bruises,
Burns, Scalds, Chapped Hands, Ch*!batns.
Best Pile cure on earth. Drives out Pains
and Aches. Only 25 cts. a box. Cure guaranteed. Sold by S. D. Wioonv, Druggist.

m en let's imr.
f the most wonderful
**T serd yon tome
whisky that ever brought a skeleton Into the
eU -t i, or palnlod scene* of lu«*l *• d bloodshed
In the brain of man. It Is the ghost of wh*at
and corn, erased by tin* loss of their natural
bodies, lu U you w ill liuda transient sunshine,
chased by it shadow cold as Arctic midnight. In
which the breath of June grows Icy, and the
carol of the lark gives place to the foreboding
erv of the raven.
r'I>r1nk it. and you shall have 'woe,* ‘sorrow,*
‘babbling,’ and ‘wounds without cause;' ’your
eye* shall behold strange women* and your
heart shall 'utter perverse things.' Ihrtnk It
shall hoar the voice of demons
dorp ai d you
shrieking,' women walling and worse than
orphaned children mournlrg the loss of a father
who yet lives. Drink It deep and long, and *erpr

in

jjt,wni

iuur

on

»arw,

uH iiiwnrB

■fltmcrtisnnrnt*.

rlnssEr65c7$.:2MiiDUP
st rtnoiT turn,
lb# price charged

go At aii m

»vers:
TABLE OF CONTENTS.

rare*

stows! asy

rase,

and skMstwtl ter

f 4)

TC

fit I

PRICE,”$1.50.
The book may be obtained of the author, Da.
II. W. Small, Atlantic, Me.; of II. W. BarfcNT, 223 Middle street, Portland, or of the pubUshers, The Hancock County Publishing
Co., Ellsworth, Me.

Dear Aunt Madge:
1 wanted to tell yon If you heap the teaspoon
of soda just a llule and add a half teaspoon of
cream tartar to "those biscuits" you will find
them much whiter and lighter
I think C.’s suggestion on yeast bread a very
good one, but I would suggest that enough flour
l>e used in the first mixing so that none at all be
used In the second, as the bread Is whiter when
the flour is all raised the first time. I cut my
bread down In the pan It is raised In and cut out
what Is necessary to make Into loaves, and If 1
find it a trifle sticky 1 just grease my hands a
little with the butter 1 have already melted for
the top of my loaves, and in this way quite soft
dough may be handled without trouble.
How many of the sisters have trouble getting
the salt worked in evenly into the butter this
time of the year? i will give a remedy that
works like a charm. Before putting in the loe
cold water, the cause of all the trouble, add
enough hot water to make it about summer tern
perature, and 1*11 promise the butter won't
crumb in little hard kernels, nor the salt be
worked In so white streaks are left in the butter,
and it can be accomplished in much less time,
besides looking much nicer when clone.
Here is a recipe for frosting that is nice and
economical while eggs are so high. To 1 cup
sugar add 5 tablespoons of cream, stir together
thoroughly, then simmer 5 minutes without stirring, then remove and beat till thick enough to
Vanilla flavoring adds much to the ta«te.
use.
1 hope the sisters will rally around Aunt
Madge, for 1 think we have too much left her or
late to.illl out the M. B. column alone or very
nearly, although we none of us can fail to
appreciate her beautiful sentiments and helpful
thoughts, "the cream of the column," each
8. J. Y.
week.
North; La moine.

of the various theories and ideas of mine
which are so frequently aired here. Letters always have the precedence. My reAunt Madge.
marks only fill in.
Educate Year Bowels With Cascarets.
randy Cathartic, cure constipation forever.
refund money.
I0c.25c. BCCC. fail* druggists

...
!TV'7;
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in, sud the sort of sovereignty the United
Suites is trying to maintain! What illconstructed judgments are made and
floated, and harbored here at our Areaides!
Foreign conquest, subjugation, the
plundering and pillaging of aliens or
pagans are now at an end. The great republic believes in “the government of the
people, for the people, by the people”, as
strenuously as ever. We confidently look
for the full “consent of the governed” as
soon as this cruel war is over.
Let us probe this whole matter more
deeply. Can we not possess “lands” or
“territory,” even peopled with savages, if
aucb event be the fortune of war?
No one knew that in the year of our
Lord 1888 the United States was to wrest
from Spain her Pacific colonies. But such
a fact is the event which we have celebrated for a year!
I dare to deny the anti-expansionists’
contentions, as voiced hereabout. United
States “territory” need not necessarily
become synonymous
with additional
states of the union.
The “star of empire” can ahine over the
islands of the sea out of our unfurled flag
as fitly and well or, to better issues, than
when that star journeyed with the os ravels
of Spain and France and England, two or
three eenturiee ago! Are not these United
States the most capable nation, morally,
now

existing

claim that

on

our

this

planet? May we

not

government is the most

Story of

Slave.
To be bound hand and foot for years by
the chains of disease.is the worst form of
slavery. George D. Williams, of Manchester, Mich., tells how such a slave was made
free. Uesays: “My wife has been so
helpless for live years that she could not turn
over in bed alone. After using two bottles
of Electric Bitters she is
wonderfully improved and able to do her own work.” This
supreme remedy for female diseases quickly cures nervousness, sleeplessness, melancholy, headache, fainting and dizzy spells.
This miracle-working medicine is a godsend to weak, sickly, run-down people.
Every bottle guaranteed. Only 60 cents.
Sold by S. D. Wiggin, Druggist.
a
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8*14 t* be One of tbe Beet Vnmlte
In tbe Country.
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to

secure

Absolute Privacy for those Rutting Boss.
Bexee from 84 to 880 per mu nun
according to else and location.'
IH> not ri*k the lo«* of your valuable
when security can be obtained at such a
oo*t.

paper*

trifling

fell*worth, M*. April 1,18W.
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COOL!DOR, FmMnI.
JOBS F. WHITCOMB,
fVmtdnu.
BVRRILL, Treatwrm.

CHARLES C.

Depoalta draw Intrrr.t from tbe Aral dayial
^
March, June, September and December.
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BOARD or DIRECTORS.!,
A. F. Bruata.
Junn r. Wurrcon
N. B. cooudob,
r. Ciatou Bcaaiu,
Caiaua C. HiaatLL.

dally, from »
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a. an.

to what roar money will
IitmhI In (bare* of Ifca

tarn',If

EEiwortt Loan and Bailton ig*L
A NEW SERIES
to DOW open. Shares, tl taeh;
paymenti, $1 per\thart.

monfAJp

WHT PAT RENT*
borrow

can

on

your

payments and Interest together
will amount to but llule morn
than you are now paying for
rent, and 1c about 10 year* you
will
OWE TOUR OWE HOME.

interference with work. Tin* iun«i difficult
cases successfully treated through corres
I*indent e.and the moat complete satisfa* tion
guaranteed In every instance. 1 relieve hundred* of ladies whom 1 never see. Write for
further Particulars.
Ad letter* truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in all
matters of a privateor delicate nature.
Bear
in mind this remedy i# absolutely safe under
every |>ossihle condition and will positively
,leave no after ill effect* upon the health. By
mad securely sealed. 92.00. I»r. K. M. TOI.‘MAX Co.. 170 Tretnont St.. Boston, Maas.

for

particular. Inquire of

Hum w.
Klret Nafl

A. W.

Nee*y.
Bank Bid*.

_

Knto. Preatilrnl.
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STEAM

LAUNDRY

and bath rooms.
••SO

PAY, NO

WAIHKK,1*

All klndn of laundry worn done at Ikon awton. Wood* callod for and dellrered.
H. H. ENTRY A CO..
Want End Bridea.
Rllnrortk. ton.

JDK. KING’S
Star Crown Brand

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

thoftssional Carta.

Isunsdiate rtUcf, no danger, no psia
Used tor years by k«d n* rpreialUU. floudrsdsof WbB
PonlsU. A trial will oooriuo* you o fthrlr lucrtacic vslus
in cats of suppression. Send ten crnis fur aampis and
book. All Druggist* or by mall $1J0 box.

~

QHARLES

tm MEDICINE CO., Bsi 19*0, KttTOK, MASS.

R‘I*P*A*N*8. 10 for 6 cents at^drugglsts.
They banish pain and prolong life. One gives
relief. No matter what's the matter one will
do you good.

H. DRUMMEY,
ATTORNEY
A»D

COUNSELOR AT LAW.
SooDa 3

s. Ynur XafL Baa* Bciloiio.
MAINE.

abi>

ELLSWORTH.
CARROLL

J,1

■

BURRILL,

ATTORNEY

*

AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
ioTanr Pcbuc

ajtii

Jubticb

or tub

Peacb.

0«c* orer Burrill National Bank.
State Street,
El la wo urn, mb.
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kept.

to rent

Fire and Burglar Proof Vaults.

when you

Introduction—Aborigines—Discovery.

Purchase— Settlement and Land Titles.
A Sketch of the Life of 0*1- .lames Swan.
Biographical Sketches of Early Settlers.
(Jolt’s Island.
The Fishing Industry.
Synopsis of Municipal Records.
Miscellaneous.

prepared

ere bow

•bares, giro a first mortgage and
reduce ft every month. Monthly

lir. Tolman's Monthly Regulator has brought
happiness to hundreds of anxious women.
There Is positively no other remedy known
to medical science, that will so quickly and
safely do th© work. Hava neverhad a single
failure. The longest and most obstinate cases
are relieved in 3 days without fad.
No other
remedy w ill do this. No Min, no danger, no

SWAN’S ISLAND,
A history of Swan's Island has just been published, and is now* ready for delivery. I>r.
Small, of Atlantic, ha* given much time to
ihe preparation of this volume, which covers
244 pages. From the following table of Con
bents may be seen the ground which the book

We
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or

M. D.
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whether y«*n
or ns
Tot K»«rr*tU# IlMtlt tr«H, Illustrated kb<)Tf, cut tats
•d. out and send to uswtthOMI arttUl ftltl ■■■*#.
Rial* your it* !«*■«, WstgM. Sew. how long you bars hswu
ruptumd. wbriber rupture l« larstnr SMlI; slw> *tito
number Inches around the body on a line with the
rupture. «ay whether rupture 1» on right or left side,
and we will *e»d either tnw to you with the under
wtanding. if II U m«
pHM St mm4 ipil le Iwn that
retail *» three times owr prteu,you can return It and w
will return your money.

that

MAINE,

Banking.

Bank boor,

HISTORY

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

j. a.

about your neck and iwfte vou with their fangs;
l«»r *at last It hitcth like a serpent aud atiogetli
like an adder.*
“For forty year* tills liquid death has Wen
within staves of oak, harm lew# there as purest
Water. I MOMS it to vou that you may 'putan
enemy In your mouth to steal away your brains.'
And yet I call myself your friend*."*— AxcAange.

JUST PUBLISHED!

SMALL,

of man.**

WRITE FOR FREE TRUSS CATALOCUE
sf trw—s. Including the Hew IIS.SS Us Truss

3Wjrrtisnwnts.

H. W.

lips

1__1_I_l_i_
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are

tho throne of God.
Thank you, “8. J, Y.,” for your kind
The man who walks with God never words. You can scarcely understand how
baa to hunt his own road.—Barn’s much pleasure it gives me to receive
enough contributions to fill our column
each week, and some of you must be weary
oven Doom.
There were never eo many open
The
doors to Christianity as now.
must put the
joong people of today
enterprise, enthusiasm, energy, devointion of this aggressive business age
church
to their religion and Into their
work mad life.—Presbyterian.

Women

ID. €. Z. II. Column.
benignant and enlightened under the arch
of the firmament?
Because we are a republic, are “foreign
[The editor Invitee secretaries of local unions
colonies” held for generations, If need be, of Hie W. C. T. U. In Hancock county, ami
white rlbboaere generally, to contribute to this
as “dependenctes” contrary to principle
column report* of meeting* or Item* that will be
and justice?
to* worker* In other part* of the
A republic, we are told, consist# wholly of Interest
We would like thl* to be a liveeolnran.
of self-governing people or states in in- county.
but it needs some cffot t on the part of W. C. T.
dissoluble civil bonds. And again, all
U. women to make It so. It 1* a column of their
must
territory, we are told, suitably ours,
making, not ours, and will be what they make
be peopled with our own Anglo-Saxon It
Items and coimuuideations should be short,
stock.
and are, of course, subject to approval of the
Is this sn axiomatic truth?
editor.]
Who dares declare that republics arc
IXGER»OLL*8 EI.’LOOT OF WffltlT.
not of the nature which permits tutelage,
or the government of ward ?
| "I send you some of the most wonderful
whisky that ever drove the skeleton from the
“New occasions teach new duties.”
In the brain of
i
Let us face, handsomely, all the tasks ft’sM, or painted laud-cape*
of the new estate of this ever-expanding ; man. It I* the mingled soul* of wheat and
and civilization t corn. In it you will find the sunshine ami
Anglo-Saxon
stock,
And, let us not deny that this nation is | shadow that eba-ed each other over billowy
an
as
well
as a democracy,
already
empire
fluids, the breath of dune, tlw* carol of the lark,
an imperium w imperio, of the most proth< d w of the night, the wealth of evmtnerand
i
noiumn's rich content, all golden with Im
nounced sort.
1 tir-fued light. I r.nk It, and uu will hear the
Providence, as I believe, riquires the 1 vo!r»*
n! b n- singing the •Marte-t
of men and
and to hold «b
Unit e<L£t* tea to | Cfi <
! Home,* mingled with the laashter of children.
a>l
the>c
and
to
for
rood,
solutefy,
par ty
1 rink up «mi you ufi;l fitl within jwur blood
islands of the sea won from Hpuln In a Uic ft. ru-d dawn*, tb. dream), uwny Uaslt* of
truly liberating war. ii.e miner of the ! perfect dav*. For forty years thl* liquid Joy
ct n wiibln «lsvc« of oak, lougiug to touch
President is liorrst and lA v.
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HOMCEOPATHIST,

Bbooe stills,
Graduate Boston
University.
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Member!of
HOBooBStWe Medical society; Amertass
f'orres
Member Boston lionueopathlc Medical pondtss
society.

GILES,

Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
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STEWART,

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

8peclal attention given to Collections and all
or amall forage and we
you
suit by •iprm. C*. O. D. subject to ei_ination. 1 eu ran riaalar It at your
express office and if found perfectly satisfactory and egeal la aalu saM la year tawa ter
•I.M, pay your ex press a gent aar Apeetal
Offer I*rice, 01. Vh, and express charges.
for bo vs «to
THESE IllfC MHT SHITS
16 year* of age rad are retailed everywhere at
0S.6O. Made with Mi SLR RUT aad KStM,
latest 1MU style as lliastrated. wads tea a
special heavy weight, a ear resist lag, all-waal
Rtaataa Cssshaere. neat, handsome pattern,

fine Italian lining, grantee Orsydwa teteritelag, peddtay,
stay teg and retetereteg, silk aad llaea sewiag, Mae taller asde
be praad st
thrsagh.nl. a anil any bay ar parent wnald
»OK rut CUtTM li*ru» Of #•?»’ < lathing far hays 4 la
IPTRARd, write fat Maple Rawk Sa UK, contains fashion
uclion*
how to order.
and
full
Inst.
measure
oiatea.
tape
V
Men’s Aalu made la order Dram 05.00 up. barnAddress.
pies sent free on application.

JOHN

Commercial business.

MONET TO LOAN.

OFFICES

ALL

Bar Harbor offices: 7 and 8 Ml
Bluehlll office open Saturdays.

BUSINESS STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.

Office. In-First National Bmnk

Ellsworth,

D*

Building,
Mauh.

Correspondence

dentist.
^Oraduate of thePhiladelphia Dental Collate,

RAILROADING PATENTS.
1

i1
i'

anything

you Invent or improve: also aet!
CAVEAT. TRADE-MARK. COPYRIGHT or DESIGN !
PROTECTION. Send model, sketch, or photo.!
for free examination and advice.

of P»<«“t
arn'^.V™.
’ w«*hln«ton. D.
!

lawyer., C. A. Snow
C., hare In the la»t

J'aW patenu for their clleota,
SnowAri*? <OT> r*'ieL'twl Invention.. C. A.

>

BOOK ON PATENTS
WANTED.—Case of bad health that fi l
^A‘N'8 will not benefit. Send 5 cents to Ri>ans Chemical Co., New York, for 10 samples
ind 1,000 testimonials.

GREELyT

avorncx ib Gilka* Block, Ellawoath.
W<'‘i“es'Ujr nBernoona until further

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENT,
Looff distance Telephone.
solicited.

H.

bBsAvtsiMk

n«l?efd

TAPLEY,
Bldg.

AT

BAR HARBOR AND
BLUEHILL, ME.

SECURITY TAKEN ON REAL ESTATE
OR PERSONAL PROPERTY.

{Mars, Raebacfc

First Nat. Bank

BUNKER, JR.,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

A CO. (Inc.), Chicago, I!!.
SEARS, ROEBUCK
A Ce. are tkaraaghly reliable. Kdltar..

O. W.

E.

ee

before patent,

1

»at 11.1,

locomotion I. utu

r

than

niJarttn,

\TC. A.SNOW& CO.

; Patent Lawyers.

WASHINGTON, O.C.
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The Desire of Some Girl* end Women
to be Exclusive.

f_41^

One

Exclusiveness Is not a sign of good
Tbe most cultured uud refined of persons are as cordial uud simple in
their manner toward inferiors as to su-

periors.

no alkali to injure the finest textures.
The
lather forms quickly and copiously, and wash-day is a
pleasure instead of a drudgery. Try it for the next wash.
The price places it within reach of every one. Look
out for imitations.

streaky,

coOTWOMr

im mr

tmc Mtocrcn

ft

ctmu co cimciimiati

KLLSWORTH MARKETS.

PRKSKNT-DAY THOUGHTS.
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Country Produce,

Beaus.

Yellow

Eye, per bush.2.75
Improved
Pea, hand picked, per bu.2.75
Butter,
"Hathorn" Sweet Cream.
Creamery per k.

Clseese.
Best factory (new) per A.16 0.18
Best dairy (new).,
16
Dutch (Imported).....90
Neufchalel.05
..

Eggs.
Fresh

laid, per doc.22

Hay.
Best loose, per ton.13 015
Baled.17
Straw.
Loose..
7 08

Bale.!.10012
Vegetables.

Potatoes, bu
Beets, &
Onions, pk

JO Cabbage,
.f 3
.01
.01H
Carrots,
.30
.01H
.05
.03 Parsnips,
Fruit.
.25 0.40 Cranberries, qt
.10
Groceries.
.06 0.08
Klee, per A

right to criticise methods and
only inaction. The crime of
doing nothing, hoping nothing, expecting
nothing, foreseeing nothing, prophesying
nothing Is one that doers have the right
a

—“Well, that’s enough to try the patience
of Job,” rxclalmed the village minister,
aa be threw aside tbe local paper.
“Why,
wbat’a tbe matter, dear?” asked bis wife.
“Yesterdsy I presebed from the text, ‘Be
answered tbe
ye therefore steadfast,’
good man, “but tbe printer makes it read,
‘Be ye there for breakfast.’

OF PEOPLE
IS t the
CUSSof coffee.
THERE
Who
Recently
are

Injured by

there hss been

placed

use

In all the grocery

stores a

preparation called liRAIS-O, made of pure
grains, that takes the place of coffee. The most
new

delicate stomach receives It without distress,
and but few can tell it from coffee. It does not
costover q as much. Children may drink U
with great benefit. 15 cts. and Mcts. per package. Try it. Ask for MBAIS U.

iltmcrtisnucnts.
you continue
nerve>kfUiuffTobacco habit. NO-TO-IIAfWJ
remove.-* the desire for tobacco, W
.111
out nervous tiistreiMi. eipei*
I h
tine, puriae* tho blood,
B
boiei
■tore* lost
makes you strong
▼. I ■ I k\3^»o»d. 400.000
in health. nerve^4flfW<HU kwAB^case sour rtf Buy
and pocket- .^ra^Li M
TO BAI' froin
who
book,
LP"your own druggist,
—
8 B
vouch forufl. Take it with
Wvlfiini will, patii-ntiy, persistently One
bos. 41, usually cures; 3 boxes, 4*54.
H^K^^^^roaranieed to cure, or we refund money.
iUrTiag BtaWj fa, CUu(*, ImItuI, !•« Ink

It reck* with

you

.20

1

i

j

j

"
M

]

|

1 25
Spruce,
1 25
Hemlock,
M—
Clapboards—per
Kxtra spruce,
24$26
Spruce, No. 1, 17018
Clear pine,
35$60
Kxtra pine,
35 $00
Laths—per M—
2.00
Spruce,
.04 §.00
Nalls, per b
Cement, per cask 1 «0
1 .V) Lime, per cask
.85
125 Ilrlck, per M
7 011
.75 White lead, prb .050.08

Lumber—per M—
Hemlock,
10011
Hemlock boards,
11
12$10
Spruce,
Spruce floor,
16$20
Pine,
12015
15 $20
Mulched pine.
Shingle*— per M—
3 00
Cedar, extra
2 00
clear,
••
1 75
2d clesr,
M
extra o-e,

No..,
scoots,

Provisions.

Steak, beef.b
Fresh pork,
Lamb, th
Veal, perb
Boast*,
Beef, corned, b
tongue,

.10$.25
.08 $.12
.0s$.15
£8 0.18
£80.12
.00$.08
.12

Sail

.to
pork, perb
£8 0.10
Lard, per b
£4
Pigs feet, per b

Fresh-

Cod,
Haddock,
Pickerel,
Clams, qt
Halibut,
Smelt*,

Flounders, doz
Scallops, qt

Tripe, per !b
Ham, per b

Shoulder,

.05 0.08

.120.10

.1(1
.12 $.15
b—
.10 $.14
Fowl,
.15
Chicken,
.18
Turkey*,
.10
Bologna,
Cooked ham, b
.15
Boneless ham,
.12

Bacon,

Poultry—per

Fish.
Salt.05
.050.10
Dry cod*
.05
£fi
Pollock,
.10
J0§.12
Mackerel*
.20
Halibut has, £8$.10
.14
Halibut heads,
.04
Boneless cod, .o30.1<]
.12
.25
Tongues and
40
.08 0.16
sounds,
Smoked.12 §16
Halibut,
.25
Herring, box,
Fuel.

Coal—per
Wood—per cord
Broken,
Dry hard, S 00 05 00
2 00 0 3 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Kgg,
Roundings per load
1000125
Nut,

ton—

Blacksmith's

0 56
6 5C
0 ft
0 5C
6 50

Flour, Grain and Feed.
1 00
Shorts—bag—
Flour—per bb—
4 25 04 75 Mixed feed, bag
Straights,
St. Louis roller,
1.0001.10
4 2504 75 Middlings, bag
1.10 01.25
Patents—
4 75
Winter wheat,
5
00
wheat,
Spring
M>
Corn meal, bag
.96§10o
Corn, bag
Oats, We*t'n,bu.38§.40
Hides and Tallow.
Tallow—per b—
Hide*—per b—
£0
Rough,
Ox,
£8
Tried,
Cow,
.05
Bull,
Calf skins, green

Pelts,
Lamb skins,

whether

manhood.^^T|1

Pure cider.

Lumber and Building Materials.

and

of the century.

Pickles, pergal .400.60
Olives, per qt
.350.75
Vinegar—per gal—

Maple syrup.qt .250 JO

means, but

in

Turnips,

.05
Cracked wheat,
.04
Oatmeal, per A
Quaker rolled oats, .04
.2.*
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
Graham,
.04
Rye meal,
Oil—per gal—
.55 0.fi*>
Linseed,
.15
Kerosene, per gal
.60 Astral oil,
.17

9/rup,

ushering

33
JO

Dairy.390.25

equ&sh, A
life.
Then why not do our little fearlessly?
pk
The man who works knows something of Apples,
the lust of battle; tbe man who tinds fault
Cogee—per A
has no such joy. It takes the strength of
Rio,
.160.25
J8
Mocha,
manhood to produce any noticeable result
.35
Java,
in the world; how less than nothing, Tea—per A—
.450.65
Japan,
therefore. Is the total value of scoffing at
JO 4.03
Oolong,
effort. The tardy fruits of long endeavor Sugar—per A—
.06
iarauulated,
are sweeter to look at than the skeletons
.06
Coffee—A A B,
of the destroyed efforts of others.
.05SI
Yellow, C
per gal—
The only one w bo has the right to criticise Molasses—
J5
Havana.
.43
is be who has earned his right by the blood ! Porto Rico,

strain free the
to denounce. Stress
wings; inaction keeps us slothful worms.
The world does not clamor for advice,
but it demands service— service that is our
own and not dissections of our neighbors,
The test stone of all striving ones is “aervice”. No man who ia spending and being apent for his day and the days to
come, ean be all wrong, no matter how
much his methods may differ from ours.
His working makes all things well; just
as the motion of the waters In the well of
cripture carried healing in their turmoil.
The worker beside us may be out of touch
with us; even out of sympathy; possibly
quite wrong from our point of view—
though none of ns la all right—but the
Immutable laws of the good universe will
briug his dross to naught, while the silver
and the gold of him will endure. More
hands across chasms of misunderstanding
will be a fittingly progressive and humane

VUQRTI AMD MIAIUUI.

A bushel of Llrerpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushei of potatoes.
In good order nnd fit for shipping. Is 60 pounds;
of apples, 44 pounds.
Tbs standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order ami fit Tor shipping, Is 62 pounds.
Of wheat, bests, ruta-haga turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of eorn, 66 pounds; of onions. Si
Kngllsn turnips, rye and
pounds; of carrots,
Indian meal, 80 pounds; of parsnips. 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
S3 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.

Be not of tbe tribe that alt back and
Hud fault; be of thoae who eet forth and
strive.
“Just doing things” may not
gain for you so gnat a reputation for wisdom, aa bully telling bow to do; yet you
have chosen the better part even though
Wise bead-wagglnga are
tbe harder.
nothing compared with one clear-visioned
purpose worked out seriously.
It does not take a particularly wise man
to discover defects in tbe sun; it does take
a very wise man to understand its full
glory and power, notwithstanding the
Any short-sighted creature who
spots.
think* that he himself rises higher by discovering defects in others, can; find out
slimy things and bugs in the grandest
tree that ever did its forest duty; but it
takes a man with a feeling soul to stand
far enough away to see no defects and to
admire the symmetry of the leafy giant.
It is better to strive and fall than not
to strive at all. Neither criticism nor even
knowledge of our own shortcomings
should deter us from working out as best
In all
we can the purposes within us.
probability we are here only once, and
after that so far as the world 1* concerned,
only tbe working of the thread of our doings Into the tapestry of the world's wide

then not

31. 19C0.

.250.75
£0$ £0
.250.35
Dried

Figs,
Dates,
Raisins,
Prunes,

£114
.03 >4

Somehow one Instinctively (eels this
when one is very young, but one does
not come to make up one’s mind comfortably on the subject until after one has
grown older, seen a bit of life, and that
sort of tbiug.
One cannot expect the
schoolgirl to be altogether wise and very
And
it is the schoolgirl
philosophical.
whose pride is most often wounded by
somebody's desire to be "exclusive." Of
course, older folk are often as foolish,
else we would not hear so much of “our
set" and kindred observations.
As a matter of fact, one must pick and
choose one's closest companions.
It
would be far from agreeable and certainly not wise to “ebum" with any and
all aorta of folks, and I am not going to
ask the schoolgirl to do this, bat just to
ask her not to estimate her acquaintances
the clothes that they wear or the
wealth of their respective families; to be
very careful how she cuts another girl
from her list and leaves her oat of all
the pleasant little affairs that are planned. It occura to me that the girl who
cannot wear fine clothes and have plenty
of spending money and yet is brnve and
ambitions enough to plod along through
school, side by side with girls who have
so much uiore to make girlhood bright
than she has. might be, after all, one of
the very best sort of girls to "cultivate.”
She must certainly be a girl of brains
and character, and what two better qualities could we wish those of “our set” to
have?
The schoolgirl who entertains that
foolish little notion of being “exclusive”
can inflict renl torture upon some of her
associates.
If you are interested in a
schoolgirl, beg her, for her own sake, to
learn the art of grnciousness. It is none
too early to begin this in tbe schoolroom.
Even the tiny girl iu pinafores should be
taught at home that when at school she
Btumls on common ground with ail her
mates; that the poorest little giri in the
shabbiest frock is entitled to at least a
amile and a nod from her, even though it
would

not

he nrreenhle

to

public.

_

Only.
“Never allow yourself to accept a personal favor of any sort from a business
acquaintance,” said one of the kings of
the financial world to a young woman
just euteriug upon a business career.
“You cannot tell when it may seem an
obstacle in the way of independent action.
“Be courteous and affable with clients
always, but limit your conversation in so
far as possible to the definite business in
band, preserving the discussiou of all
outside matters to the domain of your
social life.”—Cincinnati Tribune.
Talk Business

Mrs. Just wed—What’s good to quiet a
baby, uucle? Uncle Crusty—Well, dipt.*
theretic
ence

sore

doc tor

know of!

throat
are

as

and

a

good

Christian Scias

anything I

—Tompkins—That’s a handsome umbrella you’ve got there, Gibbs? “Yes,
Tompkius.” “About what does it cost to
carry an umbrella like that?” “Eternal

.120.20 Tamarinds,
.10 Currants,
£6§.15 Apples, string
.100.14 Apples, sliced

.1C

.060.12
.06
.1C

To Cure a Cold In One Day
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. A1
druggists refund the money if U falls to cure. G.
W. Gbovb'8 signature Is on each box. 2flc.—Advt

Beauty Is Blood Deep.
Clean blood means a clean skin. No
beauty without it. Cascarets, Candy Cathartic clean your blood and keen it clean, b>
stirring up the lazy liver and driving all impurities from the body. Begin to-day to

Hebron,
postofflce
but

was
was

contents

(8,000; small

far additional

Crmntp Newt

tee

other yagas.

A. K. P. Mace, of Buxton, an aged cripwas burned to death in his room last
Wednesday. It Is supposed some clothing
caught fire from a stove In his room, and
being helpless he could not extinguish the
flame. The Ore destroyed the house.

Ex-Judge Charles W. Walton, of the
Malnesupreme court, died suddenly at his
home in Portland last Wednesday, at tbe
age of eighty years. The cause of hla
death

He was born In
member of the
supreme bench ot the State for thirty-five
years. In 1881-2 he was a member of Congress. He retired from tbe bench in 1897.
was

heart failure.

Mexico, Me. He

was a

Three dwellings were burned at Eastport during the heavy gale Monday
morning, tbe occupants escaping In their
night clothes. One house was occupied
by Mrs. Edward Stamp, another owned
by C. E. Capen, and occupied by Lortng
Cross, and the third owned and occupied
The loss on the
by Ainsley Turner.
bui'dtngs and contents Is (3,000; insurance, (1,200.
Tbe annual meeting of the Maine Bowdoln alumni association was held at tbe
Falmouth hotel, Portland, Saturday everting. The following were elected officers
for the coming year: President, Clarence
Hale; vice-presidents, George F. Emery,
Charles F. Libby, A. F. Moulton, Prentiss
Loring; secretary, Arthur W. Belcher;
treasurer, S. T. B. Jackson; executive
committee, W. G. Davis, A. W. Merrill,
EIIsb Thomas, jr.; dinner committee,
i.

i_i_

I?

nr

Di«k..d

tiim.1v-

B. Eastman; orator, Qen. C. P. Mattocks;
poet, A. W. Tolman; toastmaster, F. L.
After closing the most prosperous year
In Its long career, the Auburn Arm of J.
F. True & Co. has Just entered upon Its
fortieth year, and Is receiving congratulatory messages and tidings of good will
from all parts of tbe country. At its
regular yearly meeting officers were
cbosen ss follows; President, Dr. J. F.
True, secretary and treasurer, Edward C.
True; directors, Dr. J. F. True, E. C.
True, J. R. True. It was cause for congratulation that tbe sales of True’s
“elixir”, begun on so modest a scale half
have shown a Bteady Ina century ago,
in volume ever since, and that
crease
in store is indieven better years are
cated by tbe considerable increase In sales
for 1899 over 1898, extending Into a wider

before, covering

the
entire country. Tbe honored head of the
Arm, now In his eighty-third year, has
Been tbe triumph of bis plans, and enjoys
in hale old age tbe success that has been
developed ss tbe result of bis early faith
his struggles
to
in bis “elixir”, and
found an enduring business.
than

ever

SDfartti&nnnHft.

Mrs. Clarence Hooper and children
have gone to East Sullivan for a few
weeks, visit to her old home and friends.
Miss Inez Donnell came from Ellsworth
Her mother, Mrs. Evelyn
Donnell, returned to Ellsworth with her
Sunday for a brief visit.
Mies Edith Gordon has fifteen pupils to
she Is giving private Inetruotion.
All of the large pupils who are unable to
attend the high school have availed themselves of tbe privilege of being taught by
Miss Gordon this winter.
Jan. 29.
S. U.
whom

_

Seal Cove.

Several are planning to attend
masonic district convention
at
Harbor Feb. 22.

the

Bar

Frank Stlckney and daughter, Miss
Bessie Stlckney, of Washington, are
spending tbe winter with friends here.
Leslie C. Ober and Emmons P. Sawyer
masonic school of instruction at Ellsworth, Jan. 23. They report a
pleasant and profitable session.

attended tbe

makes the most wholesome bread, the most delicious cake because it
contains all the nutriment
of the best wheat, because
it is scientifically milled,
because it is pure flour.
Ask the dealer for it.
WM. A COOMBS MILLING CO.,
Coldwater, Mich.

Miss Ida Norwood, primary teacher at
West Tremont, is at home fur a few days,
the schools being closed owing to tbe Illness of tbe principal, Miss Frances King,
of Manset.
Jan. 27.
D.
Gonlflnborn.

Daisy Fernsld, who has been II, Is much
improved.
Oren Fernald died Friday, aged about
seventy-seven years. He has been 111 for
a long time with a cancer on bis face.
He
died at the home of his daughter, Mrs
H. E. Whitaker. He leaves a wife, three
sons

and three

daughters.

The schooner

“Seth

Nyman”, Capt.

1-wdaHarstiva

Lettai.

(£&.

Nntter, arrived yesterday from Rockland
Bar Harbor with the boiler end engine for Shaw’s new stave mill which will
soon be completed.
Jan. 29.
Jmv
and

Payson.

territory

(ha Milan of Many
Of the Sacred Heart Hospital, Xaaafcaater, N. H., says:—“We used Comfort Powder on a lad inflsrlag with eczema and latolerable Itching. It brought quick relief
end sleep.” Cures all irritation.

Saturday.

ple,

giri for

vigilance.”
Fruit.

The Bellevue house, at
burned Friday night. The
Situated In the building,
were saved.
Tbe loss is
insurance.

hare this little

a “chum.”
What a charm there ia about the woman who, no matter where or when jou
meet her, greets you cordially! This woman I have seen stop for a moment on
the street to greet pleasantly a most
humble appearing man or woman, perhaps some one who had served her well
I fancy this
and faithfully for hire.
gracious woman is the daughter of a gracious mother; that this mother taught her
when very young how well it is to have
a heart so tender and sympathetic that
to cause another to feel slighted or neglected would be a sorrow to herself.
When we take our friends for what
they are and cease regretting that they
are not what we would have them, then I
think we will be happier. Judging one's
neighbor too narrowly is a bad habit to
full into. It is well for one to have one's
own fixed ideas of what it is best to do
and what it is best to leave undone, but
one is doing quite enough to live up to
these ideas oneself, allowing others the
same right to individuality us une claims
for oneself.
It is rather a wise remark, that of a
certain Spaniard, “Every one is the son
of his own works.”
The “exclusive” woman—one hears
very little about the exclusive man—
shuts herself off from much that is good
Do you envy her her
and interesting.
Don't you
poor little narrow world?
think she must find it dreadfully dull to
be all the time among just the hundred
or maybe the “Four Hundred'*
some time ago declared—out
great world of people—only good enough
for her notice?
I, for one. cannot find it
It is the grain my heart to envy her.
cious woman, the woman who thinks it
worth her while to count her friends by
How
the dozens, that I would envy.
much more interest she must tiud in life
than the “exclusive” woman!
What an encouraging thing it is to realize that one may be, somewhat at least,
what one will! No matter how adverse
one's surroundings are to one’s ambitious,
it is not a fixed rule of fate that one may
not go on in spite of such.
What one can make of oneself if one
will is always before the eyes of the observing, and, as we are what we do, dou’t
you think it is one of the nicest things in
the world to encourage by a smile, instead of snubbing some one simply behave concluded we enjoyed
cause
we
playing the role of the “exclusive” and
this oue was not counted among the
elect ?
It Is such a flimsy excuse to hide behind, that of being just what one is born
It is often individual laziness
to be.
rather than heredity that makes ©ue sit
and idly bold one’s hands and accept the
Ills that the gods send. A briskness and
determination would often correct all
these same ills.
And I admire the girl
or the wom*n, the boy or the man. possessed of this briskness and determination. it matters not whether or not they
•re of aristocratic lineage or wear fine
clothes or have a liberal supply of money.
—Margaret Hannis in St. Louis Re-

I

Week'*

Winnowing* of New*
Novelty and Nonsense.
Patents have been granted to A. M.
Hr*. Clarence Bobbins Is In quit* poor
Goodwin, Saco, for baggage check carrier; health.
C. V. Richards, Skowhegan, tor combined
Clarence Hooper has gone In the woods
hook and clasp.
with bis team lor Heury French, of EastThe photograph studio ot J. Wesley
brook.
Swan and C. B. Pike at Norway was
Tbe ladies of the Methodist sewing
burned, last Thursday afternoon. The
loss la quite heavy and the Insurance society met with Mrs. Minnie Hardison
Wednesday of last week.
small.

breeding.

There’s nothing in Ivory Soap but soap, good, pure
vegetable-oil soap. There’s nothing to make the linens

I COUNTY NEWS.

K1TTKHY TO CARIBOU.

A FOOLISH AMBITION.

®oli Duet.
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Washing Powder.
Cleans Everythlna from Cellar to Garret.

atJtrrti'BcmmtS.

IN THE YEAR 1675

J

;
!

\
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It Has Stood the Test of Time!
Three

good

selves, and know its virtue.
Perhaps if it had been possible
for King Charles to have known
such coffee as we have to-day, the
kind that is sold by Chase & Sanborn, he would have done different.
No one can fail to be benefited
by this the most delicious coffee
known to the American public.
Chase & Sanborn’s Seal Brand
Java and Mocha always gives satisfaction and leaves a feeling of contentment whenever it is used.
It insures good
It does more.
health because it is pure.
Insist that your grocer shall give
you Chase & Sanborn’s Coffee.
Either the Seal Brand in one and
two-pound cans or any of their high
grade coffees which you get in
parchment-lined colored bags; you
will not be sorry.

Chase & Sanborn’s Coffees.
Adapted
Ph<lllon’a
VlUllU;iI »
or

to any bnsi”«si

profession, ruled, will

Contract and v*rnTdl:~<?'*'$\
y

t

throughout. Require tne lea*
possible writing to enter data
and refer quickly to an^

1
name and save time an<
banish pimples, boils, blotches, blackheads,
and that sickly bilious complexion by taking mouey. 5,000 used and recorded. All kinds o
records on hand or made to order
labor-saving
Cascarets,—beauty for ten cents. All drugWALTER W. GEORGE, Publisher,
gists, satisfaction guaranteed, 10c, 25c, 50c.
150 Nassan St., New York.

reasons

why

it sells better than any other Plug for
use It.

Smoking, and why you should

clothes like these,
When
Charles II. oi England issued a
proclamation suppressing c o ff e e
He considered them hot
houses.
beds of sedition and dangerous to
the public peace.
Times have changed since then.
In these days benevolent persons
establish coffee
houses, having
learned that they promote the public
welfare. The reason for this is that
they drink coffee at home themmen wore

1st.

h Is the best made.
2d. H Is made by Union Labor.
3d. It Is not made by a Trust.

We also make the

following brands for chewing : “ Autumn,”
Kentucky.” Also “Our Flag” sliced
cut plug for smoking.
Do you believe in Trusts and Monopolies?
Ask your dealer if the brand you are using is made by a Trust.
Tobaccos made by us are not.
“Burr Oak” and "Old

|

HARRY WEISSINGER TOBACCO .CO.
(NOT

SEND US

OWE

I IN

THE

TRUST;

DOLLAR.>

M

l!ul this ad. out and Mad tu us «i..i pi.bO, and wo will M-ad you this Ifc'V L
O. !>., subject toeiaminaIMP KOI Ml PAltLOK (ikl OIUi.\5, by freight
lion.
You ran t-xamluc It atyour ncarc«t frclaht depot, and IT
ti*a swainl xaluo jou fwr ••**
you And It exactly t»u represented,
an<1 far belter thna ontaas adtrrtikfd by other* at taore money, pay the fret:hi
aarat OUR PRICE $35.50, le*a the $1.00deposit, oe *31,50 and
freight eharr-*. THE PARLOR CEM u one of the meat DURABLE
frromtue illustration
AND SWEKTICST TONKD Instruments *»er made,
abo n. which la engraved direct from a photograph you can form
Made froznnoild quarter
some idea of its beautiful appearance.
au
slip, full panel body,
walnut
desired,
pe'-fontted
key
oak
or
•awed
beautiful maruuetry design panel* and many other handsome deeomUena
and oruameuta, making It the YF.KY LATEST 8TYLK. THE PA It LOU
Li EM i* 6 feet high, 42 Inches long, 23 Inches wide and weighs 350
Contains *• octaves, 11 stop.i, as follows l>Upa»oa, Principal,
irlana, Kelodln, Celeste, t re moan, Bass Coupler, Treble Coupler,
Diapason Forte and Vos Humana; 2 Octate Couplers, I Tone Swell,
1 Brand Organ Swell, 4 Sela of Orchestral Toned Itesonatory Pipe
Quality Reeds, 1 Set of 37 Pure Sweet Mrlodia Reed*, 1 Set of 37
Charmingly Brilliant Celeste Reeds, 1 Set or 2* Rich Mellow Smooth
Dlapasoa Reeds. 1 Set ef Pleasing Soft Melodious Principal
■teed*. THE PARLOR CEM action consist* Of the
Jelebrated Sewell Reeds, which are only used In the high*
eat grade instruments; fitted with Hammond Coupler* ami
Torn Humana, also best I>olge felts, leathers, etc., bellows
of the best rubber cloth, 3 ply bellows ft'.ck and finest
leather in valves. THE PARLOR CEM isfumi.-hed
with a 10x14 beveled plate French mirror, nickel plated
Improvement. Ws
pedal frames, and every modem the
heat drgua instrucfuruUh free a handsome organ stool and
tion book pohlUned.

Kiimts.

GUARANTEED 25 YEARS.

issue a written binding 25-j ear guarantee, by the
terms and conditions of which U any part gives out we
rppnir it fre* ef charge. Try It one month and we will
refund your money If you are not perfectly satisfied. 606
of the e organs will he sold at $35*50* 4IUDKK

AT ONCE.

DON’T DELAY.

OUR RELIABILITY IS ESTABLISHED

"J™

dealt with us ask your neighbor ub>>ut us, u rite
the publisher of this paper or Metropolitan
National Rank, or Com Nat. Rank, of Chicago;
i.rik-rman Exchan re Bank, See York; or any
railroad or express company in Chicago. We
ia»c a capital of over $700,000.00, occupy entire
rie of the largest hu*-me»s blocks In t hicago,
:.d employ nearly «two people In our own
winding. WK NM.I. llKBtNN AT *22.00 and up;
_
!A>OH. $114.00 ami up; also everything in mu ical Instruments at lowest wholesale prices. * rite for freespeelaf
(**aars, bwbatk 4 Co. are Uwceaghly reliable. ■ IdMev.j
organ, piano and mu-leal instrument catalogue. Address,

SEAMS, RC”ZUCK A CO. (Inc.). Fulton, Dwplainea and Waiman Sta., CHICAGO. ILL
7

—

i_...

__

▲ LOCAl. AVI* POLITICAL .JOURNAL

AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
BT THK

what shall constitute
agreement
contraband of war. These things are
already sufficiently defined by international law and precedent to enable
on

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING OO.
F. W. Rollins, Editor and Manager.
libifriptlnn Price—$2.00 a rear; $1.00 for
§tx months, 50 cents for three months; 11
paid strh-tly It. ;-l vance, $1.50, 75 and 38 cent®
respectively. All arrearages are reckoned at
the rate of *! per year.
Advertising Kates—Are reasonable, ami will
be made known on application.
Business communications should be addressed
rders made payable to, Tut
Hancock county Publishing Co., Ells
worth, Maine.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 31, 1900.

WILL

Slate Convention
BE

HELD IN

department
Albert, United States consul paper”.
In the first place Mr. Crimmin did not
at Brunswick, Germany, is devoted to
agree to share anything with the miners
the remarkable increase of shipbuildwho endured with him the hardships of
ing in Germany, which has become sec- the Klondike. If he had, the result would
report

City llall, Lewiston,
AT

11

from T. J.

11, 1900,

Wednesday April

A.

O’CLOCK

M.

for the pur; -t
selecting six candidate- for
electors of l'n -i lent and Vice-President of the
United State*, ui d four delegate* at large and
four alU-rnat* * io attend the National Kenuidl
to
be held at Philadelphia,
cau Convention
Pennsylvania, on Tuesday, dune in, l‘.«00, and
transacting any other business that may properly come lie fore it.
The haf** of representation will be a* fol
lows: Each City Town and Plantation will be
entitled to ue d
gate, ami for each seventy,
dvo votes ea-t tor the Repuldlcan candidate
for Governor in 1*96, an addilioaal delegate,
and for a fraction of forty votes in excess of
seventy-five vo* s. an additional delegate
Vacancies In the delegation of any City, Town
or Plantation can only l»e filled by a resident of
the county in which the vacancy exists.
Tha

,r„irlaui>

uill

l,<>

in

.n.«!nn

in lhi»

reception room < the lull 1 at 9 o'clock, on the
morning of the convention, for the purpose of
receiving the credentials of delegates. Dele
in order to Ihj eligible to participate lu
e convention, must be elected subsequent to

Sites

the date of tin* call for this convention ; and del
egates, under this call, should not be elected to
the State convention to be hereafter called for
the purpose of nominating a candidate for gov-

ernor.

All electors of Maine, without regard to past
political difference*, who are in sympathy with
the sentiments expressed In the call ol the Republican National Committee for the Republi
can National t •invention, are cordially Invited
to unite with the Republicans of the State in
electing delegates to thisconvention.
.IosEl'1! H. MANLEY, Chairman.
BYRON BOYD, Secretary.
Augusta, Thursday, Jan. 4,190*3.

ond to Great Britain in ocean transportation, and which has obtained
in the short
this enviable position

|

HEAXsQUARTERA

\

The first step in this
campaign will

week,

This is
town

the
tee.

tracts

reopened.

The ice fishermen have been overhauling their lines for the last mouth, and
to-morrow the ice chisels will ring. Big
fi-h and bigger stories will be iu the air
for the next few weeks.

)

[

about next

year’s

grass.

w

bich amounts

to

practically

the

Bar

j

and

forty minutes

woman

for

that

in

miles

hilly, icy

over a

Ellsworth

an

hour

one

road!

|

grand-

One of her sons-in-law, who is

rode

newspaper

enjoyment

H.

when it

home, took away half
day’s ice- boat ing.

of the

renre-

and the

of Representatives, and
that the seat to which he was elected

came

her
and

And she did.

in

speakers

Putnam,
Judge
William

Judge

order

their

w

ill

n.

nomas

Wh't1

P.

Peter9 and

contestant

1

containing

a

The dinner will

the

be

of

the

most elaborate

It will

ir. Pullen’s orchestra if fifteen musicians
will furnish music.

Nhtpbulldliig nt .Milbridge.
Favorable wtatber is great'y Lcilitali ig the work on the three-masted act oouer which the Sawyer Bros., of Milbridge,
have under contract

for

Capt. Hinckley,

of

Woodfords.

The lower frame is

in

position, and

work

on

the

i

This craft, which is modeled after the
John Maxwell”, built in this yard last
i season, is being constructed under special
pected, shortly issue a proclainatior 1
inspection, with the view of having an A
tc
offering an unconditional pardon
1 rating in the “Kecord of American aud
|
such of the Philippine rebels as sur-

|

a
before
given date, ant
giving notice that all found with arms
in.their hands after that date, will b<

render

Foreign Shipping”.

—

Geo. Charles Hamlin Injured.
Gen. Charles Hamlin, the prominent

attorney, fell on the ice Monday,
considered brigands and outlaws, anc Bangor
j breaking both bones of his right leg above
cause
This
as
such.
treated
may
the ankle.
few spasms among the “antis”, but ii
^^^

and

proper thing to do I

apol
longer
Filipino government, anc
no organized force of any size any
where, and the peaceably inclined in
habitants are entitled to the protectioi 1
of this government, which can only be
made effectual by breaking up the
There

no

even

an

og.v for a

small roaming hands of armed rebeli 1

living by depredation.
The United States government ii
confident of its ability to protect iti

of Ohio, city of Toledo, /
Lee as County,
*
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he la the
senior partner of the Ann of F. J. Cheney A
Co
doing business In the City of Toledo, County ami State aforesaid, and that said Arm will
pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
for each and every case of Catarrh that can
not be cured by the use of Hall’s Catarrh
FKANK J. CHENEY.
CCRB.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
presence, this tith day of Decern her, &. d. 1&S6.

State

(-7 /

_L j
j 9J:
Hall's Catarrh

A. W.

is

GLEASON.
Notary Public.

Cure is taken Internally, and
acts directly on the blood and mucons surfaces
of the system. Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall's Family Fills are the best.

men

dis-

could

hack that he could have
go to

a

place

prtsumably much

had

no

desire

where the

warmer

than

to

make such

a

sudd*

ri

j:

To put the brake on the wagon uoing down
hill i* a help to the home, when the wagon la
heavily loaned Itut what driver would think
of applying the brake to a loaded wagon going
unhid!' If htdld. bis sensible horses would
probably balk. Many a man i« In the condition
of pulling a load up hill with the brake r*t
against him. W hen ills stomach is out of Older,
and the allied organs of digestion and nutrt
lion impaired in their functions, a friction is
!*• t up which has to lie overcome in addition to
the performance of daily duties. A foul atom
ach make- a foggv brain and the man with n
disordered stomach has often to grope his way
through the day’s u-lnes- like a man in a fog.
Problems seem
He forget*
ap| ointment*
presented to Ids mind wrong end to”. This
condition is entirely remedied by the use of l»r.
It puts
I*l» ree*- t,olden Medical lM-c«>v«rv.
the stomach ami digestive and nutritive system
Into a condition «>f p« rfe>-t ln*alth. and gives a
clear brain, a steadv hand ami a tight step for
When constipation clogs the
the day’* duties
cbannelsof thelaalv. I»r Pb-rcc's Pleasant PelUts will work an effectual cure of that dUa»trous disease.

nearly
top will begin

next week.

Two other

broken, sold nut
pany’s
his claim in August, came to New’ York,

ita-aeii.
lion.

list

steamer and

a

starting the exThe expedition,

contract had been

consist of a
during the serving of

served in Maine.

dozen courses, and

southern states, and criticism fron
!
ns is not competent. We can only exj
exconditions
that
such
press regret
I
better.
for
ist, and hope

is

to

Is it any wonder that he then longed for
good old dinner down in Main* ? Crim-

min

speakers.
ever

the better class.
It if
democrats
hard for the colder-blooded people ol
the North to realize the bitterness engendered by an election fight in the

right

corporation,

change from Alaska to sheol and thinking. rightly in my opinion, that the com-

be

of

is the

the

that of A'a-ka.

houw,

the

answer came

none, and

Foster, Hon. O.vtile D. Baker,
Five-minute
Col. John F. Lynch.
|
speeches will also be made by other gentle- !
At each plate will be a souvenir
men.
i
of
Judge
card bearing an engraving

The election contest in Kentucky
culminated in bloodshed yesterday,
when William Goebel, the democratic

ex-

the

or

his

climate

and

President McKinley will, it is

Alaska

two or

The

Enoch

declared vacant.”

for the governorship, was
shot down at the capitol in Frankfort
This
and perhaps fatally wounded.
outcome of the election difficulty ii
regretted by both republicans and

each

claim, hut they were quickly
disposed of by a miners’ court.
In June, 1899. it was found that provisions were running low. and Crimmin sent
word by courier to the steamer which was
the base of supplies, asking fnr more food.

JuJge Peters, Chief-Justice Wiswell, (Jov.
Powers, Senator Hale, Judge William L

the House

hereby

in

him to Seattle to build

puted

Banquet to Judge Peters.
t tie
Arrangements are complete for
banquet to be given at the Bangor bou-e
t -morrow evening in honor of ex-Chief-

sentative-elect from the state of Utah,
ought not to iiave or hold a seat in

is

of

claim under the law.

Just ice John A. Peters.
be
will
The after-dinner exercis<s
1
under the facts and circumstanoes of
presided over by Hon. Franklin A. Wilson,
Roberts

corporation,

three of the party remained,
having either died or returned
With true
without making any striae.
down-east grit, Crimmin remained, and
in April, 1899. struck pay dirt on Myrtle
Creek, and immediately staked out his

home she

time to start for

’lowed she’d walk.

lution to exclude him by a vote of 268
to 50. The exact language of the
resolution was as follows:
“That
H.

one-

consisting of twenty men, went to the
Klondike in the spring of 1898, and
stayed thereuntil the spring of 1899. when
but

to Nivu in clubhouse for

out

ami the ride

Rri:*ham

of

the others

day *s ice-boating. The roads were icy
and she didn’t enjoy the
and “slewey
Toe thoughts of that ride,
ride greatly.

Brigham
Roberts,
representative-elect
Utah, which has occupied public

case

the

arrange air details for
I pedition, which he did.

a

attention for months, was settled last
Thursday by the adoption of a reso-

the

and

representative

a

prohibiwill wisely

j sent

Five and one-half

Mormon

from

forty-fifth part
the proceeds.

one

possessions, or ever returned
thereto, then one-third of all he should
discover or make should belong to Mrs.
Durant. The latter, of course, was simply

a

ion is at the lever.

should be.
of

con-

which she immediately assigned her conHarbor doubtless
decide that it is not healthy to attempt to ! tract with Crimmin.
To show the confidence reposed in
block the wheels of progress in the shape
of an automobile, especially when Fash- J Crimmin, let me say that the corporation
tion.

editorial and business control of the
Capital, in order to exemplify his idea

case

made

British

mother?

The

corporation

remained

Criminiu

Harbor’s board of trade is agitating the repeal of the town ordinance restricting automobiles to certain streets,

congresbe taken this

Christian

only

“dummies”

unique experiment in journalism a good judge, says it's a record-breaker;
is to be made at Topeka, Kan., where he’s given
up
trying to get away
Rev. Charles M. Sheldon, author of from sued a mother-in-law rb that. It
This Ellsworth
y :
“In His Steps’’, is to take absolute hupp ned in H i*

a

the

tweulieth of
Now in the contracts made between the

Bar

I How’s

what

the

dummy had the right to send a proxy or
substitute, and Mr. Crimmin went as substitute for one, Marion Foster Durant.
“Snow, Snow, Beautiful Snow!” was Not content with binding him for a penever more beautiful than this morning.
riod of about eighteeu months, the conI
The lumbermen were howiiug for it, and tract also contained a
provision that if,
were
the
farmers
thinking thoughts after the expiration of this term, Mr.

reorganizing
congressional campaign commit- |

to

be

with

to have

A

as

to

seems

twenty
persona, mostly
dummies, w hereby the corporation wraa to
furnish transportation, food, etc,, for the
expedition during a period of eighteen
consideration
whereof all
mouths, in
claims staked were to be the property of
the corporation and the poor miners were

The

Orland’s centennial year.
incorporated Feb. 12. 1800.

creamery there will be

for the purpose of

caucus

was

|

The farmers In the vicinity',; Bucksport are cheered by the prospect that the

when the republicans of the
aud Senate will hold a joint

House

Maine which

Accordingly

COUNTY CiOSSIP.

year’s

Bional

at

rapid development
! Germany is to be attributed to the the dangers of the trip. No, like Artemas
were
perfectly willing to
encouragement given by the govern- Ward, they
interests sacrifice all the wives' relations and taka
ment to the shipbuilding
the lion's share of the profits while toastI through liberal subventions allowed
iug their feet before open grates in tbeir
i the different commercial companies.”
cosy offices iu Haverhill.

COMMITTEE,
J
AUGUSTA, Jan. 4, 1900.
To the Republicans of Maine —Prior to 1892
two Presidential electors at large, correspond
ing to the two United States senators, were
nominated in Male convention, amt the remaining electors, corresponding to the mendiers «l
the United States House of Representatives,
were nominated by the several congressional
district conventions.
The passing of the Australian Ballot law entirely changed the procedure. Under the law,
all Conventions an* a portion of our election
system, ami this ballot act requires that candidates to be voted for by the voters throughout
the whole State must be placed in nomination
by a Convention representing no less a constituency than the whole State.
Hence, al! the
candidates of a party for Presidential electors
must be nominated in State Convention, and I
have therefore included in the call six electors.
J. II. MANLEY, Chairman.
bUCAN STATE

different. A corporation was
Haverhill (under the laws of
organised
have been

EMBROIDERIES.
large line of Cambric Edgings which
prices. Call and make your
selection before they are broken up.
Just received
we

Alaska.

for

to his old

came

rest, and there he

well-earned

a

in

home

wai

on a

for

rack

the aid

nearly

of

could

he

furnish

not

in fear that

Being

|25,000, and would have
be finally offered |7,000 in

Extra Super Carpets have advanced 5 to 10 cento per
yard. We are selling them at last year’s prices.
A large line of Velvets, Brussels, Tapestries, Doable
Extra Super, Cotton Warp, Extra Supers, and Extra
Smyrna Rugs, Art Squares, Carpet Linings, Straw
Mattings, Floor Oil Cloths in 4-4, 6-4 and 8-4, Linole-

withoul

day

whole

a

counsel.

foi

bond

a

go to jail
full settlement
to

Floor Cloth 16 4 wide. We match and cut carpet
in our large carpet room showing how it will look
when laid in your home.

um

Then, after the mischief had been done
he consulted me, and I frankly told him
that in my opinion the company could
not

him not

urged

cent, and

recover a

tc

He had make the offer, however,
having anxiety to avoid publicity
and the ignominy of jail confinement, he
made the payment despite my protest.
I told him then that the whole proceeding was a “bluff”, and subsequent events
He
nave confirmed me in that opinion.
pay.
and

We have this week received 500 bags

Portland Cracked Corn and Meal.

SHantcD.
HEARD OF HONDURAS?
And the wonderful fertility of her s dl?
There's a fortune awaiting you there.
For
particulars, showing how you can share in
thin fortune, without leaving vour present
occupation, and build up a handsome income
on
small investment write J. H. Stkcnk,
Gen. Manage r, Plant City, Fla.

Have

YOI

T1TUT8R8

copy letters at home; perruanent
v v
employment, either sex. For particulars address Da. C. E. Smith, box 465.
Rockland. Me.

linn>>

which

we

irraiii

feed

—

will

prospects

have

continue

as

plenty

bright

A lot of

of work if

they

as

are

|

Gen. John B. Gordon In Bangor.
Ex-Confederate Gen. John II. Gordon,
of Atlanta, Ua., will speak at city hall,
Bangor, Saturday, Feb. 10, for the benetlt
of the soldiers and sailors burial lot at Mt.

subject
Hope cemetery.
that nieeta our eye*
“First Bays of the Confederacy*’.
through the countrya
Gordon
is
Gen.
speaker of national
great stretches of fields w ith grain up sevand doubtless many from
reputation,
|
eral inches, plowing and sowing still go! Ellsworth will avail themselves of the
ing on, and cattle feeding on a thousand opportunity to hear him.
hills which Itok as if they were carpeted
Nominations by the Governor.
with green velve*..
Among nominations msde recently by
This is the trade-season for youngsters
They are on every important street corner Gov. Powers are the following in Hanby

the entrance of every

f >und. to

a

supply

hotel,

him

her

or

with

a

bou-

"p. A P.” Kid Moram

will

Bangor,

house.

custom

establish

about the first

"-NEWEST

SEST
value

croup and whooping cough, and is the
best medicine made for them? diseases.

^-7——7r^»MAO**

u

the least danger in giving it
children for it contains no opium or
other injurious drug and may be given as
confidently to a babe as to an adult. For
sale by Geo. A. Partner, Ellsworth, and
W. 1 Partridge, Bluehdl, druggtats
There is not
to

Mr. Spot-

headquarters
of April.

his

I

The Mother'* Favorite.

Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy is the
mother's favorite. It is pleasant and safe
for children to take and always cures. It
is intended especially for coughs, colds,

Supervisor Spolford'a Office.
Day, of Bangor, has arranged
through the department at Washington
to provide quarters for Hon. Elmer P
Spoflord, census supervisor for the second
district, in the

LATEST
-STYLES

PERFECT
PITTimci

Bar Harbor.

Collector

in

Q$cnfain£) *)
PINN#^

take •ubetUnte*—There‘i none *s
FON SALK ST

iKjnt

MV Kit

atrbnusnnrntc.

TRADERS AND MECHANICS MUTUAL INS. CO
LiiWRLL,

$337,060 76
376.667 30

Total liabilities and

$715,767

41.

5,020 51

»orp'u*.

96

blt\>T 441.,

II.

iUcjal Metiers.
Hancock

At
and

**.-

M \INL

probate

court held at
f..r said county of HanEllsworth, in
cock, on the second dny ..f January, in the
of
«>ur
1.
ird oB6 Uwoiaad nine huudred.
year
A CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
hTV. a copy of the last wilt knd testament
and five codicil* thereto of Wiillam R.
Rice.
!a»e of New York, iu the
county of New
5 ork, and state of New Y..rk.
deceased, and
of the probate thereof in the « mmon wealth
Of M**«achusetts duty
authenticated, having
been presented to the Judge of
probate for
our *aid
county of Hancock, for the purpose
of being allowed, filed Slid recorded in the
probate court of our -aid county of Hancock
Ordered: That notice thereof be
given to
all person* int« rested
therein, by publishing
a cony of thi
c rder three
w-ek- successively
m
the K
rtb Amen an, a newspaper
printed at LJ worth, iu said county of Hancock, prior i. the sixth day of February,
a.
d.
1900, that they may
at
apix-ar
a probate court then to
be held at Hucksport.
in and for said
county of Hancock, at ten
o clock in the
forenoon, and show cause if
any they have, against the same.
U. t\ CUNN1 N(iHAM, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of original order of
court.
Attest: -< h»m. p. fn.kR, Register.
_*

--

TELEPHONE RATES.

basemeutstreet, uuti

rPHfhe

subscriber

ELLSWORTH, ME.. EXCHANGE.

a

hereby gives notice that
appointed adiuinis-

k,Ui*
.tbeen
the estate

trator of#
ball, late

LOW

NOTICE.
my wife, Viola Truudy, ha
left my bed and board without jus
cause or provocation, I hereby forbid all per
sons harboring or trusting her on mv accouni
as I shall pay no bills for her after this date.
Otis I. Tkundy.
W'est Brooklin, Jan. 18, a. d. 1900.

Total,
Surplus oat-r all liabilities,

STATE 4)fr

of

Alonzo

Blais-

of Oriand. in
the <•
of
Hancock, deceased, and given bondsunty
as the
A
P*r»on*
dehaving
i
mands r«CU;

against
the estate of said deceased are desired to
present the same
for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are
requested to make payment
immediately.
January %, a. d. 1900 K.lbun
Blaisubi.l.
gives notice
has been heJ*by
TH K«8Kb8CrLber
duly appointed
he

that

execu-

.nd i.t2S7.Bt1 of ££ A
Year, O-Party iurMm.n
MarrimaH,
late
of
Eden, iu the counand given bonds
deceased,
Ji ?'“««<*.
Metallic- Circuit, Unlimited
All persons having de“*5* *W.dlr*cU.
,h' MtI"' o» »»id deceased
• r. desired
“rKA''“l
lo present the same
Service for a Telephone
for aettle»"d ““ indebled .hereto

Only $25.00

at

!

«i“

a

to

your Kesidenee.

make payment

January 2.
CAN

YOU

AFFORD

WITHOUT

________

ff

1332.060 72

ELLSWORTH. ME.

on Franklin street recently occu
CJTORF. as
by Ellsworth Water Co
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Those *unscrtber- who t«ay in advance are al*<
entitled to a lliicra1 pieinium to Ik? oclccied (roil
the large lUt we offer.
The l.ewl~ton Keening Journal is esperiall)
to Ik* commended to such as wl-h a Maine dab)
newspaper. Its news, both local and general, I*
always late, fresh and complete. The price h
jk> m'a tear by mail.
The Saturday Journal, at points reached hj
the afternoon and evening trains, is Itecumtu*
very popular. Terms $la year. The WYd
nendny Journal, far such as desire a cheap pa
per, 1» furnished at #1 UO a year. The two, mak
ing a send-weekly paper, for ti.AOa year.—.-tdcf

NOTICE.
my wife. Edith E. Gray, ba
left mv bed and board without an
f hereby forbid ail persons har
provocation,
boring or trusting her on my account fror
Geohgk H. Okay.
this date.
January 1, 1900.

4*1.36650
Hi ,398 40
.i 1.563 So

Admitted assets,

special prominence.
The several department* of the Journal niak<
it at once a news, political. business, literary
miscellaneous and family p.ip« r. In the ln-i
year we have made a special sheet of the agrl
cultural department under the head of .Wortheastern Farmer, which is in itself a complex
agricultural paper. The magazine section ha:
proved a great attraction, with its choice mis
cellar*}*. These departments will be maintained,
with increa ed vigor.
National affairs are given special promlrei.ee
and with our speclsl correspondent at Wash
ington rentiers will be sure of being fully in
formed of ail that transpires.
I tie price of the Weekly is but f 1 a year

Sptual Not iff2.

f 10.465 60
72.461 25

Collateral Loan.
Stock* and bond*,
< mIi In oflof ami bank.
Hill* receivable
Interest and reu»*.
Uncollected premium*,

other paper in lire ea-t attempts.
The Journal with its large corps of local cor
respondent*, it* full corps of Ktaff writer* at al
principal points, and 11k travelling correspond
ent«, together with it* illustrated fervice, civet
everv event of Interest promptly and in a very
attractive style, ami these features have ut
traded wide attention and given the Journal ti

£

i*09.

Mortgage loan.

Both are tilled with matter
largely gathered from original source* amt profusel)* illustrated. W hile making the affair* ol
the Mate of Maine a specialty, it* ample col
umns give space for a history of lire occur
reircea of the week throughout the whole world
The installation of it* excellent trail tone
plant within tire pact year ha* enabled it u
illu-trate it- news column* in a manner that nc

J

Wv*w.

ASHEhT 1 »Kt

columns.

A

tie.

insurance ^tatrmrots.

riety of contents.
The Weekly now contain* 112 long column* ol
reading mater in the new* ami agricultural sections, with a magazine supplement of sixty-

in

good.

4t.tLL.KltT,

kll*M<»rth,

Tlie l/e\vlston Journal.
Now th.it ihe winter is will Advanced, and
people have leisure evenings for reading. It 1<
appropriate to call attention to that excellent
Maine new*pa|»er, the Lewiston Weekly Jour
nal. Always supposing Dial the public-spirited
citizen ha* subscribed and paid In advance fur
Ids home paper, the Journal i* offered a*rup
pletnentary. Within ttie 1t.*>t year it ha* matte
remarkable advances, and now Ik unequalled in
amount of matter furnished, as wed a- in va

dealer in all kinds of

Campbell A True Bldg., East End Bridge, D
I
ELLSWORTH, ME.

RKQlSTKRKO MAUDS OF tMf

county:
Agent to prevent cruelty. O. P. RicK,
i
Eden; notary public, Edward B. Wears, !

Census

floor aud
^TORE—Rooms—first
Masonic block on State

Cod, Haddock, Halibut, Blueflsh, X
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops, A
6
Lobsters and Finnan Haddies.

I*. (ilo?M !•

X

be

Inquire

I

E%ery pair of genuine |».
•tampeil with our name.

cock

and else-

“tenderfoot*’ is to be

quet of wild flowers, principally the poppy, which easterners go wild over. Orange
blossoms are very sweet, and 1 will seen I
this letter with them. P. U. VVoostkr.

lour

ELLSWORTH.

ride out

where whereon

ford

BROS.

grand sight

a

we

will

His

!

It is

price.

WHITING

XT MAIN ST.

now.

as

Gentlemen's and Children's Rubbers

Ladies',

to close at a low

har-

Freak, salt. Smoked end Dry

FISH,

barrel warranted.

RUBBERS.

threshing, and alfalfa for milch I
Of these two kinds of fodder, we
expecting great cro, a. The threshing

machine also

per bbi.

to borne*

recently occupied by the Hancock Count;
Publishing Co. Inquire of John B. Redman
agent, in same building.

EDWIN M. MOORE,

Every

without

are

and Mixed Feed.

Middlings

FLOUR, $4.25, $4.50 and $4.75

cows.

^

I

Onr liar itt iif

n

—

to

2trf)rrtisrmntts.

J

tar,m

bag.

1M) eta. per

Oats,

winter, with no great storms of wind
or rain; but good rains which have soaked
well into the ground and put farms in
fine condition to receive seed.
Much grain
All farmers are still busy.
tiou

price,

Our

fine

ley, chiefly,

at old

CARPETINGS.

special writ issued in behall
He wai
of said corporation for fti5,000.
brought to Ellsworth, and very foolish!)
allowed himself to be placed upon tb«
hrrested

a

selling

are

Mr. CrimKasthrooli

Now for the last chapter.
mln

prolific feels now that he should have taken my
period of ten years. How this jump source of many of these irresponsible cor- advice, but the incident is closed, and he
to
an
fit out
porations)
expedition to
| forward in a great industry was search
is now free to go back to the Klondike, ii
for gold in the Klondike region.
i brought about is told in a single senhe desires, without the incubus of that
This corporation organized in the early
c > ursei
; tence, which is the strongest sort of
banging
of 1898 under the imposing name of inequitable, Sbylock
part
C. Ii. DRUMMBY.
about his ueck.
argument in favor of the passage of the Centrifugal
& Mining Co.
Pump
the bill now pending before Congress,
According to the experience of Mr.
The Scent of Orange Blossoms.
; providing for the increase of our own Crimmin, its “pumping” department has
Tasadkna, Cal., Jan. 18, 1900.
j merchant marine, by a system of done a good business. You may be sure,
“This however, that its guiding spirits had To the Editor of The j4mfTican:
federal aid to shipbuilding:
So far weare having a most delightfully
of shipbuilding in no idea of exposing
themselves
to

Presidential Electors Must All Be
Chosen in State Convention.
REIT

day morning.
While the story

as given has some founstand 1 dation in fact, it is misleading in some
any government, which dares to
unintentionup for its rights, to maintain them. | important particulars, and,
no doubt, reflects somewhat upon the
Our representatives at the peace con- ally
integrity and good faith of Mr. Crimmin.
ference, at The Hague, last year, As the latter is a well-known Hancock
all
that
private property county boy, and the son of a highly reproposed
at sea should, in time of war, bo respected citizen of East brook, 1 feel it my
spected, but the conference declined duty, as the eleventh-hour counsel (for
to agree to that proposal, and that Mr. Crimmin in the “last chapter”, to exended the matter.
plain some things in connection jwith
your article for the further enlightenment
of state of the readers of the “only county
to the
A

ta, and all money

Republican

Away Alaska”, which purports to give
the story of the experiences of John D.
Crimmin, jr., in Alaska, the final chapter
of which ended in Ellsworth last Wednes-

|

$bbrrtf*fmmt«.

got his money, and then came directly to Haverhill. Hi# reason for telling the company that be sold hi# claim
for only flOO, if he did so tell them, wai
that he considered it none of their business what he had received for it, inasmucfc
contract and
as they had violated their
left him without food in the wilda ol
and

“From. Far-A way Alaska”—Appendix.
To the Editor of The American:
In last week’s issue of your paper appeared an article entitled “From Far-

tion from any other government or
governments to become a party to
negotiations having in view a definition of the right of neutrals and an

rUBLISHKD
EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.

A

Cortcaponlicnct.

interests and those of all its citizens
under
any and all circumstances;
therefore, it would accept no invita-

Ct)t <£ilsu)ortt) 'American.

TO

BE

ITT

Manager

will furnish all particulars.

Blanch it L.
d. *900.
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a.

immediately.

hLin.

are7eq“e.t!ed
Hakrivian

!uT','-v

*"<■• nolle, that
»PPo!">ted executrix
»»rt testament of Charles E.
I'® °f Tremont, In the count, of
decaaed. no bond, being
«'
will. All persona
ims
demand,
against
the
estate
4r*
d**ired »o present
for settlement, and ail indebted
'o “take
payment im-

required

theTLme^.*"'?.,
ine

NEW

ENGLAND TELEPHONE asli TEL
EGRAPH COMPANY.

same

medfiuty'
Jniua'iji.

a.

d. 1900.

Sr*»L.v.

.1

CONOKKSSMAN MTTLKKIKI.I)

during the terra was nine, two having
been reported last week.

HANCOCK S. J. COURT.
—

Downed Congressman Stewart, of New
Jersey, In Kunnlng Debate.
One gnu from New Jersey was effectively spiked in the greet debate last
week over the law of the Roberta* case,
It was
says a Washington despatch.
■piked by the new men from Maine, who
made such a decided hit with his great
speech in favor of the expulsion of the
Utah member.
When Representative Little field got to
talking about the “general welfare” arguincut of the majority committee, he took
occasion to illustrate his remarks with
some reference to the state of New Jersey.
‘He spoke of tbit state as the breeding
ground of trusts and octopuses and asserted that it would be just as reasonable
for the House of Representatives to exclude the members of Congress from that

NKW CTTIZENB.

FINAL ADJOURNMENT OF JANU-

Naturalization papers were granted to
Albert O. Jacobson, of Mt. Desert; P. M.
Bianchford, of Eden; Bev. James D.
O’Brien, of Ellsworth, and Robert McDonald, of Eden.

ARY TERM LAST FRIDAY.
RECORD OF THE TERM-DIVORCES DECREED—FIVE NEW

CITIZENS—BAR

PROCEEDINGS

PROCEEDINGS.

At

a

bar last

TIIK COURT.

OF

BAR.

meeting of }tie „Hancock county
week, the following was unani-

mously adopted:

Presiding .Justice— I.CCILIUS A. Emery.

The Hancock county bar desires to’ express
Its appreciation of the present courthouse. The
rooms which have been recently added make it
one of the most convenient and commodious
court buildings in the State; and therefore be it
Resolved: That the bar extend its cordtal
congratulations to the honorable baanl of

Clerk—John y. Knowi.ton.
Sheriff— Lewis K. IIoopf.k.
Crier—William B. Higgins, Bar Harbor.
Deputies—.!. M. Vogkll, Castlne; James
Hill, Gouldsboro; F. It Bunker. Winter Harbor; A. II. Gf.nn, Buck* port.

Stenographer—J. t Clat, Portland.
Messenger—W. K. WHITING.

county commissioners, whose public spirit,
energy and faithfulness have brought about
K. I*. Spoffohd,
these results.
O. K. KRLLOWf,

The January term ended last Friday,
the tenth day of the term. The term was

L. B. I»KAST,
state, because trusts and octopuses were
shorter than anticipated at its opening,
Committee.
opposed to the general welfare of the peoResolutions were also passed thanking
ple, aa It would be to exclude the member several important case© having been setfrom Utah, because polygamy was opposed tled.
Judge L. A. Emery for his long service as
to the general welfare.
librarian. Judge Emery resigned that
Ninety-two canes came off the docket, 63
That assertion brought to his feet Rep
at this term, and Clerk-of-Courts
which nine were divorce position
resent alive Janies Fleming Stewart, who by judgment,of
John K. Knowlton was elected to succeed
cases, and twenty-nine by entry of neith- him.
comes from the home of the late VicePresident Hobart and has been six years a er party. There were four jury trials,
BAR BARQtBT.
member of the House of Representatives. and in each case motion for uew trial was
“Do you think that the prohibitory laws filed. New cases entered 103.
Frisky “Colts” nntl Sober “Old War
THREE NEW LAWYERS.
of Maine are more agaiuat the geueral

Horses” Out of Harness.
The banquet at the Hancock house
ination of the three candidates for adinls- |
Wednesday night will long remain a
slon to the bar—John F. Knowiton, E. U.
memorable event in the annals of the
Mears and Harry L. Crabtree. All passed
Hancock county bar. For good fare and
a creditable examination.
good fellowship, and real downright enJohn F. Knowiton was born at Montjoyment, it beat anything of the kind in
ville, Waldo county, March 19,1856. He Ellsworth for
many a day.
was educated iu the public schools of his
The banquet was given by “the colts”
native town, and at the East Maine conof the Hancock county bar to “the old
ference seminary in Bucksport. He began
war horses”, the colts being those admitactive life as a school teacher, teaching
ted since 1885. Covers were laid for thirtyhis first district school
before he was
Hon. E. P. Spofford, of Deer Isle,
two.
seventeen years of age. He taught several
acted as master of ceremonies with Judge
terms during his seminary course. In
L. A. Emery of the supreme court occuMarch, 1876, he took charge of the com- pying the seat of honor at his right. The
at
the
mercial
seminary, others
department
present were John B. Redman, H.

welfare and agatnst the people than the
corporation laws of New Jersey?” he in-

Wednesday

quired.
The House pricked up its

quiry,

anxious to

see

ears

whether

at this inMr. Little-

field would be able to hold bis own In a
debate- one of the most

running tire of

testa that can be put upon a new
member.
“There are those who think that the
Maine prohibitory law against the sale of
severe

worse than polygamy,” reRepresentative Littlefield, goodnaturedly, but humorously.
rum

la

even

torted

“Ha* the gentleman read the corporation laws of New Jersey?” inquired Mr.
Htnwarl.

occupied

was

in

the

exam-

U

I.'

“I do not want to make any reflection
against the state of New Jersey,” responded Mr. Littlefield. “1 only used

oiny, English, and other branches
work. After a
the commercial

outside
year at

Franklin, N. H., and a year and a half at
that as an
Kockport, in which places be was emof
The House went Into conniptions
ployed as bookkeeper, he returned to the
laughter at this, and Representative Lit- Hucksport
seminary and again took
tlefield continued: “I have read the cor- charge of the commercial department.
1 have He continued with the seminary until
poration laws of New Jersey.
also read the excellent speech made beJuly, 1890, when he was appointed clerk
Hancock county, to fill the
vacancy caused by the resignation of H.
B. Saunders, who bad been appointed U.
S. marshsl for the district of Maine. In
the fall of the same year Mr. Knowlton
tbe office, and was rewas elected to
elected in 1894 and again in 1896. During
of courts of

copy,” said
good many
things I commend lu the corporation
We enacted a corporation law in
laws.
Maine, but we stopped at ten millions.
You do not stop them anywhere; the
only limitation placed upon corporations
that
is the minimum:
in New Jersey
they shall not be incorporated for less
gentleman

will furnish

“There

Mr. Littlefield.

thao

one

a

his residence in

are a

me

visor of schools.

thousaud dollars.

after coming to
first supervisor of
schools, and for several yearn a member of
(he board of education. As a public

“There is
not

go

a

beyond

office,

much

which

in

inquired

t

birty-tlve

He
years ago.
schools of that

city,

in

tilted

for

regulation that they shall
ten millions,” reiterated

Twelve years ago he came to Har Harbor
to engage in tbe real estate business, and

the

did

but

college,

not

has built

art.

always taken an interest in public
affairs and institutions of Har Harbor,
and has been au active partisan of every
movement tending to increase its prestige
He is president of
as a summer resort.

Chicago

ment that this

la

not

a

point

related

to

difficulty between New Jersey and Maine.”

present

case.

It is

a

menu was as

Celery Salad

Sugar Cured Ham
Tongue
Vegetablea

Ox

French Peas
Mashed Potatoes
Mashed Ruta baga Turnips
Hubbard Squash
Reliabea
Horse Radish
Tomato Ketchup
Mixed Pickles
Worcestershire Sauce

fashionable resort.

that

menu

of the banfollows:

souvenir

('old Diahea

Hot Soda Biscuit
Plain White Bread
Deaaert
Ribbon Cake
Walnut Cake
Fruit Cake
Silver Cake
Chocolate Cake
Waluut Ice Cream
Hot French Rolls

He has

“We stop them at that,” answered Mr.
“Ia?t me venture the stateLittlefield.
the

of

people

best

The

The

courses.

pretty

Chicken Salad

large clientele among the

a

up

a

Kntriea

enter.

Mr. Littlefield.
“They could fo on,” insisted Mr. .Stew-

Kincr

Oyster Dressing—Cranl>erry Sauce
Sirloin of Beef—Diah Gravy
Sparerlb of Native Pork—Brown Gravy

and

cated

Stewart.

W

Soup

edu-

was

X

Mock Turtle
Roaat
Native Turkey

ledge of the law is essential, and not for
tbe purpose of retiring from the office to
take up the practice of law.
Edward B. Mears was born in Philadel-

phia

served

cards made

tbe duties of his
technical know-

for

himself

to better fit

admirably
quet.

obliging, painstaking, methodical—qualifications which fit him particularly for the office he tills. His object
in applying for admission to the bar was

But then it

the Maine law?”

in

Representative

the

official he is

to

limitation

he was superretained his interest

matters

in educational

Ellsworth, being

anywhere under the stars, and
there is nothing but the gall of the men
who organise these corporations iu New
Jersey to limit them.”
In that statement Representative Littlefield again scored a great hit, and the
House laughed heartily. “Is there any
goes

Hucksport
He

Urxclo

John A. Peters, jr., George B. Stuart, F. L.
Mason, Charles H. Drummey, L. F. Giles,
Truman C. Lord, Dauiel E. Hurley, F. C.
Burrill, J. F. Knowlton, E. B. Mears, and
H. L. Crabtree, Ellsworth; O. P. Cunningham, O. F. Fellows and T. H. Smith,
Buck sport ; L. B. Deasy, E. S. Clark,
Charles H. Wood, John E. Bunker, jr., B.
E. Clark, A. H. Lynatn, C. B. Pineo and
E. N. Benson, Bar Harbor; E. Webster
French, Southwest Harbor; E. E. Chase,
Bluehitl; George M. Warren, Castine; B.
E. Tracy, Winter Harbor; J. C. Clay,
Portland.
Proprietor Gould, of the Hancock bouse,
exerted himself to make his part of the
banquet a success, and be succeeded. It
was complete in every detail, from the
table decorations to the well-cooked and

illustration.”

fore the Buffalo bar association, declaring the object of these corporation laws
of New Jersey.”
“Did you read the opinion of the
United States supreme court?” Inquired
Mr. Stewart.
“I will be very glad to read it if the

'F

Butter Crackers

Oranges

Apples

Grapes

MORE

NEWS IfROM

Another

Hancock
County Man In
Digging (told on Myrtle Creek.
Dr. Howard Abbott, of Tremont, Is
another member of the Haverhill, Mass.,
mining company, of which something
heard of in Ellsworth last week. Dr.
Abbott ia now on Myrtle creek, Alaska.
His slater, Mrs. Julia Newman, of Tremont, recently received a letter from him,
in which he speaks of some of tbe company’s claims. The letter was written
Nov. 1, mailed at Circle City Dec. 6, and
reached Tremont Jan. 17. He says:
was

"We got our steamer Into winter quarters
about Sept. 8, and hearing there was much
trouble over our claims on the creek where our
property Is situated, I took another man In a
poling boat, with our outfit of clothes and provisions, amt started on atrip to our mines, about
eighty miles further up river. On arrival there
I found everything quiet.
However we had
moved a thousand pounds of freight to lts-des
tlnatton, so I did not regret the trip. I returned here laat week on the ice, and am waiting for the rest of the men to come In and begin
to move our supplies to the mines. This will
be done on dog teams, and will take four men
all winter. The rest of the party will prospect
the claims and prepare to take out gold in the
spring as soon as the ground (haws.
“We are getting lots of partridges amt rahbits. I have had a chance to read a copy of the
Boston Globe of January and April, so know
there has Imen a war with Spain. It began
snowing here about Sept. 1A, and has snowed a
lltke every day since, so now one can hardly
get about without snowshoes.
well.”

AII

our men are

his father, W. N. Abbott,
of Tremont, written Aug. 27, Dr. Abbott
In

Hays

letter to

a

:

“The claims

discovered by

on

Myrtle creek, where gold was
boys last spring, arc turning

rich. One claim that has been worked more
than any other Is estimated to be worth from
$10,000 to $300,000. We have eight claims on
the same creek."

Abbott writes that he will

come

out

next year, as he is anxious to return to
bis practice, although at first It was a re-

lief to be free from the
*

care

of sick peo-

______________

Ilayvlew Sunday
The Bayview district Sunday

School Association.
school

as-

its third semi-annual meeting in the Baptist church at Ellsworth
last Friday. The storm prevented a large

sociation held

Then there were half
by Mr. Halliday and Miss
Lucas. At 5.30 a supper was served, and
in the evening, after a praise service, led
by Rev. H. M. Moore, of Surry, Mr. Halliday and Miss Lucas again addressed the
meeting.
At the business meeting the following
Frank L. Hodgofficers were elected :
kins, of Lamoiiie, president; B. B. Whithour addresses

Falls, vice-president;
Tinker, of Ellsworth,
secretary; Capt. S. L. Lord, of Ellsworth,
treasurer; Hev. J. S. Blair, of Lamoine,
Mrs. 8. C. Hopkins, of Trenton, Rev. II.
F. Day, of Franklin, committee of arrangements; Hev. F. H. Osgood, of Sullivan, superintendent of normal department; Mrs. T. M. Blaisdell, of Franklin,
superintendent of primary department;
George II. Rutter, of Franklin, superintendent of home department.

comb,

of Ellsworth

Mrs.

Everett

E.

County Pomona Grange.
Hancock county Pomona grange wi 1
meet with Sedgwick grange No. 241, on
Friday, Feb. 9. The programme for ttie
day is as follows:
Hancock

Opening exercises and song.
Address of welcome.

Response.

the Har Harbor medical and surgical hosMilk
.lava Coffee
Tea
Music.
Jersey can take care of those pital, treasurer of the Har Harbor Water
of the Report of granges.
But
the
crowning
enjoyment
announced
Rep- Co., and holds many other positions of
corporations,” defiantly
Recitations by members of Sedgwick grange.
evening came after cigara were lighted.
resentative Stewart.
responsibility or honor. Mr. Mears is al- Wit and wisdom
Music.
the
through
sparkled
Then Mr. Littlefield delivered himself most ms well known in Ellsworth as in
Appointment of committee on programme.
of the following statement, which sent Har Harbor. He has spent the past two fragrant wreaths of smoke, and joviality Recess for dinner.
in
order.
was
Call to order; music.
the New Jerseyite to his seat and ended winters here, reading law in the offices of reigned. Speech-making
a speech,
The knockout blow Hale A Hamlin. Mr. Mears will practice Everyone was called upon for
the controversy.
Conferring tilth degree.
The
w
and
ag
smoothly.
“What are the advantages, to the
lawyers’ tongues
Question
came in the following form: “Just fora
law in connection with his real estate
young man expecting to follow farming as
speeches received favorable comment, the
moment,” exclaimed Mr. Littlefield im- business at Har Harbor.
“And New

patiently,
discussion
before

“let

me

state lhnt there

in 1899 in the State

the

committee

on

was a

Harry Lynwood

of Maine

Frankliu

judiciary. Surry

1877.

in

when he

his school life

prominent members of the republican
parly, was seeking to organise an ice trust
of

f00,000,000 capital,

he

but the members of

legislature turned it down, because it
It went forthwith to New
was a trust.
Jersey aud got a charter. This is a practical illustration."
The House laughed so heartily at this
that Mr. Htewart blushed clear up to the

even

attended

graduated

to

practice

Main -Advt.
To Cure Constipation f orever.
Take Cascarets Candy Cathartic. 10c or 25c
If C. C- C- fail to cure, druggists refund money

made.

UNITARIAN.

at home of Mrs. Helen

DECREED.

Kings

11

Wiggiu. Subject:

3:10-13.

;

seven

I

Bethena Stevens, of Bar Harbor, libellant, from Jamea William DeVere Stevens,
for cruel and abusive treatment. Buuker

Sunday, Feb. 4—Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Subject: “Reverence.” Sunday school at 11.45. Young
people’s guild meeting in vestry at 7 p. m.
“Foundation Truths in ReSubject:

for libellant.

ligion—Clod.”

Thursday

was

divorces

day

in

decreed

as

divorce

were

Nancy J. Hodgkins,

—

Boston,

points

Rev. A. II. C'oar, pastor.
Friday evening, 7.30, teachers’ meeting

court, and
follows.

Trenton,

of

BAPTIST.

libel-

Rev. C. S. Me Learn, pastor.
Sunday, Feb. 4- Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by Rev. J. W. Hatch, Fairfield. Suuday school at 12 m. Y. P. S. C.
E. prayer meeting at 6 p. m. Praise and
preachiiig service at 7 p. m. Sermon by
Mr. Hatch.

lant, from Amos S. Hodgkins, for utter
desertion.
Cunningham for libellant;
King (or libellee.
brated naturalists and other men of science;
Barney Martin, of Hancock, libellant,
travellers and explorers, and a chosen group of
from Carrie Martin, for adultery. Giles
the most famous story-writer*.
In travel, the reader will be taken through for libellant.
Sula C. Emery, of Bar Harbor, libellant,
picturesque scene* and thrilling adventure*
from Palestine to the Philippine*, from Cuba from John Emery, for gross and conto Russia, from Mexico to Madrid, and from
firmed habits of intoxication. Clark for
the Highlands of Scotland to the heart of libellant.
Africa; the latest wonder* of science are to be
Samuel A. Gray, of Sedgwick, libellant,
described for him by the highest authorities;
! from Lydia A. Gray, for adultery.
and
be
of
the
ceremonies
to
are
given
pictures
charac- Hpofford for libellant.
pomp of European courts, aud of the
Ella G. Carter, of Brooklin, libellant,
teristics of their rulers, as well as pictures of
from Willard Carter, for utter desertion.
home life lu various countries, from New Eng
laud to the Holy Land; biography flows from Chase for libellaut.
fresh sources aud through Illuminative anecEstella Landers, of Eden, libellant, from
dote* of illustrious characters, and the prob- Thomas Landers, for adultery. Clark for
of
ambitious
the
attend
that
pursuits
lems
libellaut.
youth are to be discussed on the moral side by
The whole number of divorces granted
eminent divines and on the practical side by

Companion, 83 Columbus Avenue,

good

CHURCH NOT ICS.

Ellsworth.

DIVORCE*

the

a

harness.

ser-

eminent financier*.
Illustrated Announcement Number, contain
lng a full prospectus of the volume for lyQO,
will be sent free to any address- The Youth'a

and

great night.
In the morning frisky “colts” and sober
“old war horses” were back in the legal
’Twas

high school with the class of

law in

hul-u

during

expressed

the

grammar school at Franklin three
Ho has been reading law in the
terms.
office of L. F. Giles. Mr. Crabtree expects

Mr. Manley says this statement Is Incorrect;
as a member of the legislature, he, at the request of a constituent, introduced a bill which
was, as Mr. LlUledcld says, "turned down."

listeners

they
outspoken admiration of the sentiments

the

from

uihi

ueing
the progress of the speeches
found it impossible to refrain frpm
me

the

•

diplomatic
Congress, parliament
vice; leading educators; popular composers
and singers; neroes of the army and navy; cele-

parents

tried

born in

moved to

three years old, aud
there. For five years

began
Bangor and
He

was

'96, and since then has been teaching
school and reading law. He was principal of the high school at Limestone,
Aroostook county, two years, and taught

roots of his hair.

and the

whs

there.

Ellsworth

our

The Youth's Companion in 1900.
Clnadticd. the list of euduenr. men ami women
vrbo will write for The Youth'a Companion
during 1900 t- found to embrace heads of the
national government; statesmen prominent In

in

lived

schools

Crabtree
Ilia

on

.—

UNION

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

Rev. F. IP. Atkinson, pastor.

Thursday,
of

7.30 p. m., covenant
the church.

meeting

Friday, 7.30 p. m., prayer meeting.
Suuday, Feb. 4—Preaching service

at

Sunday school at 11.30 a. m.
Evening service at 7.30. Young people’s
choir will slug.
10 30

a.

m.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Friday evening at 7.00, prayer meeting.
Suuday, Feb. 4—Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by the pastor.
Sunday

1

Bismarck’s Iron Nerve
Was the result of his splendid health.
Indomitable will and tremendous energy
are not found w here Stomach, Liver, Kidneys and Bowels are out of order. If you
want these qualities and the success they
bring, use Dr. King’s New Life Pills. They
develop every power of brain and body.
Only 25c. at 8. D. Wiooin’s drug store.

CONO’L,

at 11.45. Junior
league at 3
p. in. Epworth league at 6 p. m. Pastor’s
service at 7.
Tuesday evening at 7.00, class meeting.
school

OUT-OF-TOWN

j

SERVICES.

Rev. J. P. Simonton, of the Methodist
church, will preach at Trenton Sunday
at 2 30 p. m.

the

Cheapest

business, of education at our agricultural
college.”
Topic: “Do we take sufficient interest in the
public affairs of the town, county and
a

Commencing Dec. 4, ISM.

and

a.

good medicine that
disease is naturally the

cures

cheapest. Hood's

Sarsaparilla is the best medicine money can buy, because
it cures when all others fail.

Poor Health “Had poor health for
years, pains in shoulders, back and hips,
•with constant headache, nervousness and
—

r.

Portland....
BANGOB

PIMa

to

with
con

narrow

views

lie C«ot Information.
A

who does

man

not

take

his

home

paper, but occasionally answers advertisements in “story papers” has bad some
interesting experiences, says an exchange.
He learned that by sending one dollar
to a Yankee be could get a cure for drunkenness.

enough he did. It
pledge an.1 keep it”.

Sure

“take the

was

to

on he sent fifty two-cent stamps
to And out how to raise turnips successfully. He found out—“Just take hold of
the tops and pull.”
Being young he wished to, marry, and
sent thirty-four one-cent stamps to a
Chicago Arm for information as to how to
When the answer
make an impression.
“Sit down on a pan of
came it read:
a
little
was
That
rough, but he
dough.”
was a patient man, and thought he would
yet succeed.
The next advertisement he answered
read, “How to double your money in six
his
He was told to convert
months.”
money into bills, fold them, and he would
doubled.
see his money
The next time he sent for twelve useful
household articles, and got a package of
ueedles.
He whs glow to learn, so he sent a dollar
to And out “how to get rich”—“Work
like the devil and never spend a cent.”
That stopped him, but his brother wrote
to And out how to write a letter without
He was told to use a lead
pen or ink.
pencil. He paid Ave dollars to learn howto live without work, and was told on a
postal card, “to Ash for suckers as we do.”

Later

—Printers Ink.
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t8top on signal or notlceto Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boo*
ton and St. *John.
Tickets for All Points South and West
sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket offlcht

on

Ellsworth.
r.cat Out of

Increase of Hla Pension.

an

Passengers are requested to procure tlokels
before entering the train, and especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vlce-Pres. and Gen’l Manager*
F E. BOOTHBY. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agt.

Mexican war veteran and prominent
editor writes: “Seeing the advertisement
of Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, I am reminded that as a
soldier in Mexico in ’47 and ’48, I contracted Mexican diarrhoea and this remedy
A

has

kept

me

from

getting

my pension for on every
it restores me.” It is

an

BOSTON AND BANCOR

Steamship Company.

increase in

renewal

a

dose of

WINTER RATES.

unequalled as a
quick cure for diarrhoea and is pleasant
and safe to take. For sale by Gko. A.

GREAT REDUCTION IN FARES.
•3.00 Bar Harbor to Bouton.
The Rates of fare for through tickets:
Between
From To
Bar Harbor A Boston
reduced $1 00 $8 05
Seal Harbor A Boston
3 85 290
Northeast Harbor A Boston
3 85 2 90
Southwest Harbor A Boston
8 75 2 75
S onlngion A Bosion
S 00 2 25
The price of rooms, accommodating two persons each, wdl be reduced from 92 0U and $100
to 91 30 and 9 1*0 each.
Sieamei “Catherine” will leave Bar Harbor
at 8 a m
ou Monday* and Thursdays for
Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor, and Stonlngton, connecting at Rockland
with steamer foi Boston.
RETURNING.
From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays, at 5p m.
From Rockland, via way landings, Wednesdays and Saturdays at (about) 5 a m.
E. S. J. Mokhk, Agent, Bar Harbor.
Calvin Austin, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
William 11. Hill, Gen’l Mgr., Boston.
••

Willard C Gray, a son. [Elmer W.]
GROVER-At Winter Harbor, Jan 19, to Mr
ami Mrs Cl arles K Grover, a daughter.
LUNT—At Long Island, Jan 21, to Mr and Mrs
Alphonsu L Lunt, a son.
PHIPI'EN—At Tremont, Jan 13, to Mr and
Mrs John D Phlpoen, a son.
TORREY —At Winter Harbor, Jan 21, to Mr
and Mrs Elmer E Torrey, a son.
W A K EF1 ELD—At Gouldsboro, .Ian 22, to Mr
ami Mrs Charles E Wakefield, a daughter.
MARRIED.
W

RDW ELL-PERK INS—At Penobscot, Jan
21, by .1 M Hutchins, esq. Miss Eleanor V
v* aniwell to Reuben 11 Perkins, both of Penobscot.
A

RocM, Blneil & EUsworth stcamM Co.

1>IKI).
BRIDGES—At Brooklln, Jan 21, Laurel May
Bridges, aged 7 months, 5days.
CLINK A RD At Tremont, Jan 21, Mrs Joan F
Cilnknrd, aged 74 years, 7 months, 22 days.
EATON—At Little Deer Isle, Jan 25, Mark 11
Eaton, aged s*. years, 3 months, li days.
FERN V I.D- At Gouldsboro, Jan 26, Oren
Fernald, aged 77 years.
GERRY At Ellsworth Falls, Jan 27, Ruble H.
wife of Charles Gerry, aged 46 years, 9

months,

II

A

5

WI NTKR

Strs. Catherine, Juliette and Rockland.
DAYS OF SAILING:

«liter

Creek,

Jan

Z ache us

2n,

HIGGINS—At North Ellsworth, Jan
Frances, Infant daughter of Mr
Adelbert Higgins, aged 5 months, 26
JOYCE —At Brooklln, Jan 19, Capt
Joyce, aged 75 years.
LITTLEFIELD—At Bluehill, Jan
Julia A Littlefield, aged 63 years, 5

days.
LEI.AND—At
Lemnd, aged

SCH EDUCE.

I n| Efleet Oct. 18.

days.

l> LEY—At

Hadley, aged 72 years, 3 months, 6 days
HATCH— xt Brooklln, Jan 23, .Miss Rebecca G
Hatch, formerly of Deer Isle, aged 64 years,
10 months, 3 days.
HUTCHINSON-At Deer Isle, Jan 22, Mrs Mary
Ella Hutchinson, aged 29 years,
month, 29
days.
HAGEUTIIY —At Surry, Jan 28, Mrs Mary R
Hagerthy, aged so years, 4 months.
24, Mabel
and Mrs

For Rockland:

Monday and Thur day. Arriving in RockI land iu season to connect with the B A B steamI crs for Bosion.
From Rockland:

I

Wednesday and Saturday will leave B. A B.
S. Co. wharf, Rockland, upon arrival of

S.

; steamer

from Boston for

Little

Harbor,

Ellsworth.

days.
Roderick

Returning will leave Ellsworth at 7 30 a rr.#
to Surry, Surry at 8.00 a in, via above land-

stage

ings.
27.

Hark

! Deer Isle, South Brooksville, Sargentvllie, Deer
Isle, Sedgwick, Brookllu, Bluehlll, Surry aud

O. A.

CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.

Mrs

mouths, 3

!
Bucksport, Jan 26, Mrs Edith 1
years, 11 months, 9days.

Passengers wishing
word at

the boat will leave
Ellsworth.

to lake

Moon’s stable

37

aoictliscmruta.

Domestic Ports.
Booth bay Hakbok—In port Jan 25, sehs
Ida L Ray, St John, N B. for Deer lale; Hannull ( oomer, St John for Bucksport
Boston —( Id Jan 25, sch Hattie A Mar.-h,
Stoninglon and New York
Ar Jan 24. sch Joseph Luther, Baltimore
Delaware Break water—Sid Jan 27, sch
Harry VV Haynes, Philadelphia for San Juan
Ar Jan 22, sch Puritan
Brunswick, liA-Ar Jan 25, bark Julia,
Coombs, Boston
.Jacksonville— Ar Jan 25, sch J B Holden,
Veazle, N Y
NoKt olk—Ar Jan 27, sell Puritan, Sargent,
Bo-ton
New Y ork—Ar Jan 25, sch M B Wellington,

CLOSING-OUT SALE
OF

MILLIXERY

Trimmed and Untrimmed Hats,
ALSO

Fancy Wings

Cid .Jan 25, sch Hugh Kelley, Richardson,
Kerimndlna
( Id Jan 21, seh Alice J Crabtree, Ponce
Kali. River—Ar Jan 24, sch D 1» Haskell,
Jacksonville
Rockland—Ar Jan 27, bark New Y ork, from
Bueksport for Matanzas
Portland—Ar Jan 25, sch S C Tryon, Sullivan lor N. vv Y ork
Cid Jan 25, sell Ann C Stuart, Ray, Bluehill
Providence—Ar Jan 24, schs Delaware and
Hattie M Mayo, New York
Vineyard Haven—In port Jan 26, sch Mattie A Krauklln, Port Reading for Booton
Foreign Ports.
Turks Island—Sid Jan 22, bark Penobscot,
Lelaml. Boston
Blends aykes—Ar Jan 26, bark Edmund
Phlnney, Y’oung, Bridgewater, N S
Nassau, N P—Sid Jan 22, sch Gardner B
Reynold*. New Y ork for Havana
Rosario—At Dec 15, bark Allanwilde, for
Boston

2U>brrti0cmcnt0.
Nothing

on

earth

Goods sold at this discount will 1
not be punched on card.
I

f

\

A.
Smith

i:

like

MOORE,
Main

Street,

Me.

shot guns.

;;

RIFLES, REVOLVERS, ;;

;;
[|
•

J[
<>

J
■

If the ventilation is so arranged that the
impure air passes out, and there is a
proper supply of pure air, all the healthy
members of the family will feel comfortably warm. It is a mistake to make one
or two rooms hot and keep the rest of the
house at a much lower temperature; no
better system could be devised for producing colds.—Ladies1 Home Journal.

E.

Building,

Ellsworth,

will

Lay,

and Feathers.

Discount of 20 per cent.

Stoulngton

Make Hens

How Are Your Kidneys V
Dr. Hobbs' Sparagus Pills care all kidney ills. Sam-

18
18

Sorrento.
bar harbor.

vernation.

Proper Heating of the House.
Seventy degrees Fahrenheit is a good
temperature at which to keep the house.

ple free. Add. Sterling Kerned y Co., Chicago or N. Y.

8
8

Sullivan....

rather

are

35
g

8 00

Green Lake.
Nlcolln
Ellsworth Falls
ELLSWORTH
Wash’gton Co.Jc.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Wankcag, 8. Fy.
Mt.Desert Ferry.

the surf shout the island.

men

11 00
a.

BANGOR.
Bangor, Ex. St.
Brewer Junction..
Holden.
Lake House.

Breaking Up.
The schooner “Nellie J. Crocker”, of Calais, which went ashore on Schoodic island,
Jan. 18, on a passage from St. John, N. B.,
to New York, with a cargo of piling, haa
broken up, and her cargo is washing in
Some

P. a.
7 00

Portland.

Schooner

broad in t heir

a. p.

8
1
4
4
5
6
5
5
6
5
5
8

p.

llrer Ilia; the non-irritating and
take with Hood's Sariatmril la.

core

a.
36
05

a. p. a.
25..
no:. a
25.
55
» 10
02 9 IT g
06!
9 30 £
0 80
1*
24 9 50 IN
8!j 9 58 CM
87 10 93
• 18
51 tlO 17 « 27
01 110 27 W 87
18 11 |I0 38 18 48
6 20 HO 42
53
8 48 11 02 7 18
8 1.9 11 12 7 20
8 55 11 16 7 8*
A. a A. V. A. M.
1 80
1 89 8 50
6 57
7 26 • *7
p.

TO BAB HARBOB.

Boston.

fficct/j SaUafywutta
only cathartic

6
9

Boston.

no appetite.
Used Hood's Sarsaparilla.
gained strength and can work hard all
day: eat heartily and sleep well. I took
it because it helped my husband to whom
tt gave strength." Mrs. E. J.
Giffels.
Moose Lake, Minn.

_Hood'a

h

BAB HARBOB. 10 25
Sorrento.1.1
Sullivan .I.|
Mt Desert Ferry. 11 15
Waukeag, S. Fy.i 11 22
Hancock
11 21!
Franklin Road.: 11 35
Wash'gton Co ,lc. 1148
ELLSWORTH
1151
Ellsworth Falls .til 58
Nlcolln.112 12
Green Lake. 112 22
Lake House.112 31
Holden. 112 38
Brewer June. 12 58
Bangor, Ex. St. 1 96
BANGOR, M.C. 1 10

a

best and

TO BANGOR.

BAB BABBOB

Experience teaches that
good clothes^ wear longest,
goodfoodgives best nutrition,

MARINE LIST.

State.”
Closing exercises.

-rr-<s9

”

attendance, but those present enjoyed an Parches, Ellsworth, and W. I. Parinteresting session. I. N. Halliday, of tridge, Bluehill, druggists.
Portland, the State field worker, and Miss
Clementine Lucas, the State superintenBORN.
dent of primary work, were present, and
A VERY—At Great Pond, Jan 25, to Mr and
their talks were encouraging and helpful
Mrs George Avery, a son.
to the Sunday school workers present.
BATES—At BrookfVllle, Jan 27, to Mr and Mrs
William Bates, a daughter.
The session opened at 1.30 with a devoBOWDEN —At Penobscot, Jan 27, to Mr and
tional service led by Rev. C. 8. McLearn,
Mrs Freeman Bowden, a son.
of Ellsworth. This was followed by a
GRA Y—At Penobscot, Jan 25, to Mr and Mrs
business session.

"

The Best is

our

oui

Dr.

44

u-J1

Bailtoab* anb Atcamboata.

2ltrfjrrtis*mtnt6.

ALASKA.

JJ

Hunting Knives, Ammunition,
Hunting Coats, Legging and
Game Bags. Loaded Shells of
all kinds.
Inspect the new
We have the
Savage Rifle.
largest stock in Ellsworth, and
our prices are right.

J\

ELLSWORTH BICYCLE CO.

!!

< >

<■

)

1

<,
*

< ►

II
"

*

FKARKL1SI ST.

Green Cut Bone. J)R.

H. L. D. WOODRUFF.

MAIN

8T.ELL3W0RTH.

FOR SALE RY

(Over Harden’s Shoe Store.)

ISAAC L. HODGKINS.

Twenty-five years' experience In New York.
Special attention given to chronic

c«m«.

|

|
i
H

It'
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COUNTY NEWS.

The Aml.iiican has subscribers at 10b
11* ;>''St-offices in Hancock county;
mil the •'
papers in the county comhined do nof each so many. The AmkrK>AIf it nof the only paper printed in
£uho<a a. ct <ly, and has never claimed to
o Uy paper that can proohe, 61
\ a Countv paper; all t\e
orly be
test are mere y U»cal papers. The circulaWon of 1'
mkur an. barring the liar
rd'* summer list, is larger
Harbor R
a
n
than tho
the other papers printed
in Hand't- cour :y.

Of the

d HJ NTi
9br edd‘1

<

otmtjf fir*?*

■ mi

**<■.

nther

f
*

Tuesday
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1

to

pages.
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Greenlaw,

all

has

of

the woods

In

I

lake.

near

beside her father. She
aged and feeble mother, for

laid to rest

an

of

pathy

from Am-

had

ever

neighbors

their

Misa Lord

by

esteem

a

North

from

was

a

and

friends.

child held in high

all who knew her.

C.

young people
drama.

The
up

a

Billings

harles

t

talking of getting

are

has

quite

a crew

at work

There was a sing at Mrs. A. T. Gillis*
la-t Tuesday evening.
Elmer I. Fiske has been on a business
trip to Dockland the past week.

Jadson L. Webber and wife, of Bar Harbor, are visiting at J. L. Webber’s.
Mis- Sarah F. Bowden is at home from
Castine, where she has been at work.

Among people in town recently were:
J. T. Giles, R. McDonald, Ellsworth;
Prank Frost, Mariaville; Charles Martin,
Waltham : A. E. Mace and wife, George
Crosby, Aurora.

H. S. Dunbar has recently sold a valuable
colt to Nahum Leach, of Bluehill.
Wildcats

are

having

several

Flossie

very
been

plenty in this locality,
killed recently.

J. GrindIe has been confined to the
house fora day or two on account of a
P.

l£A«t

severe

Last
regular
Tuesday evening, Rt
meeting of Arcadia looge, No. 14, A. O.
U. W.,the foHo -ving officers w* r install d
by G. C. of 11. Nellie J. P*.-itr efc, of Augusta, a‘-si-'*ed by P; -hard Greene rh
grand uahe1*: Hattie Greene, P. C. of H ;
Lucy Emery, C. of H.; Ad die F. Grindle,
L. of H.; Minnie Marks, C. of C.; Annie
Ridley, recorder; Eliza J. Greene, financier; Fannie A. Long, receiver; Evelyn
Hutchins, usher; Nellie 1. Ridlon, J.W.;

cold.
a

Halcyon

of

au-p:

grange.

J. Weacott has a crew in the woods at
Brook.-\.lie, getting out logs and sta\e
wood for the steam mill operated by DurT

Charles Allen, who has been working on
the “Crockett line” for the past month,
bad his foot badly crushed last Wednesday at South Bluehill. He was brought

cutting

scalp badly, nearly breaking

his

nose, closing one eye and scratching
J. M. Higgins is working at Northeast his face so that one would
hardly know
!
Harbor.
The cuts on his head and face bled
; him.
Perry Sargent and wife are at home for profusely but help near at hand soon suethe winter.
i ceeded in getting the young man home.
Mrs. Ella Dorr, of Wiuterport, visited lie is attended by Dr. R P. (J ixmie, of
Mrs. Lewis Dorr last week.
| Bluehiil, w ho reports hi-- i ..went ge ting
his

■

wife,of Hall Quarry,
i
Blake.

Waller

nicely.

Jan 29

W.

Alice Blake,
Higgins, Millie
j
Mrs. L A. Lindsey, u! Birch Uaibur, Igutt, Harry Bordeaux and Harold Higvisiting her sister, Mrs. S J. Young.
gins go to high school ar Somesville.
B.
Jan. 29.
| Miss Leila Richardsor, w i* » hi s been
Was-

\i>r(h I

Dwight Blaney and friend arrived from
Bostou Friday, via Tunk station, en
route tor Ironbound island, Mr. Blane>'s
summer home.
league of the East Sullivan school
enough in janitor service to
buy a clock for the sc'ioolbouse and leave
a snug sum in the treasury.
The league
w ill give an entertainment soon, followed
The

has

Penobscot,

at

l«

»«

.irnedb.

<

n e.

uas been
The Pamola Grange Store C
Freeman Higgins, of Mob^cl.u <t->:reorganized at Hancock for Lit- purp -«e *»f cently visile 1 his sister,Mrs. L. V Y -unp.
dealing in merchandise ar-.d p ^visions,
Miss Edith Richardson, who has been
with $10,000 capital stuck, uf which $1,300
j attending Ellsworth hi_h sctioo', lias rtThe officers are: President, J. turned
is paid in.
borne.
Walker, treason r. J. N. Strut! >n.
J >i n. 29.
Y.

I

•Hbhrrti3r.it ruts.

scarlet fever are reported
i
lb‘ family of John Hubbard in the
Loig Pond neighborhood. The acho >1 in
that district has been ordered cloned.

j

Tonight
II your liver is out of order, causing
Biliousness, Sick Headache, Heartburn, or Constipation, take a dose of

Hood's Pills
retiring, and tomorrow your digestive organs w ill be regulated and
you will be bright, active and ready
On

for any kind of work. This has
been the experience of others; it
HOOD’S PILL.S are
will be vours.
sold by all medicine dealers. 115 cta»

.,

g

I

Keller In SI* Hour*.
Plstresslna Kliln.v anil Bladder Disease reSouth
lieved in six hours Ire “M:w
American KU>K*rCnKB”. It Is a irreat surprise
In re
of
lt»
exceeding
promptness
on account
In male
Ile-tna nalu in bladder, kidneyaand hack
Bellevea retention of water almost
or female.
immediately. If you want quick relief and cure
ibis la the remedy. Solti by »• 1>. H iGGia, Drug-

gist, Ellsworth

Me._^

ral

cases

I

IMs

Sunday
consumption. She

Leland

died

a long illness of
leaves, besides her husband, three small
children. Her nee was forty-six years.

The loan and building association has
elected the following officers: John J. Lee,
president; Parker Spofford, secretary; A.
F. Page, treasurer; C. C. Homer, J. P.
Hooper, R. H. Emery, H. E. Snow and I.
L. Brown, directors. The directors chose
G. W. McAlister, Leroy Finson and W. H.
Gardner as finance committee and O. P.

Cunningham, attorney.
are

prospect that the Emerson

creamery, which has been closed for some
time, will be put in operation again. A

project

to

Wedtiesday with

met

Johnson, and

entertained.

News

was

nocoe mat m

Mrs.

very pleasantly

was

received

from

an

member, Mrs. Estabrook, telling
of her safe arrival in Braddock, Pa.
The
absent

next

met

ting

will

be

form

company is
meeting of

a new
incorporated stock
taking shape. An informal

interested was held
Saturday afternoon. It is proposed to inthose

3fcbfrttsrmmls.
• too.
I>r. E. Deletion's Anti Diuretic
May be worth to you more than #ico If you
have a child who soils bedding from inconii
nenee of water during sleep. Cures old and
young alike. It arrests the trouble at once. til.
Sold by 3. D. Wiggis, Druggist, Ellsworth, Me.

■

~

utdi'tional
^

Miss

with

Helen

County Ifetra

other

tee

page*

Harbor.

Mrs. Hannah Gfilcy has been quite ill
several weeks with rheumatism.

for

Capt. Jesse
for

this week

Portland

Pease will

go to
medical advice.

some

months.

section.

Prof. Eliot must have been very

her eyes,

returned

in his search for data to elab-

operation

was

painstaking

number of

A
w it h

the

children

are

ill

Brewer

bus

laid up for
nail in his foot.
been

a

wetk, having stuck a
M -s Vivian Brewer lias returned home
from Pittsfield, w here she bus been spending the w inter.
Wat-on McUowri has a crew of men in
tiie woods cutting lumber for Dr. O. II.
Hairerthv. of Bar llurb.ir.

|

The convention consisted of eighteen
old maids dressed in prim, old-fashioned
costumes.
The meeting was conducted
by the usual complement of officers. The
president’s strict observance of preliminary rules created much laughter, as did
also the secretary and treasurer’* rejnirls,
and that uf the Lookout committee.
An amusing feature ol the convention

Alden iiamor lost bis horse

;•« a

p culiar

W.

Salisbury was driving him
to Bar Harbor Saturday, when the horse
a
on
s'.rpped
piece of board, which flew
up and cut a large piece near tils hind leg.
Hr. Cleaves was called, aud after chloroforming the horse succeeded in sewing up
the wound.
Mr. Salisbury got the horse
home, but the animal died Sunday. Mr
il«mur bus had the herse

a

oug time.

Jan.».
a

r«i

B.

s 11 iIvj

Mrs.

White

introduced

wonderful

the

quite ill,
Mrs. it.

(Jerr»■*!-.

himself and described

merits

“Electric

of the

Bar

stone-cutters

are

home

from Bar Harbor.
The German

comedy

played

company

Thursday night.
Sidney A. Carter cut his foot quite badly last wtek while chopping cordwood.
Misa Cora

Bunker

are

ton.
A

severe

M. Gordon aud ML** Juste B.
spending the winter iu Bos-

gate of

w

ind and rain visited

this section of the country Sunday night
and Monday. The ice crop is destroyed,
uni much damage done to the roads and

bridges.
Jan. 29.

G.

Center.
Mrs. Isabel

Hod'don’s health

is

very

poor.
Mrs.

C. E. Alden, of Boston, is visiting

relatives here.

Robert Higgins and W. A. Stanley
visited friends here last week.
Mrs. Joanna Ciinkard died last Sunday.
Funeral services were held at the house by
Rev. Mr. McMahone.
H.
Jan. 29.
Bass Harbor.
Mrs.

Frank

Pettigrew

returned

H
ft)
Q

p 6boie»f2.SO.

from

■
■
■
H
■

J

BEST FOR THE
BOWELS
f

harm

t ft mru-ar. healthy morcaurat of the
day. y.-u'rc wick or will be. Keep yoar
and be »ell
Force, in U>« shape of
riolect physic or pill pt>if>n is daneerotta. The
»■
eaaleat. mmt perfect tray or kecplD# the
towela clear and clean \t to take
yo«

*>»«■.»

erory
often

Capt. John Perry

transformed into
they desired to
and the vocation they desired to follow,
what

a few drop* of the elixir
stepped within the cabinet.
The professor closed t ije door, adjusted the rods of the X, Y and
Z rays, and
after
vigorously turning

they swallowed
and

a

crank

for

produced

few

a

sound

a

within

the

tine the rattle of old tin

more

dry bones,

opened,

toe door

which

minutes,

cabinet

cans

and

than

in p

ace

ami

cur.s

maiden in

maul

fort ti

came

after

caught Miss
tablet, and quickly

To pay, administered

a

thrust

within

After

her

again

giving tne crank

To pay

the cabinet.

few

a

transformed into

was

professor

himself

recovering

more

turns

fair-inured

a

On account

A valuable

badly

of the storm the

horse of

cut

M. E.

en-

postponed.
W.

Hutchings

8.

riearant Palatable Potent Tan^Good Do Good,
Mcken Weaken
t.r.t
,JV Write
fre.* sample ami
r* beft.tb
A<l«1rc*ft
Uri.ag K*mr4t iMtpu;, CkW«*. 1 voire*!, St* T«rt. ttfta

the ice last week.

oil

iercr
•>r

Fred Blake, of

East Orland, had the
misfortune to lose one of his lingers w hilo
working in Mason's mill.
A few

friends

KEEP TOUR BL000 CLEAN

charmingly entertained Friday evening by Misses Frances,
Nina and Frank Hodgdon.
were

WERVITA PILLS

Restore Vitality. Lost \ Igor and Manhood.
Pure Impotency, Night Emissions and
wasting diseases, all effects of self*
AmS/Sf abuse, or excess and indlsA nerve tonic and
htiililer. Brings the
V sAb'I’ink glow to pale cheeks and
restores the fire of youth*
mall fine per box, Oboxes
for
with tv w ritten guarantee to cure or refund the money.
Send for circular. Address,

February 12, 1900, is Orland’*centennial.
Although no arrangement* have been
made for a celebration, it is sincerely
hoped lbat something will be done iu
that directlou

jjy^’icretlon.
^wrlilmMl

soon.

News was received here lu*t week of the
critical illness of 1\ G. Saunders, of Caatiue.
“Code Tom,” as he* is familiarly
known

i»y every man, woman sud
many friends who hope to
hear of his recovery.

soon

In
a

here*

has

child,

spile of

number

Friday afternoon,

the storm

raislng and entertainment
house

on

NERVITA MEDICAL CO.
Clinton a Jackson Sts., CHICACO. ILL,

of visitors attended
the mil.

at

the fl »gthe school-

;

teachers. Misses Gerrishaud Hodgdon, for
tiu-ir

faithful!)?*-,

h;»o

pupil*

to the

tiieir perst veraiict*, all
in t he success of the

of

w

hich

for

The climax was reached, however, w hen
of the old maids declared her inten-

one

of

transformed

being
Prof. Pinkerton

into

a

afternoon’*

enter-

G
C»u-.

man.

Mrs. May Hadley, of Boston, who so
acceptably tilled the pulpit of the Baptist
betray
inability church at Salisbury Cove last winter, is'
before this convention, so after trying
again in this place and will remain several
hard to persuaae lit r lo iry some oilier
weeks. Her many friends gladly welcome
never

was

at hi* wit’*

do to

profet'Or,
bis

nrow

crank
w

in

»pping

witu

the

one

cabinet ami the

perspiration

from

turned

nand,

the

with

great force with the other,
hen suddenly there was a loud report

the spinster's hat went
ceiling through the opening in
and

cabinet.
t

The old

neat

up to the
the top of

fainted and

maids

fell.

he

laughter and confudi

sided, ice-cream and cake
A

end, but

his

character she entered the

sum

was

were

realized

(or

n

sub-

served.

Endeavor
J. M. M.

The varied degrees of temperature during the past four days, remind one of
Mark Twain’s “New England weather”.
The Baptist circle will be in session at
The
its
vestry
Tuesday afternoon.
Methodist circle meets at the parsonage at
the same time for a pound party for the
pastor.
F. Springer, of Norway,
with his brothers, i>avid A., of
Mich
Minnesota, and John W., of Portland,
arrived by train Sunday morning. This
visit of the sons to their father will, of
necessity, be brief, their intention being to
start on their return trip Friday next.
Old acquaintances are glad to greet these
honored friends of “Auld lang syne”.
Lewis

C. II. March is loading
for some point in Ohio.

ships
P. VV.

a

car

A.

of

hoops

P. Bunker

Bangor occasionally.
DeBeck is talking of shipping hoops

a car

per was served. Six members from La*
moine visited the grange the same even-

ing, among them being the master, Jesse
Young, who gave some very Interesting
tuik which was enjoyed by all. During
the evening the grange was visited by a
Adam who said he

of

same

to

V

Maine.

jP** ?■>**:}

,.T(V

fPyny-Pcoioralj
1
COUGHS J

*

' A-ry

I THROAT

L

COLDS*
dy la all
*

■’

■■

or

Large Bottl.-s.
hAVIS * I..VVI'r..-

’.

oft'.

'-T

K

<

I’,.

LUNGS|i
a5C.

L
-K

railed,

$
9

--;&>

QUAKER

master of

was

Bayvlew grange in 1800. Altogether
evening was very pleasantly passed.

/

Jan. 'J9.

The shipment of Smelts to various places
has been quite a business here this winter.

Mayor

At the last meeting of Bay view grange,
ten candidates received the fourth degree
vt the close of the degree a bountiful sup-

Mr.

A <»t• 1

assisted

Jau. 27.
S-ilUliiir)

\\

v»
l*j
FlUwuttli

Great credit is due the

tainment.

maid.

tion

a

Miss Alice Oerrish left for her home in
Brownviile Saturday.

dancing

little

a

recovering after

is

very serious illness.

was

franklin.

Tuesday.
Nearly all the

|1

Or. Williams' Pink Pills for Pile People
are ne»er sold bt Ihe iloren ©r hundred,
At all druggists.
but sissy* in package#
or direct from the fir. WUliamt Medicine
Co.. Schenectady, H. Y.. SO cents per b«a,

Orland.

experiment and each in turn stepped
forward, and after telling the professor

Harbor to

work

Miss Josie Snow returned home

the

purposes.

Liuis Murch went to

union meeting* call out full houses.
Mrs. John W. Kane anil son are visiting
friends in New York.
The

taiumeut has beet)

A (ter

boarding with

l*>»Cfcrfc._

f

Transform* (H)er”, which
he declared
would, after taking some of his elixir of
life, transform the plainest old maid into
a blooming young girl.
A number of the
old maids expressed a willingness to try

the curtain

Dora B abe is very ill.

Cnar.Vs Butler is
F.

is

5S1

n

Near the close of the convention Pinkerton

the

n.

Mrs. Fred

.1 n

Bangor last week.
I. E. Stanley will build a store in the
spring on the site of the one be now oc- j
was the utter contempt of one little old
cupies.
maid toward all men.
She played the
The yacht “Libia” which was [sunk at
part to perfection, arrayed in a dainty!
her anchorage last week, was successfully
white muslin made over sixty years ago.
floated Friday.
She sweetly sang “I’m a happy old maid
George Osgood has purchased the milk
at sixty-three”.
Quotations relative to
business from F. K. Mclntire and is supthe all-absorbing questions of “love” and
“man” were given by each
member, plying his customers.
Jan. 29.
K.
affording much amusement.

it would
maimer.

This Is the sworn statement of a
who was cured:
••My lower limbs seemed to be dying—losing all sense of outward feeling. The most excruciating pains
mads me almost wild with misery
and 1 could not stand alone. 1 tried
electricity with no avail. Several
physicians gave me treatment which
was not effective. One day 1 read of
a man who had Locomotor A taxia,
and cured by the u»eof L>r. Will lams*
1 proPink Pills lor Pal© People.
cured a half dosen boxee, and took
them before 1 was convinced a cure
was possible, end finally u*ed one
box a week.
My pains gradually
to my flesh.
disappeared, color came
1 could walk, run end Jump, and
actually dUpenaed with a cane.”
JOKt. StloMAKER,
Editor Pifwirr ernd finf*
North Yakima. Wasffc,
Subscribed and sworn to before
this 3d day of January, 1SI*9.
JAX It. Cog,
men

\

darky girl, causing great consternation
applause

hooping cough.

w

Orient

small

home Jan. 24.
The
t performed
by Dr. Holt,

rect in all

among LOe oUl maid* and great
in the audience.
However, the

poor health.

|

Pink Pills
for Pale People

an

old

in very

Dr.Wiiiiams’

interesting sketch, so cor- specialist.
its details of genealogy, charThe following subjects for essays were
acteristic traits and preserving industry |
given to the senior class Friday, for the
isle
of
the
of
the
little
of the early settlers
end of the term:
1. The causes of the
sea, and we can only hope that he may be
trouble in Sooth Africa; 2. The true obmoved to write up more of the worthy
ject of an education; 3. The English lancitizens about us, whose humble but honguage; 4 and 5.
Resolved, That the conest upright lives carry lessons worthy of
centration of capital in business enterimitation to the rising generation.
prises tends to benefit the people; 6. The
SPRAY.
Jan. 29.
great inventions of the 19th century; 7.
The essentials of a good citizen; S. Home
Y. P. 8. C. K. SOCIAL.
for national pride; 9.
New EngAn
amusing entertainment by the reasons
Christian Endeavor society was given at land’s influence in national affairs; 10.
Tremont hall Thursday evening, Jan. 18. Woman’s advancement in the 19th cenThe flight of a nation. Friday
A large audience assembled and all felt tury; 11.
well repaid for braving the storm, in lis- afternoon Prof. Cults gave a short lecture
tening to “The Old Maids' Convention", on the history and construction of the
and witnessing the working of Prof. Suez canal, and how Great Britain came
into possession of it.
Pinkerton's ‘‘Electric Transform- ( Hier".
orate such

Hull’-

is

ter

Joseph Durgain, an aged and much-respected citizen of North Sedgwick, is ill.
on the Episcopal stone chapel.
Alexander Philip and Edward Bisset
The excellent historical sketch of Capt. have gone to Sargntvillo, where they have
John Gilley and family in the November employment cutting ice.
Mrs. E. K. Herrick, w ho has been in
Century, by President Eliot, of Harvard
college, has attmeted wide interest in this Portland since January 1 for treatment of

costume, out tripped a fair young
dainty dress, and with hair becoming y arranged, who sang or recited
as the case might be.
Everything happened just a* Prof.
Pinkerton clainnd t hat it would,until one

liiggins

Julia Littlefield died Saturday afthree weeks’ illness.

Mrs.

William Mason and wife who have been
at Bar Harbor several mouths, returned
Mr. Mason
to their home here last week.
will go to Northeast Harbor soon to work

ancient

Ezra

B.

lit n* tit II.

Lelia Johnson, who has been a
all winter from illness, visited
with her sister, Mrs. Smith, nt Sullivan, a
few dsys
She was not benefited by the
change, as it whs hoped she might he
Si B.
Jan 29.
c«vf.

is firm.
Jan 29.

Locomotor
Ataxia
Cured by

market

trade for

mason

iflrtital.

to Jersey City, N. J. Macouiber Bros,
ship about a car a month of ladder stock
to New England points. E. L. Clow is
sending oat about two cars per month of
box shook* to points in New England,also
some to New Jersey.
George S. Hardison
shipped a car of pulp wood to South Gardiner recently, and will ship more if the

James Crockett and wife have gone to
Bar Harbor where Mr. Crockett will ply

of the old maid with corkscrew

shut-in

]

a

Southwest

Hill, Feb. 7

week to her home in

baa oostndUKi wtik the City of E ii»wortb,fo!
the support of the poor.during the ensuing rear
and hita made ample provision for their support
He th-erefbre forbids all person* from tunilsWnf
g88|tpW«w vo mypauper on hi aooou&t, a* wlthou
wrUroi. order, he will pay for no aood» a<
Hiutr S.
furolahed.

$

A.

after

Pauper notice.
npHE undersigned hereby gives

of

Mrs. F'rank

There

society

The
J. B.

here

IS ichniMtri.
vi

saved

by refreshments.

.NiiiuiNr.

teaching

Sullivan.

Mrs. Lizzie B. Simpson left for New
York Jan. 22, to join her sister, Mrs.
Hollis Higgins. Capt. Higgins of the
“Mannie Swan” having just arrived In

j

HaocorK.

Une Femme.

Edward 11 amor ha* been quite ill.

J :>hn E. Webster and wife have returned
ie from Bar liaroor, where tncy have
h
been k cping bouse w hile he was employed
cutting stone for the Scott job.

a!- ng

Thursday.

home

gan *X; Co.

j

Kubie

served.

Mrs.

hulled-corn supper in the
Grange ball Tuesday evening, under the
There will be

Roscoe Greene, O. W. The hall was well
filled. After the instaiiati >:i ceremonies,
Ernest Howard met with a severe accithe members of the lodge, with their indent w hile chopping in the woods Wedvited guest-*, repaired to the dining hall,
w hich came near co-ting him his
The nesday,
where an ample repast was spread.
life. It -eems that he had several trees
;
with
the
were
delighted
courtesy
guests
i
when in some way the top of one
and bonhomie of their hospitable hosts. lodged
I came down, striking him on the head and
G.
Jan. 29.

visiting Mrs.

ment.

port.

in the woods.

was

Thurston Blake and

C. M. Joyce, an elderly gentleman, died
J*r. 20, at the home of his daughter, Mrs.
Sidney Hamilton, at North Brooklin. The
remains were taken to Castine for inter-

Ka«t

W. Weacott is at home from Bar

Harbor.

the woods,
very little before
the rain.
Friday the stage made its trip
on wheels.

are

:

Jtlofhltl.

Ward

five deer Friday, while
the head of Alligator

guiiun.

1

Isle for burial.

taken to I>eer

w ere

Miss Frances Sj»ear, of Warren, who has
been teaching in precinct 8, left Thursday
for Castine, w here she w ill make a short
visit, before going home.

Jan. 29.

Schools close Friday, Feb. 2.

The thaw has been very bad for the lumbusiness. Snow is much needed in

I

mains

care,

Jan. 29.

Mr. and Mrs. George

Jan. 28.

stun

the
remains of her sister
accompany
home. The family has the heartfelt sym-

ber

there

forenoon,

Hatch, of Deer Isle, passed
aw«y after a lingering illness, at the home
of her sister, Mrs. lCdw tn Cole. The reMiss Rebecca

brother, E. C. Lord, who resides at
of young friends at their home Wednesthe homestead with the mother, and one
day evening, it being the anniversary of
sister, Minnie, who is married and lives
Mr. Mayo's birth.
Refreshments were
in Massachusetts.
It was her sad duty to

Surveyors Austin and Cook make their
first trip to the lumber camps in this vicinity this week.

as

Friday

whose comforts she has

N. R. Collar and Archie McPhee left toa few days’ visit to Franklin,

I

there

Annie Dollard was the recipient of
elegant box of delicious raisins from a
friend in Fresno, Cal. Miss Dollard spent
the winter of '99 there.
Miss

an

one

day for

saw

held

leaves

Avery Thursday.

A. K. Haslam

Mrs. S.

Biuehill where she spent
To-day’s storm has cleared

returned to

s ie was

Mrs. Ezra Williams spent Wednesday in
Amherst.

i

present.
W. Treworgy, of North Sedgwick, exchanged pulpits with Rev. D. C.
Yorke Sunday.

were

not dare enter it.

thin ice did

re was
■

were

Great Pond.

born to

Twenty-one barrels of fresh bait were
shipped on steamer “Juliette” Thursday.
There was a housewarming at Charles
Blake's
Friday evening.
Twenty-live

“Juliette” came within a mile
wharf Sunday
night, but as

the

th

Eoo.

son was

Mrs. Rachel Flye Is very ill with pneumonia at the home of her sister in Boston.

His

pastorate.

a

Steamer

E. church here. She will be
greatly mis.n *. She is t be last but one of
her family, live sister*, and a brother
E. P. Cole
on before her.
having pass
came
and hia daughter. Mi-* Jennie,
here with the remains, Mrs. Cole being
uuable to come on account of feeble

A

Bert Marks cut his foot very badly last
Dr. Herrick dressed the wound.

week.

weeks.

M.

Robert Laughlin has returned
herst.

I

he

E. E. Swett’s.

S

health.
Jan. 26.

Victor Gott has gone into the meat busiAil wish him success.

nt'ss.

children are boarding at
They will follow in a few

w

past.

anger

of the noise on the ice, and the
evenings and early mornsmells are a very sly fish.

of ! interns

M “s., where
?e and two

who went to

Clough, of Blcehill, is working for
Louise Hooper.

Mrs.
Mrs.

COUNTY NEWS.
**

hi?

Brooklin.

Rev. A. R. Macdougall, with his household goods, left last week for't'helmsford,

with Mrs.

1.

J..-OU

Invalid several years.

curse

ings.

Stonington

two

been

Miss Reb< c a G. Hatch, who has been
t ie night.
ill for a long time, died at the home of
the bay again.
her sister, Mrs. Edwin Cole, at Brooklin,
Mrs. R. A. Synclair goes to Auburn this
Tuesday, Jr. \. 23, aged about sixty-five
week to visit her sou, Percy L. Synclair,
here
wore
ronmms
The
brought
years.
who is engaged in the shoe business there.
Thursday, i be funeral look plaee at her
She carries the good wishes of his host of
former homo l‘r:day afternoon, Rev. Mr.
friends here for the happiness of himself
Hill officiating. Miss Hatch was a native
and his new' wife.
of this place, and liveii here until last
It is with sadness of heart that we note
tall, when she went to her sister’s where
she was tci.d-rly cared for through her the death of Miss Etta Lord, formerly of
she bore w lb great patience. this place, at Waltham, Mass., la*st wc< k.
illness whic
M ss J rd was the eldest child of the late
She was for
*r.y years a teacher in the
M tl Lord.
She was thiny-six years old.
in this town, and was at
public scht.
...her of t be school board. She has lived in Massachusetts several
one tinn a
Her body was brought to her
Her charactci was most exemplary. She years.
Services
home
childhood
Thursday.
was a sincere Christian, and a member of
the

If

or

has

quite
Smelting lias been rather dull the past
w
k.
Many of the fishermen claim it is

Portland )> oita! for treatment of his
hand, isdti g well. It is expected that
he will recovn- the full use of his hand,
though t he doctors considered it a serious
His h: other returned Tuesday and
case.

reported

t

to

V. K. Wai.

Capt.

da;

da

who

Ward well,

Mrs.

an

u

i.nncaster went

elude as far as possible the farmers and
those directly interested, making the
concern
practically co-operative. It is
thought that there will be no trouble in
securing subscriptions to the fJ.OOO needed. The new company would he entirely
independent of all former concerns, and
start with a clean set of books. The business
management and other matters
would be settled by the stockholders.

other pngrK

Sum.

mother,

Mouth l»f-r «iR.

Miss 1

$ce

U. S. revenue cotter “Woodbury” spent
Friday night in our harbor, bringing a
posiolhce inspector.
Mrs. S. J. Treworgy was called to Penobscot Friday by the severe illness of her

E W S*

“v

County News

sadditional

tie

RANGES

K.

Went TremoiH.

George VV. l.unt and Capt. Charles P.
Lunt arrived home from New Bedford
this week.

George

Walls

red school house

fectionery

made
as a

barber

It

night.

About

fl4

of the old

shop and

con-

store.

A concert and supper

day

use

was

was

was

held

very
raised for

Wednes-

successful.

interest

on

church debt.

Mrs. Nettie C. Tinker, who has been
stopping with her sister, Mrs. Myra E.
itumill, will return to her home at Minthis week.
Jan. 28.

turn

“Thelma.”

Pcn't Tobacco

Spit aud Kiuoke lour Life A way.
quit tobacco easily and forever, be mag
full
of
nerve and vigor, take No-To*
life,
netic,
Bac, the wonder-worker, that makes weak men
Ail
strong.
druggists, 50c or 91. Cure guaranteed
Booklet and sample free.
Address
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or New York.
To

will take

a

twenty-four

inch stick of wood full
size of fire-box.

last

Rockland.

are
Richardson Bros,
loading the
“J. B. Norris” with fish for Bos-

SOLD BY

schooner
ton.

Irving Dix, of Cambridge, Mass., formerly of this town, was visiting relatives
here the past week.
J. A. P.
Jan.29.

F. It. AIKEN.
ELLSWOKTH,
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paintings from Indian life. Ilia life
among the Indiana has taught him also
how to do things with his hands, and
FINDS MADE BY ETHNOLOGISTS with the added advantage of knowledge
of white men’s tools he becomes a veritaAT BROOKIN LAST YEAR.
ble genius in reproducing facsimile** of
THE
SKELETON IN ARMOR- REMAINS objects of which he may find mere frag-

tbe

Tint American reported

summer

finding

of

skeleton in

a

armor on one

of tbo inlands in Cggemoggln reach,
Brooklin.

The article

near

widely copied,

was

and directed pubhc attention to a work
which Las been quietly carried on at
BrookMn for a few ummer months during each of the pant three years by wellknown t-thuologihtH. it led to the further
announceim nt, on the authority of Frank
Hamilton Cushing, tbe eminent ethnologist of Btuithsoniau institution at Washington that ho had found on Campbell's
island tbe remains of a prehistoric race,
ante-dating the Algonquin Indians by
many years.

These important .1 ids are of particular
people of Hancock county,
Who will be interested not only in a
interest to the

i

description

|

in the

|

meu

of

the

finds

themselves, but
who made them.

FRANK HAMILTON CURHINO.

HIS WORK

The work at BrookMn was Inaugurated
by Major J. W. l*owell, chief of the bureau of ethnology of Hmlthsonlan institution at Washington, who has given It
much of his personal attention, but the
work is under the direct supervision of
Frauk Hamilton Cushing.
A representative of The American
called upon Mr. Cushing at his BrookMn
home

ast

fall.

He

found

quid *poken gentleman,

a

full

Mr.

courteous,
of a great

h

jruung mihii,

imn

iiihuo

it.

uiscoverie#

have

set

ethnology

of

study the customs, manners and workings of the Indian mind, he has lived
among them for years on equal terms.
This has given biman immense advantage

the

abode at the

|

|

among the Zuni Indian# as one of them,
and became to them “the little brother”

I

Later he
tna-li.

nr

was

given

“Medicine

the

name

Flower”

of

Te-ua-

the

name

being that of u plant reverenced by the
Indians, the extract from which wait
looked upou an a panacea for all injuries
to the lieah of man.
Mr. Cushing made the discovery, which
was of
great ethnological importance,
that there existed among the ludians
thirteeu orders or soci ties, some of them
esoteric, others less strict. Most powerful aud perfectly organized of these is
that of “The Priests of the Bow”, which
in many respects resembles the masonic
order.
There are twelve degrees, each
distinguished by distinctive badges. A
priest of the bowr is entitled to admittance
to any other order or lodge, but no one
but a priest of the bow can be admitted
to its own meetings.
For two years Mr. Cushing tried to gain
admission to this powerful order which
would give him great advantage in studying the peculiar rites of the Indians, and
he dually succeeded.
He says that his

k

i
I

\

|

experience

being initiated to the order
interesting iu his Zuui life.
As a priest of the bow, Mr. Cushing became a powerful man iu the tribe, and

j

was

|

iti

the most

made a chief councillor of the unlion.
Mr. Cushing has also explored extensively the Halado river of Arizona, with

was

jL

the

!V»t

Hemmingway

expedition

iu

In 1887 he discovered the “Seven
Cities of Civola”, of historic fame, and his
1886-7.

■
B
I

discovery

set the whole world

a-talkiug.
lu 1896 he conducted the Pepper-Hearst
Florida
to
the
expedition
Keys in the
I
I | joint interest of the department of archil I icology aud paladiology of the Cniversity of Pennsylvania, aud the bureau of

I
I

ethnology of Smithsonian institute. He
made the remarkable discovery of the existence of a pre-historic race of piledwellers—au “empire of the sea” of the
shell age, and the National museum st
Washington is enriched by the many
relics he brought back. This expedition
has been tbe subject of an extended pre-

|
mk
■

liminary report by Mr. Cushing to the
American philosophical society.
He is
still at work on his official report of his

?

k.
I

9
I

Florida.
Mr. Cushing is an artist of ability, and
has an interesting collection of drawings

work iu

m

\

sanction

of

th<

U

by

battle-axe,

spike

and the

of

muzzle

a

of

the tribe.

of

groovec

perfect form, the Hrst of its kinc
ever found in this vicinity; a ceremouia
war club; a cutting knife of
flint, usee
ate

halberd

|

bell-

|

a

of

died

|

in

of Army Life
Philippine Islands.
Brown, a Franklin boy now

Ii

tile
Frank 1.

o

,23th reg., U. S. volunteers, in ttic
Philippine islands, writes to a friend it

Co. A

hand-to-hand
coniiict with un Indian, but inclines tc
the Frenchman lived
the belief that
among Lite Indians on friendly terms, and
armor

MANILA.

Franklin Man Tells

a

Franklin

as

follows:

"I don’t know what you will think to get
1 liter from me, hut thought I would like to heai
was buried with the honors of his rank
h >w tilings are going in Franklin. 1 am furthei
Had he been killed, his armor and wai
away from home here than I was las£ winter
implements would undoubtedly have ami I ilnd it some warmer than you do, I think
been confiscated.
as it is from llo to 13.1 In the shade lie re all tin
Mr. Cushing said the skeleton was tLai time. Not quite as cold as last winter on the
of a Frenchman, not only because the W. C It. It. section.
•'Since leaving Franklin I enlisted In Bangui
French were the earliest explorers in thiWe wen
on August 18, jjftW and was sent here.
region, but because of a tomahawk
days coming across, and oh ! how
punched with a maltese cross, the Jesuit twenty-eight
sick I was' We were in .Manila only one day
trading sign. By the means of this cross
and then were sent out on the south line tc
or rattier the
manner
in which it walight “niggers". We are still at it. We ari
punched, Mr. Cushing was enabled to fs> thirteen miles from Manila, at Bacolos, and li
the period at which the Frenchman lived
camp about 5<»0 yards from 8,000 armed niggers
on Campbell’s Island
as
the earliest ol
but they haven't gut as much light in thorn a
1
French exploration.
Ollier silent
witthey hail. It makes me think of home whei
they'take two or three shots at me, hut thc>
nesses to me same ur.ct were me iragc in’t hit a big barn.
ments of copper kettles, which had be n
••I think tliN war is about over, for they an
cut up nnd ust'd as ornaments, kand not
coming in every clay saying that they arc
used for the purposes Intended as tLt
j friends ami don't want to light any more.
later Indians soon learned to do.
“Vciu can buy cigar* over here for one cen
REMAINS OF PERMANENT VILLAGE.
each, and all sorts of fruit for nothing, but beei
Until last ypar Mr. Cushing found no costs
cents a bottle, and no Ice. The watei
here is not lit to drink.
evidence of more than temporary occupa*
“I
wish
I had my old Job back In Franklin
tion of camps on the shore, during the
I
I shan’t have to stay over here more thai
tiahing season, but last year, on Camp- ! hope
a year, for I want to get back home and ge
bell’s island, he fouud the remains of a
something to eat. If I could only get one
permanent village, which in two months square meal! It seems as though I had beet
produced more relics than had been found here a year already, yet It lias really been but n
in the two previous years. There was also
short t'me
evidence that the .village had been occu-

tools, among which were several ice
or chisels, of both stone and horn,
which indicate that the people passed the
winter here and used the chisels in cutting through the ice on Eggemoggin
reach and the little tidal river that eu«
closed their island home.
In the older of the two strata on this

picks,

merged

as

are

to be almost

Prevented

a

most

in

cases

so

indistinguishable
Tragedy.

Timely information given Mrs. George
Long, of.New Straitsville, Ohio, prevented
a dreadful tragedy and saved two lives.
A
frightful cough had long kept her awake
every night, bhe hud tried many remedies
and doctors but steadily grew worse until
urged to try Or. King’s New Discovery.
One bottle wholly cured her, and she

writes this marvelous medicine also cured
Mr. Long of a severe attack of Pneumonia.
Such cures are positive proof of the matchless merit of this grand remedy ior curing
{
all throat, chest and lung troubles. Only
50c. and fl 00. Every bottle guaranteed.
Trial bottles free at S. D. Wiogin’s Drug
i Store,
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Bluehili.

Certificate of sale of real estate tiled in
U...

n

II

U..II!.

..

License to sell personal estate granted
in estate of William A. Milliken, Eden.
License to transfer personal property
granted in estate of Walter B. Blaisdell,

Franklin.
Accounts settled in estates of Irving
Bridges, Charles
James,
Ellsworth;
Wat er Lawrence, Bucksport; Harriet N.
Dodge, Bluehill; Julia A. Alley, Trenton.
Accounts presented for settlement in
estates of Watson D. Billingtori, Surry;
Julia A. Bonsey, Charles William Downes,
Ellsworth; Joseph Lymburner, Brooksville; Emma J. Russ, Stonington ; Lois B.
Torrey, Surry; Sabra J. Tracy, Sullivan;
George S. Hale, Boston, Mass.
Order of distribution issued in estate of
Miriam H. Perkins, Castine.

I

.■

■.

Joseph Lymburner, late of Prcok. ville, in
said county, deceased. First acct nut of Anna
S. Lymburner, administratrix, filed for settle-

From^ft£|i£»OD
To MG ill nicy
In 1810, when Madison occupied the
President's clmir, JiillNKUN'S
''IMKM' was origiJohnson.
For
it has remained
of the first rank,
many w ho now
!
IN IMF.NT were
croup ami all the
by tliis remedy.
3< i.N S A N<»I >Y N F
some rein*.to farm
■n and acute di.*«Hs©
N
(r are now living In old
■medy. You can safely
las stood the test of nearly
h a high reputation

ment.

Sabra J. Tracy, late of Sullivan, in said
Final am rut of Van
county, deceased.
Bureu Gordon, administrator, liled lor settlement.

Lois B. Torrey, late of Surry, in said county,
deceased. First account of Edwin 11. Torrey,
administrator, filed for settle..,-..i :.
th county
George S. Hale, late of Boston
of Suffolk, ami Commonwealth M uussachusetts, deceased. First and i.-nut of
r h-ment.
Ellen S. Hale, executrix, filed !
U. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge
said Court.
A true copy f original ord<
: c
Attest:—Chas. P. Do; t. Begister.
'll

H KHK AS Reuben .).
Eden,
Hancock county. State <>: .'mane, by
dated t:
Ri. day of
recorded i:- :*e
ncock
\oi. 323,
county, Maine, registry ot uk<
id, of
page 165, conveyed to ( hai
said Eden, a certain lot orpivcM -f
). situated in that part of s.ud i.uit
<..n as the
:;bed
village of Bar Harbor, I- ■■.in
as follows, to wit:
ke in
Heglnni’;r
t he eastern side of Ash stni
j. »■»«*■
private
ii. M.
way, at the southwest come
Bowles; thence on the south
ad of
t lie west
said Bowles east one hunur< d t
line of land formerly sold by
:iu,n Ash
oh tiifty-five
to George W. Rodick; thence
feet to a stake; thence west
with the
first-dt-scribed line one hum
1 ;
to a
stake in the east side of
\sh street;
thence north by the east sidi of said Ash
street thirty-fi\e feet to the ih.-i mentioned
bound, and containing thirty-fiv hundred
square feet, being the northern half ot a cerland deeded to Ackley Bray by
tain lot of
Nathan Ash by warranty deer
id d in
the Hancock county registry ot needs, book
278. page 529, and being the same property
conveyed to said Reuben J. i.ord by said
Ackley Bray by warranty deed dated March
11, 1886; and recorded March la,
in book.
At <1 where300, page 208, of said registry
as
the said Charles H. Wood has assigned
the said mortgage tome, th
o
signed,
by his deed of assignment dated 'lay 2,
a. d. 1838, and
recorded in vol. :i2l, page 286.
of the Hancock county, M me,
try of
deeds, and whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken, now. therefore, by
reason of the breach of the enuu'-tion thereof,
I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and
give this notice therefor.
Dated at Eden this the twent,
hip.: day of
Krko Watson.
January, a. d. 1900.

I

tV

1

his

marl gage deed
April, a. d. 1«98, und

|I
as

has

1I|J
Vs#

I
MEW?

■

tiegin, or ur»- accompanied. with Inflama noloving this condition that J m nson
nt diseases, such as colds, coughs, croup,
colic, cramps, diarrfnea, cholera morliUM,
I pain and inflammation in any part of the
5oc., the larger size being the inure ecouoms

lustom House St.. Boston. Mass.
for Di$ea$rt and Carr of thr stek Room."

Association.

will be served in the vestry at
district includes Brooksville,
and Castine.

>

Deer Isle.
Petition for license to sell real estate
tiled in estates of James E. Berry, Lamoine; John Cook, Ellsworth; Edward
Noyes, Sullivan ; William H. W alls, Trenton ; W infred, Leigh, Harry B. and Mildred Coffin, minors, Gouldsboro; William
Hatch and Fred Brooks Hardin, minors,

i

«

■

|fl]
lafl

<

ly I
j|(/
IkX
1®)

jBI

the

the

island—strata that

on

iMrmvvi?

Sunday
| Iiagiutiice
The Bigaduce District Sunday school
prehistoric, and
other coming association will meet at Castiue, WednesI
down to the earliest of French' explora- j day, Feb. 7. A meeting of unusual inter
tion.
est is expected.
The evidence that this was at both
Mr. llalliday, State superintendent o:
times a permanent settlement was fouud Sunday schools, aud Miss Lucas, State
in the fact that not only were there evisuperintendent of primary work, are tc
be present with latest plans for direct
dences of several interments, but there
help to the schools of the district.
was a far larger number of ceremonial apThe convention will open at 9 a. m. ir
pliances. The same thing is shown by the Methodist church. A picnic dinnei

pied
separated periods—one
of quite remote time,

School

granted

at every picnic—
necessary
i
off on the eleven-mile drive to

1 uuu.

4

|
j
j

different and quite widely

Administration

legal Noticig.
To all persons interested In eithi-r of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at 1.1b
u, in and
for the county of Hancock, o, tue second
day of January, a. d. 1900.
f'lliiE following matur., having been pre1
sen ted for the action th
hereinafter indicated, it is hereby or-l.nat notice thereof be given to ail p r.
rested,
,,o
by causing a copy of this or
>
be Ellalished three weeks successive!1
worth American, a newsp:
T»cd at
Ellsworth, in said county, hi*
y appear at a probate court to be c o di kiucksy, a. d.
port, on the sixth day of
19C0, at ten of the clock in lb
.1, and
be heard thereon if they see cans
>
;a said
John II. Austin, lute of L..
purcounty, deceased. A certair
porting to be the last v. ill ana '■>’ *ment of
«
said deceased, together with
probate thereof, presented by I
McFarland, the executor therein named.
iu said
Jaiiii's Jk inlix, late v,
ufc purcounty, deceased. A certain in
porting to be the last will and »<•>*• .-inent of
ior prosaid deceased, together with p.
bate thereof, presented by
Dc.vsy,
the executor therein named.
u
James Ghilds, late ot I ole
-, in said
>rnt purcounty, deceased. A certain in*.‘
porting to be the last will arm .-m ament of
said deceased, together with pc«,!«..oa lor probate thereof.
Lizzie A. Conley, late of Orietine, in said
county, deceased. A certain mt>i ui eut purntuuent of
porting to be the last will and
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Ueoige ii. Witherle, the executor therein named.
Alice M. McGouldrick, late ol Ellsworth, in
instrument
said county, deceased. A certa
purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with pc. u u a tor proia.
C. Mcbate thereof, presented by
d.
Gouldrick, the executorthei :i.
Silas K. Tribou, late of H
port, in saM
umciit purcounty, deceased. A certain
porting to be the last will ;ud esl.mentof
n
for prosaid deceased, together with
ek C. Tribate thereof, presented by l'"
.v d.
bou, one of the execute th
o
In said
William H. Walls, late of Tr'
John li.
county, deceased, l'etitiou hit
executor
of
the
last
estaRedman,
ment of said deceased, for li .<
sell, at
ceitain
public or private sale, the w.b..
real estate of said deceased, sb" 'ui iu said

evil

the

i

1

two

E. Stanley, Tremont; Fred A.
Harriman, Eden.
Wills presented for probate: John H.
Austin, Latnoine; James Bendix, Gouldsboro; James Childs, Isle au Haut; Lizzie
A. Conley, Castine; Alice M. McGouldrick, Ellsworth; Silas K. Tribou, Bucksport; William B. Klee, New York.

ment.

J

at

Ellsworth; Autbony Luce, Bucksport;
Charles

Alonzo

THY GHAiN-O!

Ask your Grooer to day to show ou ft package of GKAIN-O, Clio new food *»rl• k that takes
the place of coffee. The children may drink it
All who
without Injury as well ns the adult
GKAIN-O has that rich seal
try It, like It.
brown of Mocha or .lava, hut It Is made from
pure grains, and the most delieMo stomach receives it without distress. *4 the price of coffee.
15c. and 25 cts. per package. Hold i>y all grocers.

the Janu-

|

_

Cushing docs not share the opinion
originated in some newspapci
writer's vivid imagination, that the while
in

belled will form an interesting additior
lo the national museum at Washington

FROM

Mr.

man

TRY GRAIN-0!

■'.**

•,
in said
James E. Berry, late of La
Mary J.
county, deceased. Petition nieu >
of said
Berry, administratrix of the .<
or prideceased, for license to sell, as pi.
1
state of
\3|#«nle, the whole of certain
reached tlie food the smaller and more
said deceased, situated in IM'.-o. in said
alert fish would have eaten every mouthcounty.
John Cook, late of Ellsworth :n said counful and he would turn and go back as
b. Cook,
ty, deceased. Petition filed b\ d
as
as
he
he
did
though
slowly
came, just
administrator of the estate oi mud deceased,
ivnte sale,
for license to sell, at public or
not care.
the whole of certain real estate of »uid deAfter we had seen everything of interceased, situated in said Ellsw or. h.
Edward Noyes, late of Srv -ii. »j, in said
est about the fish ponds, we were shown a
I red L.
county, deceased. Petition tiloj •
little nook formed wholly by nature.
„* of
said
Orcutt, administrator of the to
at
<*r prito
Mic
for
license
sell,
pi
deceased,
Through a path that wound through
vate sale, the whole of certain real c talc of
Petition for appointment of commistrees and overhanging
shrubbery we sioners to examine claim tiled in estate of said deceased, situated in said Sullivan.
Winfield Coffin, Leigh Coffin, Harry B. Cofreach a beautiful restful spot known as
Melinda B«Candage, Bluehill.
fin and Mildred Coffin, minors, of Gouldsboro,
Waiver of provisions in will filed in
“lover’s nook’’.
And, Indeed, it was a
in said county. Petition tiled by Stillman E.
estates of
Luce, Bucksport; Coffin, guardian of said minors, for license to
fitting and harmonious place for love. It William H. Anthony
sell, at public or private sale, certain real esWalls, Trenton.
was a natural arbor, formed
by trees of
Representation of insolvency tiled in tale of said minors, situated in said Gouldsboro.
many kinds. The floor was carpeted by estate of William II. Walls, Trenton.
William Hatch Hardin and Fred Brooks
Acceptance of provisions in will tiled in Hardin, minors, of Bluehill, in said county.
ttie softest of green moss, and nature had
estate of John G. Moore, city, county and
Petition filed by Edwiu B. Dodge, guardian of
seats
in
ttie
abundantly provided
shape state of New York.
saltjl minors, for license to sell, at public or
of rocks covered by t he same, deep, cool
Petition for allowance out of personal
private sale, certain real cs-.ate of said
moss.
The place was filled by the low' estate tiled in estates of Almira A. Bowden, minors, situated in said Bluehill.
Almira A. Bowden, late of Ellsworth, in
Ellsworth; Francis I. Macornber, Frank- said
music of a little waterfall only five feet
county, deceased. Petition It MUnvance
lin; William 11. Walls, Trenton.
out of personal estate of said deceased, preaway.
sented by J. Atwood Bowden, widower of said
We were charmed by ttie pretty scene
Popleigh—Say, old man, come up to the deceased.
Francis I Macomber. late of Franklin, in
and our tired bodies were loath to leave it,
house to-night; we are going to have a
said county, deceased. Petition for allowbut it was time to think of home, especlittle time—going to name the baby. My ance out of'personal estate of s;. it' deceased,
presented by Carrie S. Macorn < r. widow of
ially as the clouds were gathering for n mother-in-law and baby’s uncles and said
deceased.
The drive home in the
eumtnrr shower.
in said
William H. Walls, late of Tic
aunts are going to be there. I wish you
deceased. Petition for 11 nv rice out
lengthening shadows was as pleasant w ould come. Bent here— Yow must excuse county,
of personal estate of said deceas. <f, presented
as the outward
aged.
trip, and the air wag me, Popleigh; 1 never mix in family by Susanna Walls, widow of s
Watson D. Billington, late of Surry in said
cooled by the approaching storm, tic
quarrels.
county, deceased. Final accoun: of Arno W
first big drops of which began to spattei
King, executor, filed foi settlement.
Emma J. Buss, late of Stonine;ton, in said
“A heart as sturdy as an oak.”* If the heart Is
just ns we reached home, tired, but with
deceased. Final account of Charles
county,
ttint comfortable tired
feeling which to be sturdy ami the nerves strung, the blood F. Choate and Julia A. Choate,executors, filed
must be rich and pure.
Hood’* sarsaparilla for settlement.
comes only from a day’s outing in Maine
Julia A. Bonsey, late of Ellsworth, in said
makes hearts sturdy becau.-e It makes good
county, deceased. First account cl Fred L.
blood. It gives strength and courage.
administrator with the w ill annexed,
Mason,
The failure of a merchant to advert ist
tilec! for settlement.
is an advertisement of his lack of enterHood’s Pills are non Irritating, mild, effec
Charles William Downes, lute of Ellsworth,
First account of
live.—Ad vt.
in said county, deceased.
prise.
Carlton McGown, administrator, liled for settlement.
flbbtrtiBnnmta.
Charles E. Greenan, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased. First account of Edward E. Doyle, administrator, filed for settle-

relic highly

comparatively modern form.
Other tine specimens were a

at

ary Term held at K1 Is worth.
Wills admitted to probate: Ann Grant,

1 was most interested in a large tank
filled with trout of all sizes, one of them
being a fine large one weighing over eleven
pounds. He was a beauty, but decidedly
lazy and rather shy, for he kept himself
well hidden from view. When the food
was thrown in he would sail out from his
retreat, slow and dignified, but before he

prized by Mr,
Cushiug.and of importance to the ethnological world, is a harpoon of elk horn
tipped with Hint, showing the prehistoric
form of the harpoon almost identical will
ttie iron pointed harpoon now used by tbt
Esquimaux, aud heretofore believed to be

which

best of

people have become so intimately acquaiiited with the Zuni Indians, now bccepted by ethnologist* as the descendants
of pre-historic cliff-dwellers.
For three years Mr. Cushing lived

jt

reverenced

Indian

biunderbus, familiar to the present
generation only in old-fashioned pictures
of the coiouisls.

intentions to make him a
“good Zuni”, took from him all his belonging# of civilized life, except his invaluable sketch-book and note-book,
which they looked upon with superstitious awe.
It is fortunate they did so,
for it Is largely through Mr. Cushing’s
sketches and notes that the American

|

an

COURT.

Summary of Proceedings

mon

of the most valuable of all his Unde
in Maine. The fac* that the calumet wat
used after it was broken also Indicates tc
his mind that it was of great age, aud

a

of

PKOIIATK

government bred trout and salfed. A spoonful of food thrown in
was the signal for a general rush of tho
fish, until the water was in a foam with
the fish snapping voraciously at the bits
see

c

one

was

body

the

was

the

to make

the

Another

mouth

hardship# and privations of their somewhat primitive life. The ludians, with

j

body

he

mains of the bull and
or

home of the governor of Zuni, adopted
the dress, customs and simple life of the
Indian#, and endured with them the

the

of

that

indicated

hoped

was

buried in the sitting posture.
Little remained of the armor; it wai ! by the Indians in cutting hides and skins
encrusted with an inch of rust, and crum- j and the prototype of the present “round
bled to pieces w hen moved. Tnere was ! knife” of the harness-maker. In fact, a:
sufficient evidence, however, to show that 'stated above, Mr. Cushing had thou
the body had certainly been encased iu j sands of relics, all more or less valuable
armor, and besides this there were the re j which when properly classified and la

mouths, hut finding it impossible in that
time to obtain much knowledge of importance concerning the Indian#, because
of the suspicion with which they looked
upon stranger*, Mr. Cushing decided to
live among them on equal terms, and obtalning extended leave of absence from

j

undoubtedly

from the fact that

to tb«

pipe was but another method of indicating the sanction of a treaty. Thii
is a point on which there has been much
difference of opinion among paleologists
and Mr. Cushiug therefore considers tin
calumet with its important testimony

white man,
buried prone,
and not in the sitting posture iu which
Indians were always buried. Just beside
was

wampum’’

the

ethnological value, one
iug’s most interesting finds was the skeleton iu armor, which gained newspaper
notoriety. Mr. Cushing says the skeleton

est

of the

maraings un tue uruaeii pans woeimuj
proof of the theory that the marking ol

U1IH

of tbo greatof Mr. Cuah-

are

“keeper

The smoking of the pipe by the

marking of the pipe was further and more lnsting evidence to th<
same effect.
Heretofore, these markings
were considered purely ornamental, bul
in this instance tbe pipe bad continued
in use after it bad been broken, and
treaty;

ARMOR.

IN

While the older relicis

his researches for remains of extinct
tribes of Indians, and enables him to read
volumes, that are denied to common eyes
in a simple stone, a fragment of pottery,
or a bit of bone of odd design.
In 1879 Mr. Cush in* accompanied Col.
Hteveiison of the bureau of ethnology,
on the expedition to New Mexico to
study
the cliff houses of the Zjnl i’ueblo Indians. He expected to be there three

he took up his

UIIjivi

treaty

made.

THE SKELETON

in

Smithsonian,

an

or

tribe with which it

present (wjuimaux are supposed to be
the descendants.
Many of the relics
found date back to a period certainly rh
remote ar, 1,000 years.

Smithsonian institution for twenty years,
and has given bis life to the work. To

#

ui

tribe.

He discovered that this site had been
not ouiy by Indians, but at a
much earlier period by an entirely different people, possibly, said Mr. Cushing,the
Beutuks, who were the predecessors of
the Algonquin Indians in this region, and
perhaps the aborigines, of whom the

modesty which J# almost aggravating to the newspaper interviewer.
Frank Hamilton Cunhing ha# been conof

were

iiuuD

pipe”,

occupied

with

nected with the bureau

uvLjnuvu,

nature

the ethnological world
«»tir, and done much toward lifting the
veil which hide# pre-hiatoric America.
Of hia achievement# Mr. Cushing
speak#
which

Tiie

ami

OF SL'MMKR.

Binisdell, Orinud; IjouLa C
Brings, Treu out; William H. Buck more,
John Davis, John Cook, Ellsworth; Beth
starting
Daniel Carroll, Bucksport; Mary 1*.
|I Pratt,
Lake Alamoosook.
Bunker, Eden; Htzekiah H. Haskell, Deer
Charles
A. Eaton, West boro. Mass.
The day was sultry and we jogged com- I Isle;
Guardians appointed unto Elmer M.
fortably along, through North Biuehiil |
Bridges, minor, Tremont; Winfred,Leigh,
and Orland, with their thrifty-looking
Harry B. and Mildred Coffin, minors,
farms, returning the pleasant nods or Gouldsboro; Ceclie I. Morrison, minor,
waving hands that greeted us from houses Lamoine; Helen Agnes Greenan, minor,
Ellsworin.
along the way, then through the stretch
Inventories
returned
in
estates of
of woodland whero the silence was I r ken Almira A
Bowden, Charles William
occasionally by the whir of a partridge Downes, Ellsworth; Edward P. Nichols,
Luckspon ; Lucena il. Parker, Castine;
or the scurrying of a startled rabbit, a
William 11. Walls, Trenton; Marina E.
stop at the spring to refresh the horses William, G u dsboro.
and ourselves, then on again through the
Affidavits of notice of appointment returned in esiatea of Walter Lawrence,
balsam-laden air, until at last we catch a
Bucksport; Lucena 11.
Castine;
glimpse of a cluster of buildings on the Ellison Laseli Partridge, Parker,
Orland; Harriet
bank of a tumbling stream, tho outlet of J. Simonlon, Samuel K. Whiting, EllsAlamoosook. Another mile through the worth; Susan I). Cox, Boston, Mass.
License to sell real estate granted in
woodland near the shore of the lake, and
estates
of
lltlen Frances Macomber,
we are at 8upt. Atkinson’s pretty little
minor, Franklin; Francis I. and Horace
L. Sinclair, minors, Sullivan; George G.
cottage at Craig Brook fish hatchery.
Horses cared for, lunch eaten, and we Keed, minor, Abington, Mass.
Petition for license to sell real estate
are ready for a visit to the fish ponds to
granted in estate of Thomas Saunders,
kets—a

year, however, many of the articles found
were of much
finer workmanship, and
gave evidence of a very intelligent clast
of Indians.
One particularly fine piece of workmanship, and which Mr. Cushing considerec
one of the most valuable of his finds, wn*
a calumet, or pipe. “By its decorations,’
said Mr. Cushing, “it is clear that it hac
been widely circulated among the Algon
quin Indians from far down the middh
Atlantic coast to this remote northerr
point. The decorated squares upon oni
face of the calumet indicate the nuinbci
of sanctions which it liss received h
treaties, while the waving lines on tin
other side tell the story of Us trail fruu
one tribe to auother.”
Mr. Cushing explained that it was the
custom among
t^e Indians when ouetrlbi
wished to make a treaty with a neighboring tribe, to send the “keeper of th<

talked
enthusiastically
American representative ol
his work at Brooklin during the last sumHe says it U really a continuation
mer.
of his work in Florida. He came to the
Maine coast first because the climate
benefited his health, and incidentally he
took up the explorations here as a sort of
recreation from his more exacting literary
work on his Florida reports.
For the first two summers, the work
here was unimportant, and little information of value was obtained, but last summer the work was lakeu up more systematically, and as it progressed interest in

life-work in which he has already made
his n ark, yet withal so unassuming in
speaking of It, that it is with something
almost Mke an effort that ono brings himself to realize that the man before him,
mm

Another Important discovery made by
Mr. Cashing last year was art remains
which he said caused a radical change of
his opinion In regard to the character of
the Indians inhabiting this region. Tbe
articles found the first two years were of
the crudest character, and led to the belief that the Indians of the region were ol
a very
low order of intelligence. Last

Cushing

with

BRKATIf

Who Hasn't Enjoyed Just Such an
Outing as here Described?
[Written for The American by B. E. C.,
Bluehlll Falls.]
Father was home for the two weeks out
of the year that be had to forget the monotonous round of business of the other
fifty weeks, and the whole family laid Itself out to help him forget it, and to
crowd the greatest possible amount of enjoyment into the smallest space of time.
80 it happened that August 20, 2S98,
found a jolly party of fifteen crowded into
four carriages among the boxes and bas- !

seemed to

EXCELLENT SPECIMENS OF INDIAN ART.

BROOKLIN.

AT

A

on Torrey’s island
represent a sort of transition from a blended Esquimau and Indian
art —possibly Boetuk—to the purely Al«
gonquln style of art and decoration.

They

Ills “den” or work-room at
Brooklin when The American representative called, was a wonderland, while
the barn connected with the house, In
which all the relics from his Investigations In Brooklin were stored, as well as
many from his Florida explorations, was
a
veritable museum In itself. In soap
boxes piled high about the floor were
promiscuous collect ions of relics which
will some day enrich the National museum st Washington, but before then Mr.
Cushing has before him the monumental
task of properly classifying each article.
When it is known that from la*t bummer’s work at Brook i n, Mr. Cashing had
somewhere about 3,500 reiics, each with
a story of Its own to tell, and each to be
assigned to a dtfiulte period, suino mca
may be had of the ta^k bt fore him.
As said before, most of these articles
will go to the National inu euiu, but
w here articles are duplicated, they will be
made up loto smaller collections for college or private collections.

HANCOCK COUNTY COAST.

extent

some

of tbe nature of those

ments.

OF A TRE-HISTORIC RACE ON THE

Last

—the art remains partook to

and

INTERESTING RELICS.

Tin

Penobscol

Unique Observance of Memorlul Day
Five little villages in southern New Jersey unite anuually in a uuique observauct
of Memorial day.
They are all neai
enough to the sea to be dominated by the

NOTICE

ok

FOKKULOSI

William I.
\1THKREAS
▼ V
Isles. Haucock

M.»*

( ran-

of

c«-.>..tv. .-date of
berry
Maine, by his mortgage deed d: .« d
ninth
day of September, a. d. 1896, am! reci rded in
<
the Haucock county registry
de .is, vol.
305, page 159, conveyed to Emma !•. Clement,
of Eden, in said county and St.1
<
rtain
lot or parcel of land situate 1
l; berry
Isles, in the county of llauiu... «.iu .ate of
Maine, and bounded and des< rib. as follows;
Commencing at a stake and :;toi. » at the

thought of it.

So it is not strange that
when they come to think of the men whe
have died tor their country their mindt
turn to the vast grave at their very doors
There are only live hundred inhabitants
all told, in these rtve villages, but the idea
of decorating the great sea grave does not
appall them.
When Memorial day comes around, the
children of the neighborhood, carrying
tDgs and garlandsand crowned with flowers, go to a pier which runsout into the
ocean, where, after marching up and down
and singing patriotic songs, they throw
t heir flowers and garlands into the waves,
while a bugle sounds and a salute is tired.
This ceremony of decorating the common
grave of those who have been lost at sea
not only can be made a beautiful and impressive one, but has also the significance
which would appeal to
people.—ITarper’s

■

northwestern

end

of

the

so-

cailed, and running across th
wall north fifty-two drgre<

named
rods
rain a

and five links; thence follow'*
southerly direction an e;»M.e».y, a westerly
and northerly direction to i<
ing,
■<
rods.
containing six acres and sevt
\\
all
Meaning and intending her1
of Manchester’s Rnint so-e. !'
don
.*
the southeast of the lot know
than
R. Stanley lot. with all the ri
d privits to
leges thereto belonging, als
iat- 1
one-half of “Barn Cove” soen the western part
of sh
And
c has
whereas the condition of s
»o
been broken, now. therefore.
the
breach of the condition thereforeclosure of said mortgage and
notice
therefor.
1
Dated at Eden thiB the twenty-third day of
Emma E. Clumcnt.
January, a. d. 1900.
1

■

■

>

<•

Bazar.

=

■

^.agqr

-

—

_

^Annual

Abbrrt.inntnt..

J

Sbbrrtigcmrnti.
___________

__

____

Midwinter Clearance Sale===From Jan. 1 to Feb. 1, 1900.

M. GALLERT, Ellsworth.
Our ANNUAL MIDWINTER SALE will

begin

the above date and continue

on

•

through January.

___.____

this sale will be an especially
Owing to the recent heavy advances on ail dry goods, in fact on every manufactured article in the dry goods line,
a year ago.
advantageous one to our customers, as we shall offer our goods at substantially the same range of prices which prevailed
TtO
There will be a saving on whatever you buy of us during January of at least —•» to
we will be compelled to advance prices on almost every article.
not in
and
customers
our
with
candid
and
in
We
believe
a
fact.
is
being open
per cent. This is an unusual statement for a merchant to make, but it
as cheap again for y ears
misleading them. We advise all of our customers to buyr all they’ can during this sale, guaranteeing they will not buy goods

After^January

to come.

LINEN DEPARTMENT.

BLACK DRESS GOODS.

table
We shall make special prices
linen, towels, glass linen and crashes.
There is no line of goods which advanced any more than linens. In spite
of it we are in condition to sell them to
vou during this sale as low ns you ever
bought them.
on

We offer special values in Prepons and
smooth Novelties from 49 cts. to *2.00
per yard.
Full assortment of

Broadcloths, Venetians, Poplins, Cheviots, from 49 cts. to
81.50 per yard.
Bemnants and short lengths marked

4 HOOKS

N-706

below cost.

UPHOLSTERY

I

COLORED DRESS GOODS.
will be made on many
lines to insure a quick Bale.
One lot to close out at 9, 12 1-2 and
15 cts. per yard; reduced from 15 and 25

Special prices

and RUGS.
Mark-down of odd Lace Curtains
and Portieres; also Curtain Muslins, Cretonnes, Furniture Covering and Silkalenes.
Special prices on Smyrna and

cts.

COTTONS and BLANKETS.
In spite of the recent heavy
such as

FOREIGN

and DOMESTIC GINGHAMS.

We offer these desirable goods at less
than the wholesale market price of today. About 50 pieces of real imported
Scotch ginghams, former prices 50, 39
and 25 cts., at the uniform price or 19
cts. per yard.
Domestic ginghams, the 12 1-2 ct. and
15 ct. kind, 10 cts.
A few apron ginghams at c 6ts.; cost
to buy, 8 1-2 cts.

I

all staples
Sheetings, Points
and Blankets, we shall maintain present

WHITE

offered bv any store.
One lot of 81.25 Gloves, slightly damaged, at 49 cts.
Another of hook Gloves, 81.00 and
$1.25 kind, 79 cts.
Two clasp: our well-known Ireland
Glove, regular retail price, $1.50;
now $1.19.
ever

CLOAK DEPARTMENT.
Silk and Woolen Shirt Waists—a uniThe
form reduction of 25 per cent.
original selling price will remain on the
discount
goods. You get 25 per cent,
when you buy.

!

HOSIERY,
UNDERWEAR and
UHBRELLAS.
Tbs balance of some lines of
Lsdles' and Children's Underwear will be sold at 28
per cent,
reduction.
We shall nuke substantial reduction on Ladles' and Men’s
Umbrellas.

FURS.

LADIES’ COATS
at nominal cost. We offer our entire
stock as follows:
• 5.00 and 9 6.00 Coats at 93.99
5.99
10.00
7.50
“
15.00
7.99
12.60

We have three

at a uniform discount of 25 per cent.,
the same as on the silk anu woolen
waists.

GOODS and EHB ROIDERIES at reduced prices—at

1

COLLARETTES.
As we cannot give the description of
the goods in an advertisement, we
merely mention this fact, that the
original selling mark will remain; you
get one-third, or 33 1-3 per cent, of the
price, when you buy.

Reefers, from 4 to 14 years, 91.49 to 93.99
79 cts. to 91.99
Eiderdown Cloaks,
Cashmere Infant Cloaks, 99 cts. to 93.99
Practically at half price.

COLORED and BLACK PETTICOATS

Electric Seal Coats
now 819.99.

left; regular price, $30.00;

MISSES’ and CHILDREN’S CLOAKS.

Foreign

Bargain in

KID GLOVES

prices through January.

COLORED and FANCY SILKS.
We offer a lot of Fancy Taffetas and
Novelties at 49 cts.; reduced
from 75 cts. and *1.00. This lot is small
and will be closed in a few days.

Mark-down sale on
Cornet Covers from 12 1-2 cts. to 49 cts.
“
49 cts. to 82.50
Night Robes
49 cts. to 8199
White Skirts

The Greatest
advances

on

Another lot at 25 cts.; reduced from
39 cts.
A third lot at 49 cts.; reduced from
62 1-2 and 75 cts.

Daghastan Rugs.

Our GREAT SALE of
Ladies' Cotton Underwear.

CORSETS.
Our Corset department is the strongin the city.

est

prii :es

which

cannot

be

duplicated.

An advertisement cannot give you much of any idea how cheap we are selling our goods during this salt—and this in spite of the
We do this to give our customers the usual annual benefit and to retain our reputation as a reliable merchant.
of manufactured goods.
this month is a saving of money.

advance

heavy

kinds’

all

in

Whatever you

buy during

n.GALLERT.
COUNTY NEWS.
For additional County JWtr*

nee

other page»

wonder if winter has broken for
has
this

broken

up

Jftmet* Dyer, who ha** been Sooth since
last summer, has returned home in very

in

uid it tonal

vicinity.
B.

Jan. 29.

Kant brook.

(-OUXTY XEWS.

It

good.

lumbering operations

The Eminent Kidney
and Bladder

Specialist.

Amhfrn.

Frank Gregg, Jof Aurora, is visiting relatives here.
Mrs.

A

Smith and wife, of Ellsworth

to arrest the

week,
after successful terms tAught by the folNo. 1, Miss Jennie
lowing teachers;
Silsby; No. 2, E. H. Chick, of Eddington;
No. 3, Mrs. E. T. Hussey.
Jan.

take due

entertainment to be

Eugene Coombs
McKenzie

his

preparing
presented soon.
are

badly

Crockett’s hall at

fishermen
report small
Rabbit hunters are more successful, making catches daily.
Business at the steam mill is booming.
smelt

a

catches.

Whitcomb, Haynes A Co., of
Falls, are to have the staves
been sawed.

Ellsworth
that have

has

Young has gone to Hancock to
teach the winter term of school.
Miss Clara Frazier, of Ellsworth, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Allen Kingsley.
John B. Wood and wife have returned
visit-

from Calais, where they have been
ing their son, Dr. F. L. Wood.

HEALTH

mean

to those who

Joseph Wood and wife left

need an infallible
LIVER REMEDY
and
CONSTIPATION Cure

Probably

a

dozen

cures.

THE

|

meeting

of

Eggemoggin

TRIE “L. F.* ATWOOD'S
BITTERS.

j
I

dainty specialty.
they last we will

seli them at-*-----

C.

|

I 13

A TWTQ
rp AiAXtl
O.
**

100

pairs

Scrim

Curtains,
yds. long,
Special price to close,
effect.

2 1-2

39C

L.

I

latest

stripe
edge.

Also 50
3 yards

*

ruffled

59c

I

pairs plain Muslin Curtains, with ruffled edge,
long. Former price, Sl.OO. While they last,
50C P*ir'

2

Worth 75c per

pair.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

A REGULAR

SriASH'UP
In prices

fine

hft?»

harnesses

I

am

not

behind the times in low.

ering them, and at the
giving you the best

Singing.
Address, Rev I! O Worthley, Brooksville.
Singing.

stylish

same

time

made

and

handsomely
trimmed oak leather harness to be
most

Collection.
Consecraliou

service, Rev E S Drew, Sedgwick
The uuion is composed of the societies
at Sedgwick, Sargentvilie, West BrooksThe Deer Isle telephone company has a
ville, Brooksville, Castine, South Penobman
here repairing the different tele- :
scot, North Sedgwick, South Bluehill,
phones in the village.
; North Brooklin, Deer Isle and Brooklin.
Clayton Gilley went to Southwest Harbor Sunday for two weeks’ visit to his
Illuesedgbrook 8. S. Association.
The Bluesedgbrook District Sunday
parents, George Gilley and wife.
Jan. 29.
EUGENE.
School association will meet at the Con-

on

taken place in the last year, and

Cushman, Castine.
Unfii.Uhed business.

j

gregational church, Bluehill, Tuesday,

_________

...

A very
While

and

found for the money in Hancock

county.

HENRY E. DAVIS,
The Ellsworth

,

j

*

1

American—only COUNTY Paper.

“Tell me,” Bald the youth, “the Becret
your happiness and contentment.”

“Have you got a family,” asked a young
lawyer of a colored man charged with
Tis simple,” replied the sage, “I always having stolen a
West Franklin.
Feb. 13.
horse, whom the lawyer
Birch Hariior.
discount my expectations DO per cent.”
John W. Hardison is in poor health.
was appointed by
the court to defend
Jerod Crane is building an ice*house.
| State Field Worker I. N. Ilalliday, of
! Portland, and State Supt. of Primary
Mrs. Ida Clark is improving in health.
“Madam, you can’t carry your umbrella, “1’se got no family yet. I looks to you
Mrs. F. A. Lindsey is visiting her sister
of
Por
Work
Miss
Clementine
S.
Lucas,
For the past week lumbering operations
that baby and bandbox, and hold your for dat.” “Look to me to supply you
in Lamoine.
There will »
with a family?” “I looks to you and da
in the woods have been at a standstill. land, will be present.
dress up. Let me assist you by
carrying
B. W. Hancock and wife spent Saturday
and
afternoon
evei.
meetings forenoon,
jury.” “What kind of stuff is that you
Edward Stetson, who has been a guest
your bandbox.” “No; that’s got my new
in Sullivan.
has
beet
An
ing.
interesting programme
are Italking?”
“Hit’s just what I say.
hat in It: you carry the baby.”
at Jacob Springer’s, returned home FriThe winter school, which has recently
; prepared.
Miss Matiidy Snowball says et 1 only gits
day.
“I
’scuse
me foh mentionin’
hope you’ll
closed, was a pleasant and profitable term.
a yeah in de
penopotentiary she’ll waiV
Logs have been hauled to Gordon’s mill * The indolent man is the first to claim it,” Bald Uncle Eben, “but every once in fur
Dana Pbippin, of the lifesaving stame, but if I get’s moab, den she’s
to saw the frame for the Free Baptist
that he never had an opportunity.
a while human folks ’minds me o’critters.
gwlne to marry de fust uiggah what
tion at Islesford, called on friends here
chapel, at East Franklin.
Few men can keep their good reaolu- Some of us can’t feel giunerwinely thank- comes
recently.
along. Bo you see, boas, what a
ful ouless we's got both feet in de trough.”
I George W. Hardison has shipped a car- tions and a diary at the same time.
C.
Jan. 29.
’sponslbility dar am restin’ on yer.”
Jan. 29.

your neighbors can
tell of its
...

!
morn*

ing for a week’s stay in Portland. Then
they will attend the Bryan banquet.

of

ASK THEM

this

|
I

Webb, who has been employed on
a tugboat at Boston, is home o$ a visit.
Misses Mira Lane and Annie Wood,
who have been employed at Boston, arrived home Saturday.

Arthur

edge.

Evening.
service, John Staples, North Brooklin.
Scripture muling and prayer, Rev 4 P

8eth

commenced sawing

lace

to sell at 85c.

Praise

in

M. Tbayer is loading schooner
4*Loduskia” with stone for New York.

staves.

That

were

of

H.

Went Gouldsboro.

Frank Noyes

Oeeanville.

8. G. Buckminster, of Oeeanville, caught
musk rat in his cellar recently.

A. K. Warren and C. B. Small
Ellsworth last week on business.

Ch’b’eb.

Jan. 27.

few weeks.

T.
M.
Coombs, superintendent
schools, was in town last week.

Shades, with six-inch
Made especially for us,

deavors for the Master’s service?” Rev
E K Drew, South Penobscot.
"What steps can l»e taken In our society to
advauce ChrUt's cause?” Miss Alice
Stover, West Brooksville.
"IIow Improve our committee work?” Member of Deer I»le society.
"How treat delinquent members?” Mrs
George M Staples, South Penobscot.
"How Improve the prayer meeting?” Mrs
Helen V Smith, 8edirwlck.
Question box, Mrs Treworgy, North Sedgwick
Basket supper.

May Gross died at West Stonington Tuesday of last week.
in
George
Trundy is
sailmaking

William Ryder is still confined to his
sufferer from an

WINDOW SHADES.

Singing.
Business; secretary's report, roll call; reports
Question and discussion, "What are the
esseutial qualification* of Christian En-

Miss

bed. He in a great
incurable disease.

The

a

31| BARGAINS.

Afternoon.
Praise service, II It Dority, Sargentvilie.
Scripture reading and prayer, ltev 8 W Chapin,
Deer Isle.
Address of welcome, II S Kane, Brooklin.
Response, Mrs F II Smith, Sedgwick.

C.

Pearl Eaton is home for

last

SPECIAL

arranged:

Stoniiigton.

Fred

hurt his side and

finger quite

The annual

practice.

week.

j

E. local union will be held at Brooklin
Wednesday, Feb. 14, afternoon and evening. The following programme has been

notice thereof.

Jan. 29.

j

Eggeinoggln C. K. Local Union.

IJe spent a
very bad of late.
Bangor awhile ago, and received
much benefit, but he is now going to take
a thorough course of treatment in New
York. He will be abseut about six weeks.
Dr. F. 8. Herrick, of Brooklin, and Dr.
8tewart, of Brookaville, will look after his

an

Hodgkins has gone to Ellsvisit her son, Kittridge Martin.

From there she will go to Gouldsboro to
spend the remainder of the winter with
her daughter, Mrs. Edward Hodgkins.
ARE.
Jan. 29.

week at

J. Smith divides his time between wood hauling aud peddling.

MAINE’S GREATEST STORE.

Mrs. Sarah
worth to

have been

Charles

The people of Egypt

Kev. John 8. Blair, of I-amoine, held a
in the Union c-hapel Sunday
afternoon.

Dr. R. E. liagerthy has gone to New
York for treatment of hi9 eyes, which

Egypt.
John F. Clark is chopping stavewood
for Reuben Clark.

Gardiner.

meeting

a

summary manner. The genial sheriff is a
dead shot. All evil-doers are notified to

29._

Two Letters

and he did it in

Falls, were in town Sunday and Monday,
visiting relatives.
last

to South

Benjamin Bowden, of Portsmouth, N.
H., is visiting bis mother, Mrs. Abbie
Bowden.

Jan. 23, and report a very interesting
session. They are enthusiastic as regards
the work done by the Ellsworth lodge-.

daughter, Mrs. M. S. Kelliber,

closed

wood

John Anderson, who has been quite ill.

goodly number of Masons attended
masonic convention at Ellsworth,

intruder,

pulp

is about again.

Rev. E. 8. Drew one day recently discovered a fox in Mrs. F. Herrick’s henyard, unable to find bis way out. Mr.
Drew called H. N. Dority, deputy sheriff,

The schools in town

Hil Laboratory.
I There is a disease prevailing in this
country most dangerous because so deceptive. Many sudden deaths are caused by
it—heart disease, pneumonia, heart failure
or apoplexy are often the result of kidney
disease. If kidney trouble is allowed to advance the kidney-poisoned blood will attack
the vital organs, or the kidneys themselves
break down and waste away cell by cell.
Then the richness of the blood—the albumen
—leaks out and the sufferer has Bright's
Disease, the worst form of kidney trouble.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root the new dis.
covery is the true specific for kidney, bladder
and urinary troubles. It has cured thousands
of apparently hopeless cases, after all other
efforts have failed. At druggists in fifty-cent
and dollar sizes. A sample bottle sent free
by mail, also a book telling about SwampAddress
Root and its wonderful cures.
Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y. and
mention this paper.

in

ported.
the

of

Marlboro.
were

Rev. E. 8. Drew has been holding a
of meetings at ’North Brooklin.
Quite a number of conversions are re-

at Brewer.
Charles

load

Quality, survey and price satisfactory.
Ch’K’er.
Jan. 29.

other fagr*.

series

Mrs. Mary Rowe is at Old Town visiting her son, Dr. Rowe.
Henry Butterfield cut his foot quite
badly last week, while cutting wood.
Mrs. J. H. Patten and Mrs. F. O. Silsby
were at Bangor last Monday aud Tuesday.
W. H. Silsby and wife spent last week
with their

see

Sfdcwick.
E. A. Friend and O. P. Carter
Ellsworth Thursday.

poor health.
Miss Lura Dunham is slowly recovering
The bare ground which followed the
January thaw of last week makes one I from typhoid fever.

astnascmruts.
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